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Har Sahay Meena
                         IAS
Director
Secondary Education
Rajasthan, Bikaner

Director’s Desk
With the changing world environment and exponential growth of the use of English all over the world, we
must put great emphasis on teaching and learning of English in order to take advantage of our huge human
resource. English has occupied an important place in our educational system. But the condition of teaching-
learning of English in government schools is mostly pathetic. A large number of failures at the secondary
stage have been due to the pupil’s poor achievement in English. Low standard of teaching the subject is
also responsible to a great extent. In most cases, the old Translation-Grammar Method still reigns supreme.

Despite all odds, nobody can deny the importance of English in our educational system. It is through
English that we are able to keep ourselves updated with recent developments around the world. New age
economies have made learning of English compulsory for those who want to find a good livelihood in this
competitive environment. English is also of outmost importance in case of higher studies and research in the
fields of science and technology. The big question facing us today is how we can take English to the
masses. How do we equip the large potential workforce of our country to rise up to the challenge and
opportunity that the new world presents us with!

For the strengthening English language teaching in the state, English Language Teaching Institute was
established at IASE, Bikaner  in December 2010 and since its inception, the Institute has been sharing the
updated teaching and learning practices in English Language Teaching  with the teachers of English and the
wider ELT community in the region.

ELTI Bikaner is currently working on developing ELT expertise and promoting innovation in the areas of
difficulty for the teachers of English and carrying out  research in the use of current learning technology for
the betterment of classroom teaching at respective schools.

Through in-service orientation programmes, workshops, seminars and publication of ELTI Journal, ELTI
has done a great job to acquaint the teachers with new technology and  developed its own resources
through on-line repository of current  issues in the field of ELT.

I would like to express my sincere thanks and appreciation to Hon’ble Vice Chancellor and all the members
of Advisory committee for ELTI Support Scheme, EFL University, Hyderabad for their support of our
work and appreciate the services of the faculty members of  ELTI, Bikaner for their tireless efforts and the
excellent work.

I am sure that the ELTI, Bikaner will add significant value to the work of strengthening English language
Teaching in the state and the ELTI Journal will reflect what is first rate in the field of ELT.

Har Sahay Meena
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EDITORIAL 

I t gives me a great pleasure to pen these few words and share my views with the readers.  It was by
accident that I happened to see the papers that were submitted for publication in the last issue of this
journal.  I used my proverbial ‘blue pencil’ to make changes to some papers and restrain the inclusion
of some papers.  The reason for withholding was not in terms of quality but one of unsuitability at the
time of publication. There is no need to talk of the past now, so let us move on.

The present issue began with a flood of contributions and as the saying goes, history repeats itself.
We had to look through each paper carefully and in the process of sifting some of the contributions
drifted away and the remains are here with you.  What has remained exhibits a myriad variety, and
my task has been largely to put them in a sequence I thought was best?  I do not believe that this is
the best and sure enough there are better ones.

We have in all sixteen papers and one concern of mine in choosing these papers is their pedagogic
value.  Each one of them is closely linked to the classroom practice teaching skills, using a set of
strategies, teacher behavior or employing technology for language teaching.  I congratulatory the
contributors for their efforts and bearing with me for a long period of gestation before the journal
saw the light of the day.

I draw the attention of the readers to article on lesson planning by Dr. Paliwal.  The paper presents
an alternative which not many scholars had thought of for over 150 years.  Dr. Paliwal has developed
a frame and also illustrated it amply to help a classroom teacher.  Such articles are welcome
everywhere, and we are glad we have found a place for one such.

I do not like to single out papers and comment on each thus anticipating for the reader what to
expect.  I leave it to you.  The title of each paper suggests this and I do not need to add anything
more.

We welcome your views and comments on each paper.  It is also time to suggest some additions to
good journal that this is.  We shall have two additional sections from the forthcoming issues.  A
section on Reader’s Views and another section on Book Review.  Publishing book reviews adds to
the value of a journal and provides better participation from the readers.  We hope this suggestion is
taken seriously by all of you.

We like our mail box to be flooded with your letters.

Happy reading

S Mohanraj
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The Role of  an English Teacher in the Middle
School Classroom

q  Pankaj Vyas    q  Mehzbeen Sariwala

I  Introduction
The 21st century is full of high-technology and high
competition, and the requirements of English talents
are different from the past. Nowadays, learning
English is more important. The English teacher not
only teaches students the knowledge, but also
teaches students how to study and how to use their
knowledge. As a second language which the
students must study, English is not so easy and
interesting for every student. Many students feel
that studying English is very dull and very difficult.
And day by day, they lose their heart in learning
English. But now, English is very important for the
young people. If they want to go to universities,
they must pass the English exam. If they want to go
abroad, they also must pass all kinds of English
exams. And if the teacher only teaches the students
and answers their questions, the students could not
study English better. So, the English teacher should
change their roles in the middle school classroom so
that the students could study English easily and well.

II. The Roles of the English Teacher

1. Controller:  As a controller, the English teacher
controls the class fully. The teacher tells the students
what they must do, when they do it; what they must
study, when they should study.  He/she also controls
the students as to when they should speak English
and what kinds of English they should speak. In
many middle school classrooms, especially in the
country middle school classrooms, the English
teacher first tells the students what they will learn in

that class, then teaches the content in the English
book and asks the student to read, or do exercise
and so on. We also hear the teacher say: “now, do
the exercise by yourselves, and if you have questions,
you may ask me.”In this way, the students may pay
their attentions to what the teacher say, and all the
students study the same knowledge in the same way
and at the same time. It is also very effective in
learning new lessons and new sentences. But the
teacher should make sure that all students pay their
attentions to what he’s said. However, the role of
an English teacher as the “controller” controls all
the class, and the students have less time to speak
English and it is not good fordeveloping the students’
abilities of using the language. So, the teachers
should give their students much time to speak
English.

2. Organizer:  It is very difficult for an English
teacher to play the role “organizer”. If the teacher
organizes the class-game well, the class-game is
successful. Before the teacher asks the students to
do the exercise, the teacher must know that if the
students do not know what they should do, they
will waste all the time of that class. And the students
who know less English  do not know how to take
part in these games. They may do those games in
Chinese. It is not effective too. So, before the class-
games, the teacher must see that every student
knows what he or she should do. So, at this time,
the teacher should give an example, and then, ask
some of the students to do that. If it is a dialogue
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exercise, the teacher could give some students the
roles of this dialogue, and then ask the student to
do the dialogue in the classroom.

3. Assessor:The main work a teacher should do is
assessing the learners’ study and knowing whether
they study well. If no, the teacher should change
the way he taught. There are two ways for assessing:
correcting and feedback. When a teacher is
correcting the students’ mistakes, he should pay his
attention to the way he speaks, and do not cut short
the students. Otherwise the students may lose their
hearts and dare not speak English.
Feedback is assessing the students’ work when they
finish it. The teacher should approve the students’
advantages while he points out the problems and
tells them how to deal with those problems. Ever
since they are enrolled into schools, students are
trained in learning methods and habits. In this way,
they will switch from the passive position to the
initiative position, so as to lay a solid foundation for
further studies. Learning to use dictionaries is one
of the most basic skills in English study. Teachers
should guide students to learn to look up new words
in the dictionary. Different dictionaries are designed
with different purposes. Students are guided to
choose suitable ones. Out of dictionaries, students
can learn pure English, because lots of language items
are from original books, newspapers or magazines.
Students need guidance on how to preview new
lessons. The purpose to preview is to get to know
new words, language items and the content
preliminarily with the help of dictionaries and
reference books. Students may feel it too difficult
or unused to it at the very beginning, but day after
day, if they insist on using the method, they will enjoy
the happiness of previewing new lessons. This is
one way to probe. Based on their own preliminary
preview, they are able to study with problems and
to raise deep level questions in class. So teachers
can organize lessons at a higher level. At the stage

of introducing new lessons, teachers should try
every means to arouse students’ interest, motivate
their desire to take part in the study process. During
this procedure, teachers design situations for
teaching of either a language item or a sentence
pattern, and presenting tasks, to make students
realize their lack of knowledge. Students’ motivation
to learn will be generated in this way.So they will
be eager to get involved into the learning process.
Teachers’ guiding role is necessary for new English
learners. At the stage of guiding, teachers work as
guiders, guiding students to form good learning
habitsandas promoters, promoting students to love
learning English.

4. Participant: “Participant” is that the teacher
thinks of himself as one of the students and takes
part in their games, not that he/she looks at the
students at the platform. It could enliven the
atmosphere of the class and offer the students
chances to speak to someone who knows more
English. By taking part in the games by the teacher.
“there is no love and there is no education”. The
love of the teachers is that the teacher understands
the students’ spiritual world, learning to think as a student
and studying together with the students. At the same
time, the teacher may get something which can help
him when he explains the problems to the students.
Through this discussion, the students give free rein
to their imagination and exercise their speaking; the
teacher learns more about the story’s end. But as a
participant, the teacher should be careful to control
the class, he should give the students much more
time to speak and discuss.

5. Helper : To the students, a teacher is a dictionary,
a tool book and a computer. Whenever they meet
problems, they will ask the teacher to help them.
When students do oral communication games,
reading and writing, they will meet with many many
problems; they will ask the teacher to help them
understand them. Besides, one’s confidence and

The Role of an English Teacher in the Middle School Classroom  q  Pankaj Vyas & Mehzbeen Sariwala
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attitude determine if his English is poor or well. So,
when the students lose their heart in learning English,
the teacher should say something to comfort them;
when they make advances, the teacher should praise
them; when they have problems, the teacher should
help them in time. Loving the students, the teacher
should be good at getting into the students’ emotion
world. To get into the students’ emotion world, the
teacher first should be the students’ friend and feel
their happiness, anger, grief and joy.”The teacher
should create favorable conditions that help in time,
and recommend some favorable English readings and
magazines to the students and tell them some reading
skills in the class to improve their reading speed.

6. Prompter  : “Prompter” is a teacher role which
makes the student the center. He lets them study by
themselves. Teachers are to lead and encourage
students.The former beliefs tend to be abstract, but
the latter expectations always show out their
concrete qualities, and their impact on learners’
development. Teacher’s expectations of learners
and their impact result from the process of interaction
between teacher and learner. During the process,
teachers constantly insist on influencing the learner
according to their own expectations, and the learner
will step by step develop himself as the teacher
expects. Teacher’s roles will affect everything the
students do in the classroom, whether these are
implicit or explicit. And teacher’s deep—rooted
beliefs about how languages are learnt will pervade
their classroom actions more than a parceled
methodology they are told to adopt or course book
they follow.
A British educational theorist Pajares thinks that the
teacher’s beliefs have a greater influence than the
teachers’ knowledge on the way. They plan their
lessons by depending on all kinds of decisions. They
make their general classroom practices. Social
constructionists also find that the teacher’s beliefs
are far more influential than knowledge in

determining how individuals organize and define
tasks and problems, and are better predictor of how
teachers behave in the classroom.
Social constructivists find that an effective teacher
creates a learning atmosphere which is cognitively
and affectively expanding; a learning atmosphere
which enables the learner to become a more
adequate and knowledgeable person. It is clear that
this kind of approach places great emphasis upon
what the teacher as a person brings to the teaching-
learning relationship and how the learner can be
helped to develop as a whole person by the
provision of a supportive learning environment,
which allows individuals to develop in their own way.
Aspirin and Boy express it. “pupils feel the personal
emotional structure of the teacher long before they
feel the impact of the intellectual content offered by
that teacher.” This obviously has particular
implications with regard to teachers’ views of
themselves since a teacher who lacks self-esteem
will find it impossible to build the self-esteem of
others. This is equally true when it comes to
conveying dignity and respect. Thus, the language
teacher needs to convey a sense of self-confidence
when using the language, at the same time respecting
learner’s attempts to express themselves and their
views in the language.

III . Conclusion:

Now teacher work with students who are actively
planning and managing their own futures. Teachers
prepare students for a range of career path ways
and help them develop the skills habits and attitude
they will retain over a lifetime of learning. It is a
more challenging role for teachers now that the
expectations are more complex. The teacher’s role
influences teacher’s consciousness, teaching,
attitude, teaching methods and teaching policy. The
teachers’ role also strongly influences teaching
behavior and, finally, learner’s development.

v v v

The Role of an English Teacher in the Middle School Classroom  q  Pankaj Vyas & Mehzbeen Sariwala
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Critical Language Awareness in Multilingual India:
Possibilities for Language Education

q  C. Deepesh

Language, as taught in school, is both a tool that
helps learners make sense of the world and also the
social and cultural site where the pressures and
conflicts that exist in society play out.Instead of
seeing language as a static standardised tool, it needs
to be understood in terms of the reality that the
language/languages we use are, in fact, a result of
negotiations both at the individual and group levels.
We decide to use particular words or particular
ways of saying something depending on who is
listening/reading, what the purpose of speech/writing
is and the context in which we use this language.
The Indian linguistic context can be called a
plurilingual one rather than a multilingual one.
Plurilingualism characterizes“a less compartmentalized
and more fluid kind of language use. Plurilingual users
draw on their skills in any number of languages to
achieve effective communication in a particular
situation” (Thornbury, 2006).The knowledge of
various languages and their use is not in a strictly
compartmentalized fashion. We cannot claim to use
a fixed variety of language/languages in all the spaces
where we use language/languages to communicate.
Additionally, language is seen as a marker of identity
(Mitchell, 2009) and a language is often embodied
as mother or deified as a goddess (Telugu talli,
meaning mother Telugu, for example).

Countries where English is not the mother tongue
for a majority of the people are faced with an
inevitable dilemma – to embrace English and take
full advantage of its linguistic capital in the globalizing

economy, and so suppress identity markers even
as peoples and cultures with differences have to be
embraced, or to shift focus away from English and
aggressively attempt to assert regional/national
identities, including linguistic identities. English is seen
both as a weapon of ‘linguistic imperialism’
(Phillipson, 1992) as well as a passport to success.

Schools aim to develop in learners the ability to
make sense of the multiple complexities that are
found in society and to prepare them for the
challenges they will face in life. Is the Indian situation
any different from that of other countries? The Indian
situation is rightly captured by Pattanayak, “If one
draws a straight line between Kashmir and
Kanyakumari and marks, say, every five or ten miles,
then one will find that there is no break in
communication between any two consecutive
points”(Pattanayak 1984:44 cited in Mohanty,
2006).  A number of studies of the history of policy
and practice in India attempt to capture this
phenomenon that the Ramamurthi Committee (set
up to review the National Policy on Education (NPE
1986)) terms as  ‘riddled’, ‘complexities’, ‘problem’
etc in its final report (Ramamurthi, 1990).  There is
a general recognition that there is a gap between
what is mandated by policy and what is practised in
schools. Two assumptions that have often guided
the deliberations of these [government] committees
are firstly, that every childin the country should learn
the same number of languages and secondly, that
learning Hindi and English are of paramount-
importance for everyone. Both of these assumptions
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militate against the fluid plurilingual texture of Indian
society(Agnihotri and Khanna, 1997, p. 35).

Farrell and Giri recommend “a creative and locally
responsive approach to English education” including
locally produced curriculum materials and
pedagogical approaches (Farrell and Giri, 2011).
Pingali Sailaja asserts that “the choice of a uniform
language for the country is not a matter that can be
determined in any satisfactory manner” because of
the complex Indian language education situation
(Pingali, 2011). She makes a strong case for the
fact that “all that is Indian is not necessarily bad or
useless” (ibid).

Selma Sonntag makes the compelling point that “the
‘life chances’ of those who attend vernacular-
medium schools differ significantly from those who
attend English-medium schools” (Sonntag, 2011).

So, if one agrees that we, as teachers cannot do
anything to change school education either in terms
of policy or planning, we can still think of creating
change at the practice level. Farrell and Giri give
the example of the Jesuit priest Parmar (Farrell and
Giri, 2011), who beat the much-maligned system
and succeeded in creating multiple language-medium
instructions in order to help learners from
disadvantaged backgrounds get educated. Are there
other classroom practices that truly reflect the
complex linguistic situation of India and help learners
come to terms with these complexities and to
empower them to make informed choices of
language use? Critical language awareness is an area
of study that focuses on empowering the learner
with a critical understanding of the “ways in which
language represents the world, and reflects and
constructs power relations” (Ivanic & Clark, 1999).
CLA theorists and practitioners make an attempt
to provide learners with opportunities for personal
investment in the learning process. Learners are

made to feel in charge of the process. Their self
esteem is raised to facilitate the language learning
process, especially in a second/subsequent language
learning context, by helping them overcome anxieties
caused by too much power vested with the
knowledge of a powerful language (English/Hindi
or another ‘major’ regional language). Knowledge
of the inherent equality of all language varieties (and
therefore the temporariness of a variety’s currency
as accepted standard) has the potential to empower
individuals and groups which feel marginalised and
culturally impoverished. It also has the potential to
help learners from such backgrounds develop a
better readiness to learn the target language (English,
here), leaving out anxieties related to correctness
and appropriateness. Fairclough questions the very
notion of appropriateness, and asserts that it is a
hidden tool used for assimilation into majoritarian
ideologies (Fairclough, 1995).

Through CLA, teachers aimto not only improve
language use, but also develop greater sensitivity to
the issues of culture and identity. This in turn, equips
the learner with the ability to challenge existing
attitudes, conventions and language policies when
it is in their best interest to do so.

CLA studies usually help the learners build an
awareness of the political nature of both policy-
making and the choices of language use that
individuals make in their day-to-day affairs. But will
just this suffice in plurilingual India? There is a need
to go beyond this framework in the Indian context,
where there are thousands of learners who speak a
particular language at home that is not recognized
in school. Several legitimate languages are clubbed
together as dialects of Hindi (Braj, Awadhi,
Kumaoni...) and some languages spoken by tribes
(Lambada, for example) were not used as a medium
of instruction even at the primary level in schools.

Critical Language Awareness in Multilingual India: Possibilities for Language Education q C. Deepesh
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Even those that are used at the primary school level
are used at the beginning levels in order to help learners
“adapt” to the education system that is provided
only in the ‘major’ regional language or in English.

There is a strong case for a critical language
awareness programme that takes into account the
language/languages that the learner comes to the
school with, as a resource and not merely as a
‘stepping stone’. The choice of metaphors and
idioms, the levels of politeness and the choice of
words for various contexts of language use need to
be determined by the individual learner with the

realization of the various socio-political reasons that
acted behind language policy. There is need to
‘empower’ learners with a critical understanding of
these complexities as reflected by language in use
and also to enable them to ‘emancipate’ themselves
by developing and choosing alternatives to these
conventions (Clark, 1992). The active use of the
knowledge of language as a powerful resource in
the listening, speaking, reading and writing of English
(for example, and other ‘major’ languages used as
media of instruction) is a compelling need.
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BSP: An Alternative Model of  Lesson Planning for TESL

q  Anil Paliwal

          Key Words: model, mentalist approach /

cognitive approach, behaviorism, constructivism,

brainstorming, study, production, thought

provoking questions, LSRW, communication,

lexical and structural items, accuracy, appropriacy,

fluency, competence, text, resources, exploitation.
(A) Introduction

Lesson Planning (LP) which is an integral part of
pre-service teacher education (TE) has been a
source of worry/anxiety for students of TE for a
long time. Evidently LP has been influenced by the
teaching - learning theories in vogue from time to
time including mentalist approach, cognitive
approach,  gestalt approach, the structural approach

and behaviorism. Recently the constructivist theory
of learning has also made its entry into the enterprise
of TE. Of course, some concerted efforts are being
made in various quarters of TE to make teaching-
learning process a little more meaningful and
enjoyable which is the need of the hour.
As a teacher educator with some experience in the
field of TE, the author of this paper has also thought
over the issue of lesson planning in TESL (Teaching
English as a Second Language) and has tried out
some of the innovative ideas towards the aim of
making teaching and learning a little more fruitful
and pleasurable experience both for the teacher and
the learners.
It is these ideas which have been organized in the
form of a basic model of language teaching being
labeled here as BSP Model.

(B) BSP Model:

S. Phase/Step Teacher’s Role Student'sRole Blackboard
No.                                         Work

1. Brainstorming 1.The teacher sets a topic/theme 1. Students participate inSummary

Session (BS) for brainstorming. (BS) and reply to TPQT.

2.  Asks Thought Provoking  2. Ask TPQs (Thought

Questions (TPQs).  Provoking Questions.

3. Encourages the students to share

their ideas, experiments, etc.

4. Writes the main points/key-words

on the board.

5. Gives CS (Clarification and

Summary )
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2. Study 1. Provides study materials. 1. Study the text/ material. Diagram/

Table/Flow

2. TPQT 2.TPQS Chart/Map

3. CS etc.

3. Production 1.Sets more ‘free’ tasks to be 1. Complete the set task. Summary

completed through map, chart, 2. Participate in the task.

table, flow- chart, diagram,

exercises,  etc. The teacher

conducts projects,

group work, pair work,

discussion, etc.

2. CS

BSP stands for the following:

B = Brain storming  S = Study  P= Production
The BSP Model of Teaching aims at the following:
(1)  To enable the students to reflect upon/activate
their previous knowledge/ experiences / skills /
attitudes through brainstorming.
(2)  To enable the students to actively ‘study’ the
new materials/text.
(3)  To enable the students to ‘produce’ newly learnt/
studied ideas, language items by way of a summary
(oral or written or notes and thus add to the ideas
creatively if possible).

(i) Brainstorming Phase : Research
studies reveal that brainstorming sessions activate
and motivate the students. They start stimulating their
thinking which facilitates learning.

In this model, a brainstorming session is one
in which the teacher presents an academic/linguistic
problem and invites the class to offer their ideas to
solve it. It could be a cross-word puzzle which
students see/read and understand. Since they know
some vocabulary, they can think and say/write/

produce words which would be later  used by the
teacher for developing their listening, speaking,
reading and writing skills or which may also be used
for teaching lexical, structural, phonological and
grammatical items if need be. The teacher asks
TPQs ( ‘ why and how’ questions).

The teacher may also use picture dictation,
brisk dictation, word-game, rhyme, poem, real
objects, pictures, chart, diagram/sketch/graphs, etc.
cartoons, newspapers, advertisements, brochures,
pamphlets, wrappers,  packet and  product
literature, for the  brainstorming session.

Obviously, there are scores of such things
which are largely available. The important thing is
that the teacher should know the answers to the
following questions:
(i) Why am I conducting the brainstorming session?
What are my specific objectives? What do I want
to achieve through the brainstorming session?
(ii) How do I conduct a brainstorming session? What
is my role? What’s the role of my students? Should
I ask questions or should the students ask questions?
Should I use the blackboard/ white board, etc.

BSP: An Alternative Model of Lesson Planning for TESL q Anil Paliwal
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before, during or after the brainstorming session?
(iii) What materials am I using for the brainstorming?
How would I use or exploit the materials?
(iv) How would I budget the class time? How much
time should I give to the brainstorming session?

(ii) Study Phase: This phase of the lesson
plan aims at giving the learners an opportunity to
engage themselves in studying the materials provided
to them and in exploring, discovering the new
language items and ideas. Some pre-reading
questions may be set to help them connect with the
text. Some previously prepared questions based on
the text may be displayed in order to make the
reading task a little more goal oriented. Thus, the
students not only get a meaningful exposure to the
language being learnt/taught but also are in a position
to read and study on their own, and think,  pair and
share ideas with their partners.

It is expected of the teacher that he/she sets
meaningful tasks for the class to complete. They
should focus the attention of the class more on the
‘process’ rather than the ‘product’ at this stage. The
text supplied to the class may also be exploited
lexically, structurally and communicatively. Before
the students enter the ‘study’ phase of the lesson,
the teacher should ensure that  (i) the students have
fully actively participated in the brainstorming
session, (ii) they have been properly motivated for
the task to be performed, (iii) they have been
provided with the suitable text or authentic text for
‘exploitation’ and ‘study’,  (iv) the  specific objective
based questions and exercises have been adequately
set, and , (v) the students have been given clear
instructions for performing the tasks, activities, etc.

(iii) Production Phase: The ‘production
phase’ aims at enabling the students to revise,
reinforce, and consolidate the language items and
the specific language skills learnt/ developed through
the ‘Brainstorming Session’ and ‘Study’ Phase.  At
this stage students are provided with ‘free exercises’
in order to ‘produce’ the language they have
acquired/learnt through the ‘text’. It could be an
oral or a  written production or both depending
upon the specific aim of the lesson.

If the teacher is using CLT as an approach,
then the teacher is expected to ensure that accuracy,
appropriacy and fluency are amply taken care of.
The major focus at this stage has to be on ‘fluency’,
so that the students may put the new language items
as well as newly acquired skills to communicative
use without any undue mental pressure, anxiety and
hesitation.

The ‘production’ stage itself is an indirect
way of evaluation. There is generally no need for
any formal evaluation. However, it is suggested that
the teacher should make a note of the vital errors
the students might commit and which may be given
full pedagogic treatment later through communication
activities. ( see Appendix)
(C)  The (Theoretical) Assumptions of the
Model:

 Some of the theoretical assumptions of the
BSP model are stated below:

(1) The Assumption One: The students
normally acquire/learn language or gain knowledge
by way of observations, experiences, etc. They
recognize, recall, reflect, react, agree/disagree,
approve/ disapprove, etc. Thus, they can ‘think’,
‘pair’ and ‘share’ their ideas and experiences. Their
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previous knowledge, experiences, skills can be
elicited/activated/stimulated through ‘brainstorming’
conducted by ‘Thought Provoking Questions’ by
the Teacher (TPQT). If required, the teacher can
give clarifications and a summary of the task/issue
being discussed.

(2) The Assumption Two: Since schools
initially develop in the students the literacy skills
(reading and writing), the students can be expected
to ‘study’ the materials on the basis of their previous
knowledge, experiences, skills, etc. ‘Study’ can be
done individually as well as in groups depending
upon the nature/purpose of the study materials. By
‘studying’ the materials the students can get rid of
‘lectures’ poured or pumped into them by the
teacher. Students can ‘engage’ themselves in certain
meaningful tasks, ‘explore’ ideas, ‘experience’, etc.
They can study the materials keeping in mind the
TPQs asked by the teacher. They too can ask TPQs.

(3) The Assumption Three:  Having
brainstormed the issue and studied the materials /
the text, the students can make a list, fill in a table,
draw and complete a flow chart, etc. They can
summarize the main points of the task/t the text.

(D) Some Experiments and Observations:
Before implementing the BSP Model it was
explained and discussed with the B.Ed. students
learning to teach under the supervision of the author
of this paper. These B.Ed. students taught various
subjects including English, Hindi, Maths, Biology,
Chemistry, Physics, Commerce, Social Sciences
through the BSP Model and its possible variations.
Their classroom teaching was observed
methodically and objectively. Some of the key
observations are as follows:
(1) School students take a lot of interest in the topic
or the issue discussed in the class through
brainstorming.

(2) They are generally enormously motivated and
mentally active.
(3) They have a sense of participation, a sense of
belonging and a sense of achievement.
(4) The classroom atmosphere is fully democratic.
They are free to talk, discuss and elaborate the key
issue. They are given guided liberty to ask questions
and disagree also if need be. Naturally such a
congenial climate facilitates    language learning.
(5) Both the teaching and learning processes are
meaningful. The teacher sets the topic for discussion,
provides materials for study and elicits ideas,
reactions, etc. The students observe and study the
materials and then ask questions to the peers and
the teacher. Thus, the learning gaps are adequately
abridged with the help of discussion, debate, group
work, pair work, project work, etc. which are
conducted systematically.( see Appendix)
(E) The Variations of the ‘BSP’ Model: The
‘BSP’ model may be used with its possible variations
in rotations which are as follows:
(1) BPS (Brainstorming, Production, and Study)
(2) SBP (Study, Brainstorming, and Production)
(3) PBS (Production, Brainstorming, and Study)
(4) PSB (Production, Study, and Brainstorming)
(5) SPB(Study, Production, and Brainstorming)

The variations of ‘BPS’ model may be used
by keeping in view the content, aims, materials
(resources), the level of the class, and the nature of
the subject being taught.

The teacher may also teach the same content
or subject through all or some of the afore mentioned
variations of the ‘BSP’ model to ensure greater and
more reinforced learning. The variations may satisfy
the needs of the individual learners with different
cognitive and linguistic abilities.
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(F) Approaches to and Methods for the BSP
Model:

It may be mentioned here that the ‘BSP’
model may be generally used with, for, and through
any approach, method or strategy. So far as TESL
(Teaching English as a Second Language) is
concerned, the teacher may apply this model
through  of GM (Grammar Method), TM
(Translation Method), GTM (Grammar Translation
Method), DM (Direct Method), SA (Structural
Approach), BM (Bilingual Method), SSA
(Structural Situational Approach), RM (Reading
Method), CA (Communicative Approach)  and its
various off-shoots and EA (Eclectic Approach). It
all depends on the overall objectives of the course
contents. However, it may be quickly added here
that the BSP Model (with its conceivable variations)
is largely more suitable in terms of Eclectic
Approach. This model may be applied / used at all
levels of education.
(G) Conclusion: Lesson planning is influenced by
the pedagogy in use. Constructivism which is the
latest theory of learning has obviously influenced
our thinking on pedagogic planning. The BSP Model,
discussed here, is an attempt towards realizing the

goals of constructivism in language learning and
teaching.

The experiments and field observations
reported here reveal that content subjects as well
as languages are better learnt through the BSP
Model. Nonetheless, a fully fledged large scale
research study is required to be conduced for wider
generalizations in this context.
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(I) Appendix:

A Demonstration / An Example

Teacher Students BBW

Phase One: Brainstorming session OK Animals?
I’m writing a word on the board. ....................
Look at the board. ....................
Can you think of some animals you know? (Students give the namescat, dog, cow, bull, ox,

and the teacher writes them elephant, lion, tiger,
on the board. giraffe, camel…..

What are the body parts of a camel? (Students give the names andlegs, pads, ears, eyes,
the teacher writes them on neck, back, tail, mouth,
the board. nose, nostrils………
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OK. What do you call a raised part
of a camel? Hump Hump
Did you ever read a story about a
lazy camel? No
Do you want to read it? Yes
Phase Two : Study: OK 1. How was the world in
OK,  I’ll give you a text. Before you     the beginning?
read it, think of the possible answers 2. Did the animals work
to the questions displayed on the roll     for Man?
up board. OK? 3. Why did the camel of
(The teacher encourages the class to     the story live in a
give some possible answers and does     HowlingDesert?
not reject their responses) 4. What did he say when

  anybody spoke to him?
5. What did the Horse say

  to him?
6. Which other animals

  came to the camel?
OK. Now read the text and find the
answers to the questions yourself.
While reading, complete the following task:
Put a tick (√) mark against the
‘True’ or ‘False’ statements given here.

S.No. Statements/ Questions True        False

1. In the beginning the world was old.
2. The animals worked for Man.
3. A camel lived in a cave.
4. He did not like pickles.
5. The Horse came to him on Monday evening.
6. The Dog said to him to work like others.
7. The camel said “Yes”.
8. The animals reported the matter to the Man.
9. Did the three animals go to the Camel?
10. Did the Man ask them to work more?

                                  (Text for Reading)
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Lesson: How the Camel got his hump

• • • • • The world had just begun, and the animals were
working for humans.
• There was one lazy animal that did nothing, and
said nothing but ‘Humph’.
• Even the clever Djinn was at his wit’s end. (Djinn:
pronounced ‘jin’ and variously spelt as ‘genie’,
‘genii’, jinnee’, ‘djinni’, ‘djinny’): a spirit that has
strange powers and can assume any form, human
or animal)

“In the beginning, when the world was new
and the Animals were just beginning to work for
Man, there was a Camel, and he lived in the middle
of a HowlingDesert because he did not want to
work. He ate sticks and thorns and prickles, and
when anybody spoke to him he said “Humph!” Just
“Humph!” and no more.

Presently the Horse came to him on
Monday morning, with a saddle on his back and
said, “Camel, 0 Camel, come out and trot like the
rest of us.”

“Humph!” said the Camel, and the Horse
went away and told the Man.

Presently the Dog came to him, with a stick
in his mouth, and said,

“Camel, 0 Camel, come and fetch and carry
like the rest of us.”

“Humph!” said the Camel, and the Dog
went away and told the Man.

Presently the Ox came to him, with the yoke
on his neck, and said, “Camel, 0 Camel, come and
plough like the rest of us.”

“Humph!” said the Camel, and the Ox
went away and told the Man.

At the end of the day the Man called the
Horse and the Dog and the Ox together, and said,
“Three, 0 Three, I’m very sorry for you; but that
Humph-thing in the Desert can’t work, or he would
have been here by now, so I am going to leave him
alone, and you must work double-time to make up
for it.”

That made the Three very angry, and they
held a Panchayat on the edge of the Desert; and
the Camel came chewing cud and laughed at them.
Then he said “Humph!” and went away again.

Presently there came along the Djinn who
was in charge of All Deserts, rolling in a cloud of
dust.

“Djinn of All Deserts,” said the Horse, “Is it
right for anyone to be idle?”

“Certainly not,” said the Djinn.

“WeIl,” said the Horse, “there’s a thing in
the middle of your Desert with a long neck and
long legs, and he hasn’t done a stroke of work since
Monday morning. He won’t trot”

“Whew!” said the Djinn whistling, “that’s
my Camel. What does he say about it?”

“He says ‘Humph!’, and he won’t plough,”
said the Ox.

“Very good,” said the Djinn. “I’ll humph him
if you will kindly wait a minute.” (From NCERT
Textbook of English, Class viii. 2008)
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Phase Three : Production

Tr. : Read the text and make a list of the
words which have ‘a’ before them.  Use
these words in your own sentences.

Task : 1

1 a. .................................................

2. a. ..................................................

3. a. ..................................................

4. a. .................................................

5. a ...................................................

6. a. ..................................................

7. a. ..................................................

8. a. ..................................................

Task - 2:

Tr. Complete the following dialogue between
you and the Camel.

You : Good morning, Camel.

Camel : ......................... How are you?

You : I’m fine. Thank you. And you?

Camel : ......................... Are you going
to work?

You : ......................... What
about you?

Camel : Well, I don’t work.

You : Why? Why do you not
work?

Camel :_________________________

You :_________________________

Camel    :_________________________

You :_________________________

Camel   :_________________________

You :_________________________

Camel  :_________________________

You      :_________________________

(Act out the roles in a pair.)

Task-3 :
How was the Camel? Can you describe him?
———————————————————
Task-4 :
What would you say to the Horse if you were the
Camel?
———————————————————
Task-5 :
Imagine you are the Camel. You meet a giraffe one
day. You introduce yourself to him. How do you
introduce yourself? What do you say about
yourself?

You can use the following words if you like.
(I’m, lazy, dislike, work, because, want, …)

(Act out the roles in a pair.)
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Appendix-2 : Additional tasks
The following additional activities/tasks may also
be used appropriately.

(i) Ask the students to make sentences with the help
of the tables given below.

Who lived there  ?
worked
went
came
arrived

There lived a man.
an camel.

dog.
horse.
ox
animal.

Come and trot like the rest of us.
Go and eat a horse.

drink a man.
work a dog.
play a Djinn.
run an ox.

He  did not  want to work.
She like to play.
It run.
They plough.

I ‘m going to leave him         alone.
We’re her
He’s them
She’s you
It’s
They’re

I ‘m very sorry for you.
We’re him.
He’s her.
She’s them.
It’s
They’re

You must work double time.
We full
He half
She some
It every
They

Is it right for anyone to be idle       ?
Was that ok you lazy

this good us careless
wrong him careful
bad her active

them passive

What does he say about it ?
did she that
will it
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That’s my camel.
It’s your dog.
This is his horse.

her ox.
their

He won’t plough.
It can’t trot.

work.
run.

I’ll hump him.
hold It.
carry them.
push
pull
teach
tea
feed

Kindly wait a minute.
help him.
ask her.
tell.

How the camel got his hump.
dog tail.
ox horns.
elephant trunk.
giraffe neck.
tiger strip.

(ii). Look up the following words in the dictionary
and find how they are pronounced.
animals sticks want
thorns deserts call
legs           anybody

of
plough

         edge
         idle

(iii).Look up the following words in the dictionary
and compare them.

Trot                      Canter          Gallop

( iv).Look up the following words in the dictionary
and complete them.

Work Worked Worked
Say
Want
Live
Fetch
Carry
Trot
Plough
Call
Chew
Laugh

(v).Look up the following words in the dictionary
and complete them.

Go
Eat
Speak
Begin
Come
Tell
Do

(vi).Look at the following sentences and make
similar sentences using the words from the above
tables.

1. A horse trots.
2. A horse trotted.
3. A horse was trotting.
4. Who trots?
5. How does a horse trot?
6. When does a horse trot?

v v v
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Introduction
As learning English has become an

international need a lot of people have been putting
concerted efforts to improve their spoken
English. The intent of communication is to convey
one’s message clearly to another person or to a
group of individuals. There are various ways and
methods of acquiring English language: through
natural development as a mother tongue, formal
classroom lectures and self development learning.
Today, the English language is widely used
throughout the world both as a medium for written
and oral communications. Oral communication
means expressing one’s thought or information by
means of directly speaking either one-to one
discussion or presentation among group of people.
One of the common languages to enable easier
communication is English. It is one of the official
subjects in our country’s formal educational system.
Hence, the demand for knowledge workers to be
proficient in English language particularly oral
communication skill (including speaking, listening and
thinking herein refer as communication skills) is on
the rise throughout the world.

Concept of Communication Skill
Communication skill is generally understood

to be the art or technique of persuasion through the
use of oral language and written language. To
understand the basic of communication skills, one

Concept, Need and Issues in Developing Oral
Communication Skills

q  J.D. Singh

needs to understand that communication is one of
those words that is most hyped in contemporary
culture. It includes a large number of experiences,
actions and events; also a variety of happening and
meanings, as well as technologies. Every individual
needs to be well equipped with the tools to
communicate effectively, whether it is on the personal
front, or at work. Communication skill is the set of
skills that enables a person to convey information
so that it is received and understood.It is the ability
to understand language (receptive) and express
(expressive) information.

Need & Importance of Oral Communication Skills
The importance of the English language

cannot be overemphasized. The main adversaries
of correct grammar are sentence fragments, run-on
sentences and subject-verb agreement. Speaking
is the most basic medium of communication by
humans. It is the only basic human right that has the
least restrictions and considered highly important
by law. Comfort with English is almost a prerequisite
for attaining success in the world today. Regardless
of the job, proficiency in English is an important
factor in both hiring and promotion decisions.
Speaking grammatically correct English ensures
clarity in communication.

It is well known that English nowadays plays
an important role in our daily life. Today’s global
language is definitely English. We all know that
English is the language that unifies the world, as it is
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used widely around the globe. Speech helps us to
communicate our thoughts, ideas, suggestions,
comments, etc in the most natural and reliable way
without much distortion of information. Many
deserving candidates lose out on job opportunities
because of their vernacular accent. Important
functions oral communication performs at the
workplace include:
• Building interpersonal relationships; and
• Giving presentations and debating viewpoints
effectively.

Communication is very important to have
fair and justified decisions at various levels of society,
governance and information sharing cum growth. A
number of studies have consistently demonstrated
that those who have an advanced knowledge of
English language are much more likely to advance
in their careers. Keeping in view the above
importance, there is a vast need to develop
communication skills in English.

Common Issues with Speaking in English
The English language is spoken in many

nations including India. Speaking the language
fluently allows one to feel confident while
communicating or interacting with different people.
Not being fluent in English often leads to
embarrassing situations for us; we feel unsure of
ourselves and that only makes things worse. The
most common issues with Speaking in English are
mentioned below:-
• Lack of preparation- Many times we are not
prepared on what to speak. Like when asked to
give a Seminar on some topic, and we are unable
to frame the starting sentence to begin with. This
happens when we have not practiced or given
considerable thought to the topic.

• Poor Vocabulary- We need a decent vocabulary
for conversation. If the vocabulary is limited, then
we use the same words again and again. Also we
find ourselves struggling with words. A good
vocabulary helps the speaker to use multiple words
for conveying the same message.
• Unable to understand others- In a communication,
we need to interact equally with others. To converse
properly we need to understand what the others
say, and then respond to them. But if we have poor
vocabulary, or are unable to understand what others
say, then there is no way by which we can respond
to them correctly.
• Memory loss while speaking in English- When
we are over anxious in speaking, then our memory
also vanishes. If you can handle your anxiety, then
the effect of memory loss is very much minimized,
and one can also remain calm and hold a normal
conversation. Reduction of anxiety also helps gain
confidence thus facilitating fluency.
• Issue of reputation getting damaged- It
happens that when we are unable to speak clearly
and fluently or even make mistakes in basic
sentences, then people laugh at us. This results in
the loss of our self-esteem. This is one of the biggest
fears which need to be conquered. Our self esteem
needs to be retained at high levels so that we are
able to handle the errors we make while speaking
in English.
• Unable to express ideas- This is another factor
which is a major block in our paths of improvement.
Many times it happens that we knew what need to
be said, but are unable to express it in words. This
leads to further frustration, as we knew that the
listener is not able to understand our words.
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Suggestions for Developing Oral Communication
Skills

The issues discussed above are the most
common problems faced by individuals while
speaking. The main idea is to identify our weak points
and then work on them. There are multiple ways to
improve Spoken English. The most effective way is
the one for which we are comfortable with. We
cannot correct a fault until we are aware of it. So,
one can use following tips to improve their oral
communication skills in English-

1. Be a good listener- For Oral
communication skills, first you should be a good
listener, and also start reading (anything, News
Papers, academic subjects, stories...) aloud, and
not  try to read it silently, so that you may not miss
the words and their pronunciation. Try to read aloud
and also try to increase the reading speed gradually.
It will definitely improve your Oral communication
skill.

2. Use a dictionary- We should use a
dictionary to learn new words and to find out the
meaning of a word you may have heard. A
dictionary is not only packed with words. It also
contains the power of pronunciation that helps you
learn how to pronounce a word to exact
specification. This is one of the best ways to learn
how words are pronounced.

3. Read books, comics, newspapers
and magazines. Comics are always full of idiomatic
language and are very easy to understand. Usually,
serious or adventure comics are easier to understand
than funny ones. Read newspapers like Times of
India and The Hindu; especially the editorial sections
in them. Use information gathered from newspapers
and practice the habit of reading newspaper.

Magazines also useful to improve language and get
knowledge. Note down the difficult words if you
don’t understand and learn their meanings. Underline
them and later check their meanings from dictionary
(online or hard copy). Try to use these words in
your own sentences. This will allow you to
understand the language better and help you learn
new words to widen your vocabulary.

4. Speak English at every opportunity-
On a daily basis; try to speak English with people
wherever possible. Don’t worry if it doesn’t sound
perfect at first.The more you speak, the more you
will improve. If you don’t find anyone to speak with,
look into the mirror and try to have a conversation
with yourself. Focus on removing the mother tongue
influence and the ‘Indianisms’ that creep into your
English conversations.This will increase your
confidence level.

5. Record your own voice- Another
effective way is to record your own voice and listen
to it. Improve pronunciation by practicing
vocabulary notes daily. Make a list of frequently
used words that you find difficult to pronounce and
ask someone who speaks the language well to
pronounce them for you. You may also notice that
you make some grammatical mistakes while speaking
that you do not make while writing. You must aim
to improve and rectify these mistakes in subsequent
recordings. This will help you gain confidence and
work on your mistakes.

6. Watch English movies and English
shows on television- Initially, you can read the
sub-titles to follow the conversation. As you practice
more, you will realize that you are able to follow the
conversation without needing to read the sub-titles.
Watch the English news on television channels like
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Star World, CNN, BBC and English movies on
Star Movies and HBO. This is one of the most
effective ways of improving your comprehension.

7. Check your accent- No matter where
you are from in the world; you will likely to bring
along some of your native accent when learning to
speak English. When you are watching television,
observe the movements of the lips of the speakers.
Repeat what they are saying, while imitating the
intonation and rhythm of their speech. A good way
to develop a desired accent, such as that of English
or American English, is to observe the mouth
movements of those who speak English, and try to
imitate them.

8. Listen to audio books- This links back
to learning by listening. With the explosion of audio
books, you can download MP3-books or get them
from your bookstore. Play them on go on your iPod
when you’re walking or when you’re driving. Audio
books are a great way to learn English while being
entertained at the same time.

9. Podcasts- Podcasts are available on the
internet. These are audio and video files and many
of these can be downloaded for free. These are a
great way to practice listening skills and develop an
understanding of different accents.

10. Read aloud in English for 15-20
minutes every day- Research has shown it takes
about three months of daily practice to develop
strong oral muscles (or muscles of the speech organs)
for speaking a new language. Read one article out
loud every day and if possible, and ask someone to
listen and correct you. Focus on speed, clarity and
correct pronunciation.Short stories are a great
resource for good reading.

11. Listen English songs- It is usually quite

difficult for a beginner to understand the words of
an English song as there is background music and
the accent of the artist may be unfamiliar to the
listener. Read the lyrics while you listen to the song
and you will comprehend better. Once you start
following the voice of a particular singer, you will
find it much easier to understand the singer’s other
songs too.

12. Think in English- The mind is a
powerful tool. When I ask to my students ‘why do
not speak English fluently?’ Most of them reply that
when we try to speak about something, first of all,
we understand that situation in my native language.
Thereafter we translate in English and after that speak
in English. Due to this they are unable to speak
fluently. So, think in English instead of translating
sentences from other languages that you’re familiar
with. If you do not know the correct sentence or
phrase in English, do not ever translate from your
native tongue. Doing this leads to grammatical
mistakes and deteriorates the quality of your spoken
English.

13. Do not hesitate- Making mistakes is
natural. Talk to whoever you can. Decide among
your circle of friends that you will only talk in English
with each other. This way you can get rid of
hesitation and also have your friends correct you
when you are wrong.

14. Make friendship-Try and find a
partner who is also interested in improving his/her
spoken English. Practice together, correct each
other and learn together. Make it a habit and utilize
the whole time for communicating in English.
Introduce penalties if this rule is broken. Of course,
this will help to improve your listening and speaking
skill. If you don’t have enough time to go out and
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meet people at least you can chat a little by
telephone.

15. Join an online English learning
course- Such a programme provides you with the
right content and also provides you with
opportunities to practice with other users. Besides
this, your answers are corrected and proper. Many
online tools will tell you how to pronounce a word
correctly. Check one of them out when you’re in
doubt. Many online sites offer you the opportunity
to voice chat with another user. This is an effective
way to practice.

16. Learn how to say the same thing
differently-  As with other languages, so in English,
one sentence can be framed in multiple ways, all
conveying the same meaning. Learning these will
help you form clearer and simpler sentences.

Conclusion
English is very easy to learn. Improvement

depends on practice of good listening skills. To have
good communication skills, there a need to follow
above mentioned things. Try one of them for about
three months. It takes at least that long to create a
new habit. If you imagine learning English as a fun
contest or race, the sooner you will reach the end.
So take joy in it and enjoy each moment of learning.
There is no more benefit to keep on providing
English courses or seminars to improve English
standard without continuous development in oral
communication. Hence, oral communication in
English needs to be enhanced to the level of written
English in order to fully develop English
communication skills.
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Vocabulary Expansion through Word and Phrase. Info:
Ideas and Options

q  S. Mohanraj  q  Vijayakumar C

Introduction
Scholarly books, articles, even the most popular
learner’s dictionaries published in the last 10 years
have extensively referred to million word corpora
as sources of their exploration and findings. Some
course books going a step further have even
incorporated corpus evidence into task construction
for language teaching and learning. The interest in
corpus informed pedagogy influenced language
teachers and researchers to the extent that each issue
of most of the ELT journals such as Journal of
Applied Linguistics, Journal of English for Specific
Purposes, RELC Journal… publish at least one
article on the usefulness of corpus data in language
classrooms on a regular basis.

Although these publications uphold the use of corpus
data in the language classroom, not many have
attempted to demonstrate through illustrative
examples how best we can utilize corpus data in
our classrooms for effective language teaching/
learning. This paper with the help of an online
programme (www.wordandphrase.info)
demonstrates how the learning of lexis and grammar
can be customized, contextualized and facilitated;
and present a procedure that every teacher can
adopt to devise language development activities.

Theoretical Background
Learning or teaching language cannot be equated
with the learning of discrete items, i.e., words or
grammatical items independent of their surrounding
words and context. It is common knowledge, for
instance, that words learnt in the company of other

words or contexts be retained faster and better than
the words learnt as discrete dictionary entries. That
is, language learning as Willis (2003) argues is neither
a simple and straightforward task nor is it equal to
the gradual accumulation of forms. It is primarily a
dynamic process wherein the learner’s conscious
attempt to make meaning enables him/her learn
language. Following this we can say that building
the system of a language is building a system of
meanings. This process of meaning making
according to Halliday (1973) is usually governed
by three meta-functions: ideational (individual’s
meaning potential), interpersonal (relationship
between the interlocutors) and textual (linguistic
realizations).

This proposition has a wide range of implications
for language teaching. Firstly, at the lexico-
grammatical level, the selection and use of a specific
combination of words or grammatical items by the
users is not random. Secondly, specific
communicative acts require the users to use language
in ways that are appropriate to their contexts. It
invariably means, different communicative acts have
different ways of realizing their meaning potential;
and these ways can exhibit common behavioural
patterns in realizing their meaning potential. These
patterns are usually realized in the form of specific
word combinations and grammatical structures.
Thus exploring such patterns forms an important
stage in understanding the meaning potential and
designing activities for fluency and accuracy.

Computer assisted language analysis has enabled
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linguists, lexicographers and language experts draw 
insights about the behaviour of patterns in a 
systematic way through the observation of real 
language data. Analysis oflarge quantum of such 
real language data, for instance, enabled Sinclair 
( 1991) to propose the theory of phraseology that 
there is no distinction between lexis and grammar; 
and much of language in use is made of chunks 
(meaning units) which is parallel to what Halliday 
has proposed. In other words, according to this 
theory of phraseology meaning is distributed across 
a string of words called 'meaning unit' and these 
units of language can be observed with the help of 
large amounts oflanguage data. The programme 
we describe in the subsequent sub-sections will 
delineate the ways as to how to identify words and 
phrases through corpus and its state-of-the-art 
online programme Word and Phrase. info. 

Corpus of Contemporary American 
English (COCA) 
Corpus is a collection of real language in use. It is 
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usually stored in written electronic form. While 
language corpus, on one side, is accessed majorly 
as a source of real language by lexicographers, 
translators and linguists to draw inferences about 
language use and usage, on the other side, the raw 
data itself is used in the design course books such 
as English Vocabulary in Use (a series by 
McCarthy and O'Dell) a1.1d in the language 
classrooms (Thurston and Candlin, 1998). 

COCA is one such 'freely available corpus of 
English language, and the only large and balanced 
corpus of American English' (accessed on 3 July 
2012 corpus.byu.edu/coca). It contains 450 million 
words and covers a wide range of texts. Although it 
is named as American English it also has micro
cmpora of British English ( 100 million words) and 
other varieties of English. The whole corpus is 
categorised into five major sub-sections: spoken, 
fiction, magazine, academic and newspaper 
respectively. 
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Figure 1: A snapshot of the home page of the COCA website 
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As we have discussed in the preceding sections,
the corpus has an inbuilt programme which
allows us to explore words/phrases in multiple
contexts of language use, and even allows us to
compare and contrast the collocates of two
related words (little/small) (for more details please
visit corpus.byu.edu/coca).

Word and Phrase. Info

While COCA is majorly a reference corpus of
authentic language data Word and Phrase.Info is
a text analyser and a branch-programme of COCA.
What Word and Phrase. Info have, in addition to
the root programme COCA, are the provision to
• access a wide range of sample texts from the major
discourse types such as newspapers, academic
magazines and fiction, and the texts produced by
learners;

• upload a text of user’s choice and analyse it for
the medium and low frequency words;

• to view the part of speech, frequency and rank
order of any word from the analysed text in COCA;

• to refer to the meaning senses, collocations and
synonyms in their frequency of occurrence for all
the words from the text;

• to modify and create the words in phrases with
the help of COCA.

We will now see how this programme is helpful for
language teachers as well as learners in language
learning in the following sub-sections. Although this
programme has the potential to harness more than
one aspect of language competence, the focus of
the succeeding demonstration will largely be directed
toward vocabulary teaching/learning.

Figure 2:  A snapshot of the webpage Word and Phrase. Info
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Vocabulary in Language Learning

Vocabulary teaching becomes unsystematic if the
selection of vocabulary items is random. Indeed,
incidental intervention by the teacher in the form of
giving meanings to unknown words which obstruct
text comprehension has never been disputed or
discredited. However, in contexts where vocabulary
instruction becomes a significant undertaking in the
classroom our approach to the selection and
teaching needs to consider the pedagogical valancy
of the items being taught. Thornbury (2002: 34) in
this regard suggests that the selection of words for
teaching can be determined by four factors:
usefulness, frequency, learnability and
teachability. Hence the focus of vocabulary
instruction needs to give high priority to words which
have immediate use, occur frequently across a
variety of texts, and are easy (cognates) and difficult
(abstract words) for learners to acquire.

These four factors are extremely useful for the
teachers to select vocabulary items at the lower/
beginner levels. However, as the learners march
from one level towards the other, from general to
specific fields of study their vocabulary needs also
become specific. For instance, an undergraduate
student reading a text on molecules may need to be
familiar with words related to the field of study.
Therefore, vocabulary instruction at the higher levels
needs to be individualized and customized to the
needs of the students, which invariably means
allowing the learners to learn what they want to learn,
i.e., allowing the learners to explore language on
their own. Then how can we customize vocabulary
teaching to individual needs and levels in large
classrooms?

Vocabulary Selection for Language teaching/
learning
The following sample text has been drawn randomly

from the bank of Word and Phrase. Info itself and
analysed for word categories. The text deals with
the subject archaeology.

Text    :  In Mel Gibsons Apocalypto, a Maya
ruler sits silently as his priests butcher captives
in the fashion of the Aztecs of highland Mexico.
He has no words, no songs, no history, no
name. He is a rich, powerful, sadistic brute. In
stark contrast, the people of the forest in
Apocalypto, the defenders of nature, are funny,
wise, handsome, beautiful, and profoundly
naive. They are primitives, innocent of the
corruptive influences of civilization and urban
society. But no such people existed in the Maya
world. Gibson has several engaging natives in
his tableau macabre nightmare of civilization
versus nature, but they bear only superficial
resemblance to Maya peoples, ancient or
modern, despite speaking the Yucatec
language.
 Apocalypto is a violently grotesque and surreal
work, crafted with devotion to detail but with
disdain for historical coherence or substance.
It is a horrific and gripping vision from the mind
of its maker. Most film critics and moviegoers
probably will not see that the film is a big lie
about the savagery of the civilization created
by the pre-Columbian Maya. As one who has
devoted his life to bridging the gap between
the Maya and Americans, I wish Gibson had
chosen other victims to sacrifice for his art.
Allegory and artistic freedom are well and
good, except when they slanderously
misrepresent an entire civilization. Gibson
insults his audiences intelligence if he thinks it
could not grasp or be entertained
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Word Frequency

The analysis of the text reveals that 55% of
the words in the text have a wide range and are the
most frequently occurring/used 500 words in the
COCA, while 16% of the words fall between 501-
3000 most frequently used words. The text is
lexically dense and can pose challenges for learners

whose vocabulary knowledge is less than 3000
words as 29% of the words are beyond the 3000
level of frequency. However, this text is a fairly good
sample for students at the advanced levels. It also
has a large number of academic vocabulary (15%).
Hence, it can be effectively used to draw the attention
of the students to academic vocabulary as well.

1-500 501-3000 >3000 ACAD

55% 16% 29% 15%

the, of, and…created,

history, long, mind,

probably, really,

research, speaking

Film, nature, ancient,

audience, contrast,

despite, fashion, influence,

organization, society

allegory, brute,

coherence, disdain,

highland, nightmare,

substance, violently

allegory, artistic, between,

contrast, depiction,

historical, research,

substance, versus

Table 1: A few words selected randomly from the word list for the four levels of frequency

Word Usefulness
Usefulness in this context can be defined as the value
of a word in relation to a specific discourse type:
spoken, fiction, news paper, magazine and
academic. This information is very useful for both
teachers and learners as it helps the user make
informed choices about the teaching/learning of those
words. For instance, if the objective of vocabulary
instruction is to help students become competent in
academics then the focus of instruction needs to be

words that occur quite frequently academics. In the
table given below words such as contrast,
profoundly and primitive seem to be occurring
frequently in academics than the word surreal.
Hence the value of surreal in academic discourse
is comparatively less than the words contrast,
profoundly and primitive.  Even, within these three
words contrast seems to carry more weightage as
it stands much ahead of profoundly and primitivein
its rank order. This is one way to arrive at the wordlist
that is useful for our learners.

Word Rank/ 

Frequency  

Spoken  Fiction  Magazine  Newspaper Academic 

Highland 11965/2728 42 323 598 983 782 

Contras t  1772/23128 1086 1126 5288 3125 12503 

Profoundly  6577/3342 464 338 850 511 1179 

Prim itive  5871/4022 245 819 1117 485 1356 

Re semblance  7685/2533 166 657 589 350 771 

Surreal  10796/1475 325 264 395 394 97 

 Table 2: Rank order and frequency of occurrence of randomly selected words from the text in COCA
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While frequency and rank order provide an
admissible reason for word selection, we cannot
however, generalize it that every low-frequent word
in the list is an unfamiliar word or every high-frequent
one as familiar to our learners. For instance, while
the word surreal appears in the rank order in the
10796 position, its synonyms odd (2755), weird
(3659), fantastic (4792), bizarre (5005), unreal
(12934), and dreamlike (19801) appear across the
rank order in different positions. We cannot for any
reason defend the argument that if a student is not
familiar with the word surreal he/she is also not
familiar with the words unreal and dreamlike as their
recorded position in rank order is far-flung. Similarly,
we cannot also conclude that learner’s familiarity
with the word surreal does not warrant his familiarity
with the words odd, weird and bizarre.

Learnability and Teachability
If learning each distinct word with its inflections as
well as derivatives is considered equal to learning a
word, then the size of individual’s word store would
be bigger than what we have maintained as 3000

words. Indeed, most of the corpus analysis tools
such as WordSmith Tools analyse texts for tokens
than for lemmas. In other words, the ranks attributed
to each word in the COCA wordlist are distinct to
the tokens being studied and not to their lemmas:
persuade (3286), persuasive (8845), persuasively
(21754).
What enables our vocabulary repertoire grow
enormously bigger in less time is our ability to identify,
understand and use suffixes, prefixes and
compounds judiciously in deriving new words. In
the process, acquiring the low-frequent words such
as dreamlike, unreal, impossible… becomes easy.
If we enter a specific prefix or suffix tagging an (*)
at the end or beginning in COCA search engine, it
locates all the available combinations of that
morpheme in the corpus. For example, in the
following table words that are formed with the
morpheme (*like) are given according to their
frequency. Learning and teaching these combinations
is crucial as their need across fields is high. This
kind of vocabulary can be a good extended learning
activity at any level.

Having selected the words, we need to see
appropriate ways to introduce them to our learners.
As we discussed in the theory part, leaning words
means learning the words with their associations,
i.e., learning the words in their meaning units. Usually
meaning units when examined in large quantum of
data exhibit recurrent patterns. For the study of such
units of meaning (collocations, phraseology) as
Sinclair (1991: 20) suggested, then we need to have
large amounts text organized in an order.

* like : unlike, alike,  dislike, child like,  business like, look- like, lifelike, dream like, ladylike, 

w arlike, godlike, b ird like, earth like, hum anlike, catlike, f lu- like,  ghostlike, zen-like, 

sna kelike, lookalike, workm anlike, sun-like …  

 

Concordance
Concordance is a computer based programme
which can display all the available instances of the
search word as individual lines of text.
Concordances can easily highlight phraseological
nuances when drawn from representative and
balanced corpus.  Word and Phrase. Info, and its
inbuilt concordance can provide learners with
abundance of data to explore different aspects of
vocabulary knowledge as mentioned above. These
fragments are usually parts of larger texts. They
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enable the learner observe typical and rare
occurrences of word combination in different
contexts.  Such an observation is said to have a

positive effect on the cognitive processes (Sinclair,
1991) involved in acquiring word knowledge.
Sample concordances from COCA

buffers from filling, but at a cost in bandwidth. Contrast the smokeping result in Figure 6 with
that in Figure 2;
normally be attacked. Embedded training is in contrast to other forms of security training that might
take place in
to evaluate the results of the algorithm. In contrast, the data set presented here makes possible
formal comparisons
caregivers were more likely to demonstrate an action. In contrast, there was a positive relationship
between caregi

Concordances are valuable sources for both
teachers and learners. As Hyland (2006) puts it,
The value of corpus work lies in the fact that it can
both replace instruction with discovery and refocus
attention on accuracy as an appropriate aspect of
learning. This methodology not only provides an
open-ended supply of language data tailored to the
learner’s needs rather than simply a standard set of
examples, but also promotes a learner-centered
approach bringing flexibility of time and place and a
discovery approach to learning.
Used appropriately, corpus data have the potential
for promoting learner autonomy in language learning.
What the teachers have to do is to constantly make
the learners explore corpus data by giving problem
solving tasks. A few of the activity types include,
a. guessing the meanings of words from multiple

contexts without the aid of a dictionary
b. identifying and exploring collocational  patterns
c. identifying and exploring the use and usage aspects
of words/phrases across discourse types
d. exploring the commonalities and differences
between spoken and written discourses
e. editing the written texts with the help of
concordances
f. exploring the differences and commonalities in use
between the varieties of English
In addition to direct exploration of corpus data,
teachers can manipulate corpus data to design
exercises and tasks to promote language learning.
Finally, corpus and its tools are not only sources of
language data for lexicographers and linguists, but
also potential language teaching/learning tools.
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People skills are needed for everyday life. They
have to do with how people relate to each other:
communicating, listening, engaging in dialogue,
giving feedback, team co-operation, solving
problems, contributing in meetings and resolving
conflict. Leaders at all levels rely heavily on people
skills, setting an example, teambuilding, facilitating
meetings, encouraging innovation, solving problems,
making decisions, planning, delegating, observing,
instructing, coaching, encouraging and motivating.
We all experience stress in our lives although the
level of stress is not similar. Stress is inevitable. It is
sometimes impossible to know how much stress is
too much and how to handle it. In present era stress
is a normal part of life that can either work positively
or negatively. With the growing competition and
complexity in the environment the level of stress has
been alarmingly.
Stress comes from many different things and is the
cause of many problems in a person’s life and as
well as for the organization. Stress at work can be
a real problem to the organization as well as for its
workers. If employees are stressed managers should
be aware about it and know how to help it. Stress
occurs in many forms at the work place. But the
worst situation of stress is the negative feelings of
employees for the organization’s support.
Let us see some soft skills that are important during
different phases of career development. Whichever
professional degree one pursues viz. MBA, MCA,
BE, B. Tech, etc. technical or hard skills are the
asset of your professional degree course and soft

Soft Skills in Every Day Life and Stress Management

q  Arpita

skill is a person’s working capital. Most important
soft skill for a  job candidate to possess is interpersonal
skills, followed by written or verbal communication
skills and the ability to work under pressure.
1) Well honed written communication and email
correspondence:
It would be great to stress here job related CV that
paves the way for entry level. Our Curriculum Vitae
should be a reflection of our abilities, strengths and
achievements that will capitalize the organization.
E-mail etiquettes also reflect your professionalism.
Language and grammar show the quality of
academic development.
2) Employability skills: Job forms one of the
turning point of every persons life. Soft skills are
just not learnt as one has to get a job, in fact we
learn them as we grow. These have to be mastered
by employable graduates and freshers. These skills
are required to achieve a job. It is like selling oneself
like a product in a complete packaged form. You
don’t compete only with products anymore, rather
with how well you use your people. An employer
hires a candidate so that he proves an asset to the
organization. Therefore one needs to possess and
present all those attributes that are required by an
employer
3) Interview related soft skills: There are a
number of things that one needs to understand. This
is one of the important phases. First and foremost
thing one needs to keep in mind is his/her positive
attitude. Other attributes that are also the core skills
of personality include the following:
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1. Manners like greeting people and shaking hands
2. Etiquettes 3. Grooming 4. Telephonic skills
5. Table Manners 6. Communication: Language and
grammar 7. Present ability 8. Confidence
9. Reliability 10. Presence of mind 11. Courtesy
12. Patience 13. Honesty, ethics and moral values
14. Technical knowledge and expertise

4) On Job related soft skills:
Interview related skills are important to get a job,
apart from that they are also required to sustain the
job and climb the career ladder. One needs to
interact with different stakeholders in an organization,
Viz. employer, peer group, customers, investors,
suppliers, government, corporate organizations,
media, etc. the role differs from person to person.
Some of the core skills remain same that are
mentioned above.
Maximum time in an organization is spent with the
peer group. The skills required are:
1. Mutual understanding 2. Co operation
3. Decision making ability 4. Team spirit
5. Empathy 6. Co-ordination 7. Mutual trust and
faith 8. Leadership  9. Awareness 10. Mutual
Respect & self respect  11. Competence
5. Building customer relationship management:
Customers form an important link between the
organization and market. Soft skills are the
underlying principles that trademark a company for
professionalism and excellent customer service.
Most customers appreciate a “willingness to help”
and the fact that “she listened to my complaint.”
The use of these skills is what elevates your
organization above the competition. Customer
Relationship Management is the mantra for success
in business. Customer is considered as the king of
the market. Good soft skills help a great deal to
retain the customers. In marketing it is proved that
it takes a company 3 times to spend to bring in a

new customer then to retain one. Therefore CRM
and e CRM is a tool adopted to sustain them. Skills
required are
1.  Effective communication  2.  Respect
3.  Customer care 4.  Friendly relationship
5.  Courtesy 6.  Kind and Helpful attitude
7.  Follow up 8.  Knowledge and information
9.  Complaints resolving.
6. Supply chain management soft skills:
Next important relationship is with the clients of the
organization viz. suppliers/distributors. A great deal
of people skills is required while interacting with the
suppliers. Clients form basis for business & customer
contact. The skills required are
1. Presence of mind 2. Sensible calculations
3. Knowledge base 4. Facilitation 5. Public relations
6. Negotiability 7. Influence 8. Team management
9. Delegation 10. Presenting 11. Motivating  12. Time
management 13. Trust 14. Relationship or supply
chain management  15. Administration and
Accountability  16. Control & monitor

Stress:

Stress has become the buzzword in today’s
world. People feel little stress when they have the
time, experience and resources to manage a
situation. They feel more stress when they think they
cannot handle the situation. With the growing
complexity in our environment the level of stress
has been rising alarmingly. Today, the quality of life
is getting affected by increasing work pressure,
emotional and mental stress and challenging routine.
Since there is no escape from these demands,
physical health requires much more care. Being ill
or not feeling well can drastically affect one’s work
and productivity. There is a definite connection
between living well and healthfully having a cheerful
outlook on life. It is essential to cure stress on time
because it is not only damage the immune system
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but it is also associated with many mental health
problems like anxiety, depression etc. This paper
talks about defining stress and it states that managers
should learn certain techniques to reduce stress. If
a person manage stress, instead of letting stress
manage a person, a balanced life is possible.

STRESS MANAGEMENT
The causes of stress are-
1. Attitude
•  It is said that life acts and you react. Our reaction
to what life hands out to us. A significant amount of
stress symptoms can be avoided by the way we
relate to stressors. Stress is created by what we
think rather than by what has actually happened.
• With a better control of attention one can feel that
the world is a more congenial place to live in.
2. Life’s situation
•  Major life events such as a divorce, death, midlife
crisis, financial worries, persistent strain of caring
for a chronically sick child, nagging health problems
or managing a physically or mentally challenged
family member can act as potential stressors. Even
conditions such as prolonged unemployment or a
sudden lay-off from a job can leave you under
tremendous stress. One just can’t wish away
situation. Moreover one has to live through these
situations, in the right spirit, to make living a
worthwhile experience.
•   Though anger, fear and other negative emotional
reactions are natural and necessary we need to
channel them constructively to create a balanced
state in our body and mind.
3. Stress at work place: Job stress may be caused
by a complex set of reasons. Some of the most
visible causes of workplace stress are:  

Job Insecurity: Organized workplaces
are going through metamorphic changes under
intense economic transformations and consequent

pressures. Reorganizations, takeovers, mergers,
downsizing and other changes have become major
stressors for employees, as companies try to live
up to the competition to survive.

High Demand for Performance: Unrealistic
expectations, especially in the time of corporate
reorganizations, which, sometimes, puts unhealthy
and unreasonable pressures on the employee, can
be a tremendous source of stress and suffering.

Increased workload, extremely long work
hours and intense pressure to perform at peak levels
all the time for the same pay, can actually leave an
employee physically and emotionally drained.
Excessive travel and too much time away from family
also contribute to an employee’s stressors
Technology

The expansion of technology-computers,
pagers, cell phones, fax machines and the Internet-
has resulted in heightened expectations for
productivity, speed and efficiency, increasing
pressure on the individual worker to constantly
operate at peak performance levels.

Workers working with heavy machinery are
under constant stress to remain alert. In this case
both the worker and their family members live under
constant mental stress. There is also the constant
pressure to keep up with technological
breakthroughs and improvisations, forcing
employees to learn new software all the times. 
Workplace Culture

Adjusting to the workplace culture, whether
in a new company or not, can be intensely stressful.
Making oneself adapt to the various aspects of
workplace culture such as communication patterns,
hierarchy, dress code if any, workspace and most
importantly working and behavioral patterns of the
boss as well as the co-workers, can be a lesson of
life. Maladjustment to workplace cultures may lead
to subtle conflicts with colleagues or even with
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superiors. In many cases office politics or gossips
can be major stress inducers.  
Personal or Family Problems

Employees going through personal or family
problems tend to carry their worries and anxieties
to the workplace. When one is in a depressed
mood, his unfocused attention or lack of motivation
affects his ability to carry out job responsibilities.
EFFECTS OF STRESS MANAGEMENT

Stress affects the thought and emotions of
human. Persons can feel frustrated, lose their temper,
feel tired and even find it hard to focus on the tasks.

Stress affects the body very badly a fast
heartbeat, headache, stiff neck , tight shoulders, back
pain, fast breathing and an upset stomach are some
major health problems which occur because of
stress only.

Besides this stress affect-Immune System,
Heart, High Blood pressure, Blood clots, Skin
problem like acne etc.
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF STRESS
1. Feeling irritable or depressed.
2. Loss of interest in work.
3. Fatigue
4. Stomach problems
5. Loss of Sex drive
6. Using alcohol

EMPLOYEE STRESS  
Employee stress is a malady caused by

conditions in the workplace that negatively affect
an employee’s performance and/or overall well-
being of his body and mind.  Employee stress can
turn out to be a huge cost to the company. Stress,
when becomes too high in the workplace, leads to
loss of efficiency, absenteeism, interpersonal
conflicts, accidents, medical problems in employees,
increased medical expenses to company, and even
attrition, hitting the company’s bottom line in the
long run. A stress-free worker is happy, satisfied

and motivated to put extra efforts on the job, being
involved on the job and committed to the company.
S/he also exhibits pride of belonging to the
organization and serves as a brand ambassador of
the organization wherever he/she goes. Since
workplace stress is the root cause for many problems
as mentioned above, the company can get rid of
many of those problems by systematically managing
stress in employees.  
STRESS AT WORK PLACE CAN BE
REDUCED BY ADOPTING.
1. Time Management

Under Time Management Stress can be
reduced by

(i) creating a balanced schedule in which
managers describes fully about the responsibilities
and daily tasks. Individuals not only have to
emphasis on work but also make a balance between
family and social life

(ii) avoiding over expectation from yourself
and even from others at the workplace as well as in
the personal relationship.

(iii) taking regular breaks is the another
necessity to come out from stress. Take short
breaks through out the day to sit back and clear
your mind from all the negative thoughts.

2. Task Management: Task management
t is helpful for every individual as well as for every
organization. Always prioritize task an individual and
manager have to tackle the important task or in
other words they have to make an order for task
according to the importance of it. Secondly to
reduce stress at workplace one should have to make
step by step plan to do the large project. Delegation
of responsibilities also helps to reduce stress at the
workplace.

Managers must have to act as a role model
especially at times of high stress and excess of work.
They must create  sound communication with their
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employees for improving the working environment
and to make it more friendly managers have to try
positive communication  rather than  negative for a
stress free environment managers can adopt the
following strategies :-
1. Give opportunities to workers.
2. Consult employees about scheduling and work
rules.
3. Be sure that the workload is suitable to
employee’s abilities.
4. Human face should be considered while making
planning.
5. They have to give value to individual workers.
6. Offer rewards and incentives time to time.
7. Provide opportunities for their career development.
CONCLUSION

Human interaction is through
communication if it is blended with proper use of
soft skills, it makes really a difference. Through the
effective use of soft skills we can increase
productivity, motivate employees, manage talent and
build brand for the company. The essence of your
business is your people. Making soft-skills
development a priority will bring you personally and
professionally. Don’t overlook these all-important

skills when evaluating areas of improvement. Find
a way to incorporate soft skills into your personality
development and leadership development programs
and see results immediately. Constantly changing
work environment - due to technology, customer-
driven markets, an information-based economy and
globalization that are currently impacting on the
structure of the workplace and leading to an
increased reliance and demand for, soft skills.
Employers value soft skills, because research
suggests that they are just as good an indicator of
job performance as traditional job qualifications or
hard skills

Many companies have invested in stress
management programs and have met their social
responsibility toward employees. Such investments
have fetched good returns to those corporations in
terms of healthy, motivated and committed
workforce, increased productivity, enhanced
corporate image, and long term profitability. Stress
Management programs have increased the value of
their human capital, strengthening the bottom line. It
is in a manager’s best interest to keep stress levels
in the workplace to a minimum.
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Survey Report on Secondary School Teacher's
Perceptions on Teaching Writing at Aligarh

q  Soada Idris Khan

Writing is an important skill required in school
education since assessments done in schools are
mostly based on the writing performance. Yet,
teachers lack opportunities for receiving training in
writing instruction and with the result, they feel
constrained to foster Writing Skills in students.
Keeping these considerations in mind, the study
makes an attempt to assess secondary school
teachers’ perceptions at class IX and X level in
Aligarh with regard to their pedagogic difficulties,
pedagogic present needs, wants and the target areas
in which teachers wish to receive training.
Objectives of the study:
To determine:
1. What are the secondary school teachers’
perceptions on teaching writing ?
2. What are the secondary school teachers’
perceptions on receiving training in writing
instructions?
3. What are those problems which teachers face in
teaching writing at secondary school level?
Sub-objectives
To determine:
1. The quantum of Writing and Grammar instruction
in one academic session
2. The workload of the teachers
3. Status of Students’ Writing and Grammar
performance
4. Nature of difficulties faced by the teachers
5. A comparison of the status of Writing instruction
at two different period of time

6. Readiness of the teachers to receive training to
upgrade the status of written communication
Secondary School Education

To achieve the overall educational goals one has to
ensure the academic and professional standards of
the teacher (NCFTE, 2009: 04). Cabe Committee
Report, 2005, gave the provision of Universalisation
of Secondary School Education, which is a pre-
condition for equitable social development, widening
participation in India’s democratic functioning,
building up of an enlightened secular republic and
be globally competitive (Cabe Committee Report,
2005: 14). To conceptualize secondary education
in its structural as well as curricular dimensions we
need to bring a paradigm shift. The Cabe Committee
Report 2005 has mentioned four guiding
principleswhich may act as the  most important parts
for Universal Secondary Education, in terms of
universal access, equality and social justice,
relevance and development and structural and
curricular aspects. These principles are
recommended to be followed in a quality education
program. (Ibid:17).
To support a quality education the significant role is
played by the teacher and the different skills and
competencies a teacher holds (Govinda, 2002: 38).
In order, to achieve the overall educational goals
one has to ensure the academic and professional
standards of the teacher. A teacher, therefore, needs
to be prepared in relation to the needs and demands
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aroused in their school contexts. For this, the teacher
needs to be engaged with the questions about the
learners, the learning process, and the content and
teacher education (NCFTE: Ibid).
Secondary School Teachers’ Training on
Teaching of Writing

Writing represents and reflects the ideas and
personality of the writers— students, research
scholars, writers, poets, philosophers, thinkers and
other area experts. Its importance is highly increased
when one have a discussion about the students’
assignments in different subject areas and about their
answering the examination questions.
Diogenes Candido de Lima (2001: 151) concludes
in one of his articles that language competence is
one of the most essential characteristic of a good
teacher. Hence, to develop and improve the
teacher’s communicative command of the target
language the teacher must be trained in the target
language to meet their target needs, through pre-
service and in-service teacher training programs.
Therefore, this idea of teacher education program
turns attention towards pre-service and in-service
teacher training program along with the
implementation, observation and evaluation of the
program.To improve secondary school students’
work and strengthening their abilities to perform
better in their school/college examinations, writing
instruction needs to be reformed, hence teachers
need to be trained to improve their instructional skills
(taken from: http://www.cds.hawaii.edu/
wr i t i ngson thewa l l /down loads /eZ ine /
WritingsontheWall_ezineApr15.pdf). The increased
importance for writing is the upshot of educational
failure which results due to the writing failure. The
writing failure is the consequence of lacking
resources to communicate the knowledge, as the

students come across to several complexities to
answer properly in a language different from their
mother tongue (Hamzaoui – Elachachi, 2010: 02).
In order to improve and upgrade secondary schools
students’ writing skills the  focus should be on
answering the questions:
How do we raise student writing achievement levels?
How do we help students break through the barriers
imposed by their limited entry-level language skills?
How do we develop student enthusiasm for learning
to write with clarity, precision and expressive
power?
(taken from: http://www.topschools.com/
Writing.htm).
What are students’ weaknesses?
What do they need to learn?
What will they do with the learned skills and/or
items?
 (taken from: Adeyem, 2011).
Grosse (1991, as cited in Lamb and Nunan,
1996:106) pointed out a key challenge which
teachers are facing in the teaching profession is the
development of the teacher as the decision maker
and problem solver (Lamb and Nunan, 1996:106).
The teachers employ different techniques, such as,
planning, implementation, and modification during
the instructional program; they are able to do this
because of the qualities of self-monitoring and
reflection they possessed. The reflective teachers
are competent enough to monitor, critique, and
defend their actions in planning, implementing, and
evaluating language programs. A non-reflective
teacher might not be able to encourage reflectivity
among their students (Lamb and Nunan, 1996:120).

Some Important Works Done in this Area
Dr. Hafida Hamzaoui – Elachachi (2010) wrote a
paper on, ‘Development of a Writing Curriculum
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for Academic Purposes at Tertiary Level.’ This
paper was a case study, analyses of two sets of
needs: 1) the institution target needs i.e. what the
learner needs to do in the target situation; and 2)
learner needs, i.e. what the learner needs to do in
order to learn. A strategy-based writing curriculum
was suggested to develop their strategic competence
(such as thinking, brainstorming, outlining, planning,
drafting, redrafting, revising and editing the linguistic
product, involving both individual and peer evaluation
of the written work) and linguistic knowledge (in
grammar, discourse conventions, discourse patterns,
semantics and writing mechanics) (Hamzaoui-
Elachachi, 2010:02-08).
The National Writing Project, 2011, had suggested
30 ideas for the teaching of writing skills which are
successful strategies contributed by experienced
writing project teachers. Those ideas will help the
readers to get benefit from a variety of eclectic,
classroom-tested techniques (taken from: http://
www.nwp.org/cs/public/print/resource/922).

Methodology
Methods : Two different questionnaires

(see: the annexure) were administered at different
times:
1. A Written Questionnaire (distributed to the
teachers at their workplace in Aligarh, during
October 2010)
2. A Written Questionnaire consists of two different
parts:
a. Writing Needs Analysis Questionnaire
b. Test of Writing Questionnaire distributed among
the teachers in a workshop conducted at Ayesha
Tarin School, in Aligarh, in 2008

Subjects : The informants are only those
teachers who are teaching English language at

secondary school level. The population contained
26 respondents1 in schools2 of Aligarh comprising
two different groups at two different time intervals.
A. 6 teachers of 6 secondary schools (contacted
through a workshop in  20083)
B. 20 teachers of 16 secondary schools (contacted
individually at their workplace in 2010)
Instruments : Tool-1: This questionnaire contained
5-open ended and 5-close ended items. The item
no. 5 is designed on a 6-point scale (that is:  NIL,
10-20%, 30-40%, 50-60%, 60-70%, and 80-
90%), item no. 8 also designed on a six point scale
(that is: Poor=10-20%, Average=30-40%,
Satisfactory=50-60%, Good=70-80%,
Excellent=90-100%). In both these items there is
also a column of NA= not applicable to your
situation. Item no.6 contains seven statements with
boxes. Item no. 10 is designed on a 3-point scale
(that is: 3=Difficult, 2= Average and 1= Easy) with
empty columns to comment (see: Annexure-1).

Tool-2: This questionnaire, a teacher
information inventory, contains two parts. The part-
1 consisted of 6 open-ended questions. The part-2
consists of 16 close-ended questions designed on
a 5-point scale (i.e. SA=strongly agree with, A=
agree, U= Unsure or undecided, D= disagree, and
SD=strongly disagree) (see: annexure-2).
Procedure : A workshop on ‘Language Testing &
Assessment for English Teachers at Primary and
Secondary level’ was held in Ayesha Tarin Modern
Public School (+2) on 15th March 2008. By using
that data, generated during the workshop, a teacher
information inventory was prepared in the form of a
questionnaire. The questionnaire was distributed to
the secondary school teachers at their workplace
in order to formulate secondary school teachers’
perceptions about teaching of writing in terms of
what kinds of problems they face and their need for
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training to improve the present status of teaching
took place.
Data Analysis  : Following results are based on
the 2010 survey which was conducted at secondary
schools in Aligarh, which is based on the 2008
workshop3 as groundwork for it. As for this, the
following discussion is about the results of both of
these studies.
Teacher Workload: The total no. of periods
devoted by the teachers are ranging from 7-35,
where from 7-33 periods are devoted to the
teaching of English language and the range of periods
devoted to teach writing skills is 2-12.
Teaching of Writing vs. Grammar : Only those
values are discussed which are in the categories of
highest, lowest and average for the convenience of
walking out the results.

In the Table 1 we can see it clearly that only 15%
respondents are reporting that 80-90% teaching of
writing has been done during the session. On the
other hand, only 6.25% respondents are reporting
that 90-100% teaching of Grammar has been done.
If we focus on the average, 55% respondents report
that the average teaching of writing that took place
during the whole session is 50-70%, while in case
of teaching of grammar only 43.75% respondents
report that the average teaching done is 50-80%.
So, the inferences make it clear that the average
teaching of Grammar is 10% low than the teaching
of writing. Further we can see that 30% respondents
report that minimum teaching of writing done is only
30-40% and 50% respondents report that minimum
teaching of Grammar done is 50-80%.

Students’Performance in Writing Students’Performance in Grammar 

 IX  % of 

teachers 

X % of 

teachers 

IX  % of 

teachers 

X  % of 

teachers 

Highest 70-80% 18.75% 90-100% 5.26% 90-

100% 

6.25% 90-100% 5.26% 

Lowest 30-40% 25.00% 10-20% 5.26% 30-40% 50.00% 10-20% 5.26% 

Average 50-60% 56.25% 30-80% 89.46% 50-80% 43.75% 30-80% 89.46% 

 Writing Grammar 

Total 

teaching 

% of 

teachers 

Total teaching % of 

teachers 

Highest 80-90% 15% 90-100% 6.25% 

Lowest 30-40% 30% 30-40% 50.00% 

Average  50-70% 55% 50-80% 43.75% 

Table  1
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The interpretation of Table-1 shows that most of

the teachers find it difficult to complete the writing

work till the end of the session. This might be

because of the reasons teachers mentioned (asked

in the column of suggestions) such as, ‘given extra

time we can prove more helpful to our students,’

 IX  % of 

teachers 

X % of 

teachers 

IX  % of 

teachers 

X % of 

teachers 

Highest 70-80% 18.75% 90-100% 5.26% 90-

100% 

6.25% 90-100% 5.26% 

Lowest 30-40% 25.00% 10-20% 5.26% 30-40% 50.00% 10-20% 5.26% 

Average 50-60% 56.25% 30-80% 89.46% 50-80% 43.75% 30-80% 89.46% 

‘students do not actively participate in the writing

activities,’ ‘teaching imply to students coming from

a different medium of school is a difficult task,’ these

are other factors. Almost, the same case is with the

teaching of Grammar.
Students’ performance Class IX vs. Class X

If we compare the writing performance of class X

students (i.e. 30-80%) with that of class IX

students’ (i.e. 50-60% see: the table 2), what we

get is that the lowest figure of the performance of

class X students (i.e. 30%) is lower than the lowest

figure of class IXstudents’ performance (i.e. 50%).

Similarly, the highest figure of class X students’

performance (i.e. 80%) is higher than that of class

IX students’ performance (i.e. 60%). Thus we can

say that the group of class X students contains mixed

ability students and it also contains much weaker

students comparatively. At the same time, the group

of class X students contains some good students

who perform better than class IX students. Hence

forth, here we find a lack in between teaching done

and students’ overall performance.

Table  2

Likewise, the comparison of Grammar performance
of class X students (i.e. 30-80%) with that of class
IX students’ (i.e. 50-80%) shows that class X
students are weaker who need to get more attention
for their Grammar work which is a part of writing.
Difficulty in Evaluation of Writing vs. Grammar
It is clear from the Table 3 that only 35%
respondents feel difficulty in the evaluation of writing,

at the same time, only 30% respondents feel
difficulty in evaluation of Grammar. Henceforth, they
need to get trained in both the areas to handle this
problem of evaluation. As the survey results show
that the statement ‘correcting written answers’ has
got the higher response going up to  77% is one of
the most serious concerns for the teacher.
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Difficulty Level Writing Grammar

Average 50% 55%

Easy 15% 15%

Difficult 35% 30%

Table  3

Although, some of the respondents unequivocally
demanded training, few of them expressed their
desires to bring change in the training procedures,
system of education and materials used. Some of
the statements given by the teachers themselves have
been quoted here: ‘mostly seminars and training
classes are hypothetical and not practical. These
methods cannot be implemented in the class
curriculum,’ ‘ the teacher training programs should
be organized every year with certain objectives and
keeping in view the syllabus of secondary school
textbooks,’ ‘there is a lack of system for regular
training and orientation of the teachers in the pattern
of academic staff college,’ ‘resource person
themselves have not been successful to train the
participants as to how to handle the writing task in a
mixed ability class,’ ‘consulting books which bring
out the latest trends and changes taken place in the
realm of writing,’ ‘it may be beneficial if the students
are divided in sections according to their academic
performance in English specially.’

Problems in Teaching of Writing
The teacher respondents were also asked

to tick the most difficult problem(s) they are facing
today. Those statements are tick marked by the
respondents which they feel the most difficult things
in teaching writing. Those statements are arranged
percentagewise (highest to lowest) below:
i. Correcting written answers (77%)
ii. Teaching writing for less-skilled learners (66 %)

iii. Implementing writing activities as per the
curriculum goals (52.4%)

iv. Teaching writing for a mixed ability learners
(52.4%)

v. Writing is time consuming (48%)

vi. Teaching writing for a diverse group of students
(48%)

vii. Giving written feedback to the students written
work (38%)

viii. Implementing new methods for the teaching of
writing (33.3%)

As mentioned above, the most difficult problem as
rated by the respondents is correction of written
answers. The similar problem has been noticed in
the 2008 workshop.3

Other Classroom Problems
Fig. 1 shows a comparison of respondents’ response
for those five statements which are based on writing
correction (see: Annexure-2, Part-2). The graph
shows that the statements: S4, S12, S13 and S14
have got higher response on a scale of agreement,
whereas S11 has got higher response for undecided
and a lower response for agreement.

Fig   1
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During the analysis we also found a huge 
difference of responses in between the statements 
SIS and S16 (see: Fig 2) which are based on 
feedback. S 16 has got a higher response of 83.3% 
response for agreement, while S 15 has got only 
16.66% response for agreement and 50% response 
for disagreement. Here we see that the emphasis is 
given to coherence i.e. organisation of meaning in 
written text. 
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Statements Based on Feedback 
IIi''¥!, tl'lf, 

SAt A u SD+D 
Col~ 
t (! Sl~-I rarely get time to give feedback in the form of comments on 
~ ~ students' written work 

816- students need to be given feedback more on ways for achieving 
coherence [ex. Organization of meaning in written text] 

Fig 2 

Further, during the analysis we found that the 
respondents are agreed with the statements (S 1 and 
S9) based on sentence construction and grammar, 
as the response for these statements is higher on a 

Statemenb Based on Sentence Construction 
and Grammar 

ISl IS9 

Sl-The most important thing in writing is testing the rules of 
PN~mm~r 

Fig 3 

Volume: 8 

scale of agreement (see: the Fig. 3). Accordingly, 
testing rules of grammar is most important thing in 
writing and sentence construction is the severe 
problem that students face. 

When asked to mention the kinds of 
activities which they feel might be useful for their 
students, the respondents expressed their 
preferences for the following writing activities: 
articles, reports, essay, letters (formal/non-formal), 
E-mail, telegrams, notices, postcards, note taking, 
paragraphs, reports, poems and short stories and 
other controlled writing activities. Though these 
activities are important to improve the writing skills 
at the same time what is more important is the 
teaching and assessment of the vocabulary that 
should be suitable for a particular context. As shown 
in the Fig. 4 all the respondents are agree with the 
fact that testing appropriate vocabulary is the most 
important thing in writing instruction. 

Statement Based on Vocabulary TesHng 
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And, ofcourse the teacher must be given training 
(pre-service and in-service) on how to test the 
appropriate vocabulary in students' writings. 

When teachers asked 'whether the activities 
on writing skills in course books are useful for 
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differently-able learners or relevant to the needs of
the learners’ (see: Item-4, Annexure-1, Part-1) most
of them replied that the activities in course books
are authentic, appropriate, relevant, useful, sufficient
and considerable. Only one teacher mentioned that
these activities are not enough we have to develop
some other additional materials. When they asked
to ‘mention what they would like to do more on
writing skills to improve students’ writing’ (see: Item-
5, Annexure-1, Part-1) they mentioned following
activities: writing paragraph, report, and essay,
activities based on cognitive skills, and lots of
readings. Many of the teachers also expressed the
need for material adaptation and removing obsolete
items (see: Item-6, Annexure-2, and Part-1).
The Areas of Urgent Concern

The respondents were also asked to
mention ‘the areas of urgent concern.’ In response
to this many issues came into limelight such as
coherence, genres, mechanics, and others are lack
of materials, trained teachers, student motivation,
time factor, assessment. Of course, teaching and
learning writing are time-consuming activities and

Fig  5

nobody could deny this fact that it is a longer
process. All these problems are also commonly
predicted during the analysis of the Annexure-2
part-2. In Fig. 5 here we see that S3, S5, S6 and
S7 have got higher response for the agreement,
whereas S8 got higher response for disagreement.
So, by this we can say that students need more
training than they are getting at present situation in
organization, vocabulary and grammar only then they
will be able to communicate meaningfully in their
writing scripts, and hence it will make easier for
teachers to test communication of meaning in writing.

However, all of these factors hold some
importance but above all of these the most important
one is ‘training of teachers,’ as the analysis reveals
the needs of respondents to get trained in the
following areas:

i. Process-based writing

ii. Accuracy-based writing

iii. Fluency-based writing

The need to get trained for further upgrading and
enhancement can be seen clearly in the suggestions
given by the respondents as they expressed their
wants and needs. Teachers specified their present
needs, wants and requirements to improve the
teaching of writing in secondary schools. Some of
the quoted expressions given by the teachers are
collected and under-mentioned:
 “….Most of the teachers thinks that ‘even in the
teacher training courses writing is given less
importance’”
“Skill oriented training is not provided to the
teachers”
“Students’ performance is directly related to the
earlier years of education, so emphasis must be
given to their primary education”
 “Students’ medium of instruction should be taken
into consideration”
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Conclusion
There is hardly any tangible evidence that suggests
that writing instruction occupies a prime slot.
Contrary to the claims made by the teachers during
the surveyssessment done through writing is highly
disproportionate to the time allotted to writing
instruction during the one academic session. And
further, as the results show, the students of classes
Xand IX need training in both writing and grammar,
and the impact of training should be visible.So for
this teachers need to be more wide awake and
observant in the classroom while they teach and
they might be given some training for being attentive
in a classroom of a diverse group of learners.
Implications
To find out the training needs of Secondary School
teachers of Aligarh on different areas of writing
instruction (TNA-training needs analysis).
Skill oriented (e.g. writing and grammar skills)
teacher training programs should be organized.
To arrange training programs on:
i. How to complete the writing task within the fixed
time?
ii. How to deal with students coming from schools
of different Boards (especially those schools having
Hindi and Urdu as medium of instruction).
iii. How to deal with a group of mixed ability
learners?
iv. Training on different approaches of writing
instruction: process-based writing, Accuracy-based
writing, and Fluency-based writing

v. Training on different aspects of writing such as
coherence, genres, mechanics, etc.
vi. Training on writing assessment
vii. How to motivate students to write on their own?
Notes
1Name of respondents who are the primary sources
for the data collection:
Sumbul Alvi, Ayesha Rizvi, Sadiya Khalil, Ms.
Lubna, Ritesh Budden, Zeba Iqbal, Fatima Akhlaq,
Sadaf Shamim, S. Shrivastava, Eirum Abbasi,
Mohd. Naeem, Rekha Sharma, Malik Mohammad
Arshad, Tom K. Mathew, Sabiha Siraj, Sichi
Khanna, Foquia Bano, Shaista Khatoon, Shikha
Singh, Tahir Hussain, Jalal Ahmad, Fatima Sughra,
Mahtab Ahmad, Mrs. Kausar Afzal,
Nadeem Ahmad, and Geeta Nigam.
 2 The data collected under this survey refers to the
following schools of Aligarh city:
Albarkat, Woodbine Floret Public School, Iqra
Public School(boys),  A.B.K. Union  High School
(Girls’ Section),  A.B.K. Union High School (Boys’
Section),  Our Lady Fatima School,  St. Fidelis Sr.
Sec. School,  S.T.S. High School,  City high School
(Boy’s Section),  Aligarh Public School,  Zakir
Hussain Modern Se. Sec. School, A.J.M.P.S,
Gagan Public School,  Blue Bird Sr. Sec. School,
Blackdale Public School, A.M.U. Girl’s High
School.
32008 Workshop entitled, ‘Language Testing &
Assessment for English Teachers at Primary and
Secondary level.’
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Annexures

Annexure - 1

Class IX-X

Dear Respondent

This survey is part of our assignment for MA (ELT III semester. May I request you to kindly respond

to the questionnaire? Thank you for your cooperation.

M.A. (ELT) IIIrd Semester (Assignment – I)

Teaching Written Communication

Section 1

1. Name of the school:……………………………………………………………….......

2. Name of the teacher: ……………………………Class IX/X………………………

3. How many periods are you engaging per week? :……………………Periods assigned   for

English………………

4. No. of periods devoted to teaching of writing:………………………………………….

5. How much writing takes place during the session? (Please tick the suitable box):
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NIL -0% 10-20% 30-40% 50-60% 60-70% 80-90% NA =not applicable to
your situation

Writing
Grammar

6. What difficulties do you face while teaching writing? (Please tick the suitable boxes).

i. Writing is time consuming -----------

ii. Implement writing activities as per the curriculum goals -----------

iii. Implementing new methods for the teaching of writing -----------

iv. Teaching writing for a diverse group of students -----------

v. Teaching writing for a mixed ability learners -----------

vi. Teaching writing for less-skilled learners -----------

vii. Correcting written answers -----------

viii. Giving written feedback to the students’ written work -----------

7. What are the areas of urgent concern in the teaching of writing? -----------

…......................………………………………………………………………….......…

8. Rate your students’ performance: (Please tick the suitable box):

 

 Poor  

(10-

20%) 

Average 

(30-

40%) 

Satisfactory 

(50-60%) 

Good 

(70-80%) 

Excellent 

(90-

100%) 

NA =not 

applicable 

to your 

situation 

IX X IX X IX IX X X IX X IX X 

Writing             

Grammar             
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9. In which of the following areas you need training to teach? (Please tick the suitable boxes)

i. Process-based writing -----------

ii. Accuracy based writing -----------

iii. Fluency based writing -----------

iv. All the three -----------

v. None of them -----------

10. What difficulty you face in evaluating the writing skills of your students?  (Difficult=3; Average=2; and
Easy=1)

Section 2
What do you consider to be the single biggest problem facing English teachers today relating to receiving
training in the teaching of writing at senior secondary level classes? (IX/X).
Any suggestion/comment, please do write in the blank space given below:

Annexure - 2 Part (1)

Workshop on ‘Language Testing & Assessment for English Teachers at Primary and Secondary level,
March 15, 2008
Ayesha Tarin Modern public school (+2)
Writing Needs Analysis Questionnaire [One]Name-

School-
                                                       Classes’ teaching-

1. What type of writing activities would be useful to your students?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….

 Your comment, if any, please 

write: 

Writing skills:          3    2    1 ……………………………...

………………………..…..... 

Grammar:              3    2    1 ……………………………...

…..…..................................... 
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2.Do you think the time devoted to teach writing skills is sufficient .Give your opinions.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….

3. What are the problems you face in teaching writing skills in large classrooms?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

4. How far do you think activities on writing skills in course books are useful for differently- abled learners

or relevant to the needs of the learners?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. What would you like to do more on writing skills to improve their writing?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

6. Do you think that there is a need to adapt the course books on writing skills in the light of the needs of

the learners? Please give your suggestions.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 [Use overleaf for providing additional information, if any]

Annexure 2 Part (2)

‘Language Testing & Assessment for English Teachers at Primary and Secondary level, March 15, 2008

Ayesha Tarin Modern public school (+2)

Name School Classes’ teaching-

Test of Writing Questionnaire [Two]

Dear Colleagues

I shall be grateful for your frank and honest responses to this questionnaire. The information given

will be used for research purposes.

Section 1

Given below are some statements related to writing Skills. Please put only 1 tick mark in the box of

your choice which indicates your opinion about the statement. Please note that there is no right or

wrong answer. Please go through these statements carefully.

SA= means  you strongly agree with the statement

A=  means  you agree with the statement

U=  means  you are Unsure or undecided about the statement

D=  means  you disagree with the statement

SD= means  you Strongly disagree with the statement
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1.The most important thing in writing is testing the rules of

grammar

2.The most important thing in writing is testing  appropriate

vocabulary

3. The most important thing in writing is testing  the

communication of the meaning

4. My students  worry about their mistakes in writing

5.Students try to communicate meaning but they cannot

organize meaning

6. Students try to communicate meaning but they lack grammar

7. Students try to communicate meaning but they lack

vocabulary

8. My students cannot write meaningful sentences

9.Sentence Construction is a serious problem for my students

10. High degree of accuracy is needed in spelling and

punctuation

11. They cannot revise their writing because they cannot see

their mistakes

12.My students expect me to correct every mistake  they make.

13. I take more time to correct the written work of my students

14. My correction work includes more on grammar rather than

meaning

15. I rarely get time to give feedback in the form of comments

on students’ written work

16. Students need to be given feedback more on ways for

achieving coherence [ex. Organization of meaning in written

text]

SA A       U       D       SD
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Training Teachers of  English to Adopt Cell Phone
Aided Language Learning

q  Ashok Kumar Modi   q  Ram Gopal Sharma

Mobile phones are ubiquitous in today’s world and
have established themselves as a primary source of
communication.  These phones facilitate more than
one means of communication – through speech and
text messages. Since their availability; audiovisual,
multimedia, broadcast and technological devices
have been used to promote language learning, to
provide access to authentic speech and material, to
enhance worldwide communication.  The
technologies as they continue to evolve, become
more portable, easy to handle and user friendly. Such
portable media include PDA, cellular phones, smart
phones, MP3 players, digital dictionaries etc.

The present study is based on incorporating cell
phone technology for ELT. Focused on how
teachers can perceive ‘mobile technology’ as an
additional language learning input and what aspects
of their learning can be fulfilled by the use of mobile
devices is presented in the form of some episodes.

The paper outlines an analysis in progress aimed to
explore some of the benefits of ‘Cell Phone Aided
Language Learning’ through mobile technology.
Besides focusing on the content stated in the
previous paragraph, the paper also delineates the
skills required to use the equipment efficiently.

Introduction
The study examines the fundamental issues in
deploying mobile technology in professional
development of the teachers of English. While

Orientation Programmes at District Centre for
English, Bikaner, Rajasthan, the teachers are
introduced to a mobile device, and asked to
collaboratively design task using Cell Phones. During
the process it is found that the teachers have been
more interested and it is easy to use the device as it
is available with the teachers as well as with the
students. So it is concluded that the device is handy
and can be used for the professional development
of the teachers both in formal and informal settings.

Most research in Mobile Aided Language Learning
has focused on how mobile technology can provide
various language learning experiences. However,
few studies have explored what language teachers
can do to employ mobile technology in teaching.
According to MoLeNet, mobile learning can be
broadly defined as “the exploitation of ubiquitous
handheld technologies, together with wireless and
mobile phone networks, to facilitate, support,
enhance and extend the reach of teaching and
learning.” Liz Kolb (2010) links the use of
technologies for learning to the way we
communicate, not just in education but in the world
of work: “…many are still shying away from this
new literacy (even dismissing it as a negative form
of communication). Knowing that text messaging is
fast becoming the #1 form of communication
reminds me that it will also be an important literacy
for the 21st century job force.” Diana Laurillard
(2007) has highlighted the mobility of digital
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technologies in providing “opportunities for new
forms of learning because they change the nature of
the physical relations between teachers, learners,
and the objects of learning.”  (p1). Sharples et al,
(2005) say “Just as learning is now regarded as a
situated and collaborative activity (Brown, Collins,
& Duguid, 1989), occurring wherever people,
individually or collectively, have problems to solve
or knowledge to share, so mobile networked
technology enables people to communicate
regardless of their location.” (p5).

The present study has extensively explored teacher
adoption of technologies and provides valuable
suggestions for adopting technologies in education
from various perspectives. Because of the
widespread of mobile devices, most young
generation teachers are skilled mobile users so it
can be used as a tool for teaching and learning. This
study explores how in-service teachers utilize cell
phone device for educational purposes.

Need for Study
While at school or home, the teachers need to
consult reference books or other sources available
to them at their place. In most of the rural areas or
even in urban areas, either there is no proper library
facilities or the libraries are not well-quipped with
reference books of English which are useful for the
teachers in their respective schools. Other resources
to which a teacher can consult are meager.
Consequently, most of the teachers have been facing
difficulties and need  resources which they can refer
to when needed.

In this digital age, technology has provided the
solution for this problem. The teachers can use ICT
i.e. laptop, computers, internet and cell phone etc.
to facilitate teaching and learning.  As most of the
devices like laptop and computers are costly and
also they are not handy. It needs some technological

competence to operate. Therefore, Cell phone is
the most appropriate device for the purpose. A
teacher can have access to dictionaries, e-books,
mp3, sms, net surfing either online or offline.
Moreover it is not much costly.

The researcher wants to know whether the cell
phone device can be used for the professional
development of the teachers of English and also the
problem a teacher may face in using the device for
the purpose.

 To find out the answer, the researcher decided to
do experimental study for the same.

Objectives of the Study

1. Can cell phone be used for the professional
development of the teachers of English?

2. What challenges do in-service teachers face
during the process of learning, designing, and
implementing mobile technology for ELT purposes?

Hypothesis for the Study

Aims and objectives of the study are the driving
force for the formation of hypotheses. The
investigator formulated the following hypotheses-
1. Using Cell phones for the professional
development of the teachers of English is effective.
2. The teachers face no difficulty in operating mobile
device.

Limitations
1. The present study was confined only to the
teachers of secondary and higher secondary schools
situated within Bikaner region.
2. Only those teachers who were participating in
one year correspondence course were included in
the study.

Sample for the Study
Looking at the nature of this study, stratified random
sampling technique was used to select the required
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sample of teachers. 25 teachers volunteered for this
study, and were fairly compensated for their time
and effort. The limited number of participants was
due to the limited availability of compatible devices
and the nature of a collaborative task design for
language   practice.

Research Method

The teachers need time to concentrate on new
learning and integrate this new knowledge into their
practice through experimentation and then reflect
on the outcomes to make appropriate adjustments,
so after initial training regarding the features of a
mobile device, teachers require an experimental
practice period to tune their understanding of the
device. Therefore, this study assumes the necessity
of appropriate hands-on experience, related
implications, and integration in a sample practice
design.

To help the teachers adopt a technology in their
teaching, they were asked to work collaboratively
and prepare authentic tasks. Teachers learn more
in a collaborative and authentic context by seeing
methods used in actual classrooms, by trying out
mobile techniques and receiving feedback on their
efforts and by observing and talking with fellow
teachers.  By interacting with the environment, the
tool, and other people, the teachers can actively
adopt a mobile device based on their prior
experiences and existing knowledge structures.
Using authentic tasks also refers to contextualized
technology knowledge.

The real situation and active participation of the
teachers make them learn about and implement
technology more successfully in their future classrooms.
Therefore, teachers in this study were provided with a
real context for performing authentic tasks.

Role of Teachers’ Attitude
It is true that the technology has made teaching and
learning process easy; however, teachers may or
may not accept technology due to personal factors
as it is highly related to their attitudes toward the
technology. No matter how powerful the technology
is, the extent of its implementation depends on the
positive attitude of teachers towards it. Nichols
(2oo8) argues that the success of technology
facilitated learning depends on teacher acceptance.
People tend to use an application that they believe
will boost their job performance and that using a
particular technology will be effortless. It is
necessary that the teachers should know how to
use the particular technology for their own
professional development.

Research Design

The current research attempts  to explore in-service
teachers’ adoption of mobile technology in their
teaching by focusing on how teacher perceptions
form and change over time with their adoption in
real educational context. This study proposes a
sequence of actions for participating teachers to
incorporate mobile technology in their teaching and
analyzes their attitudes toward mobile technology.

Procedure

This research design involves two phases. Phase
one introduces a mobile device to participating in-
service teachers following a instructional session
about the technical aspects and operations of the
device. The in-service teachers are questioned  on
their attitude toward the device, and their propensity
to innovate the device. Their cell phones are loaded
with all the materials and applications which are used
in teaching learning process.

Phase two is a trial period for in-service teachers to
familiarize themselves with the device and to design,
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implement, and carry out a learning practice for the
device at the end of this phase. These teachers were
later surveyed again about their attitude towards
and their propensity to innovate the device.

This study intends to investigate how teachers’
attitude to innovate vary during the proposed
deployment process. Following the adoption, the
teachers then were interviewed about the challenges
they face in implementing a mobile device, and
undergo a semi-structured interview to provide
qualitative information.

Tools

A questionnaire was administered to the participating
teachers to collect their information and their related
experience. The questionnaire was composed of
the personal data and experience of the ICT tool
related to the mobile device. An interview was
intended to elicit the views and experiences of
participating teachers in using Cell phones. The
method is expected to provide participants with in
depth re?ection of their experiences, to better
understand their perceptions during  group
discussion. The tools were standardized before

applying and  expert opinion was taken for the same.

Data Collection and Interpretation
Likert method was applied to arrange and interpret
the data. The total scores of each subject on all the
items were arranged in descending order i.e. from
highest to lowest. On the basis of the work done by
the teachers using cell phones it was observed
whether the device can effectively be used to solve
for the professional development for the teachers.

Conclusion

Most of the teachers found the Cell phone useful
for the professional development of the teachers.
After the project work, teachers’ attitude towards
the cell phone device changed.

As the teachers are familiar with mobile technology,
the technical difficulty for these teachers was only
about operation which they can learn through
collaborative work. The teachers found it easy to
use and handy. The study also shows the need to
address concerns if teachers are to adopt mobile
technology in the future and suggests that better
understanding of teacher adoption of mobile
technology is necessary for their best use.
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Background
I have a great passion in teaching and learning. I
often try to embrace the technology in order to
strengthen old pedagogy. Earlier I had heard about
smartphones and its tools which were so useful to
make a corpus and use that. Nonetheless, because
of several reasons, I was not being able to possess
it. The following are some of the reasons which
catalyzed me to by a set.
Once I won a sponsorship to take part in an online
training couple of years back. I had to be online on
Skype to take part in the course. The time was fixed
(7:30 PM). But almost all days of the week, there
used to be power-cuts at my residence. Therefore,
I could not use my desktop. Consequently, though
unwillingly, I had to drop from that program.
Students were supposed to present their results in
powerpoint on screen by using LCD projector.
However, since there were several hours long
power-cut, I was thinking deeply the alternatives
on how to conduct class. When it was time for
group presentation, the group leader stood up with
Samsung Tablet and began delivering. Whole class
got life after that.
 In a cafe one of my colleagues showing me his 3 G
mobile (smartphone), said, “I often read e-books
before going to bed”. Though he was not an ELT
teacher, the set he possessed had dozens of other
facilities like visuals, text editor, notepad, dictionary
and Skype, of course. I remembered my ordinary
set that lacked all these applications, made me feel
fucking it off at once.

Applications of  Smart Phones in EFL Classroom

q  Eak Prasad Duwadi

Next anecdote is not less interesting, too. It was a
literature class. I had just divided the whole class
into small groups to learn a text collaboratively. Lo,
one group did not have the textbooks! Before I
said anything, a member shot the pages of the chapter
on his smartphone and started using for four levels
of interaction with it. Finally, I was resorted to buy
one six months back, and now I am used to with
almost all types of its functions. However, I do not
know how long this rules me as after every two
years new generation starts dominating.
Myths and present challenges of using
technology
In the Ramayana, Ravan can travel to any part of
the world in his Puspakbiman (an airplane). In the
Mahabharata Sanjay reports the war between
Pandavas and Kaurava LIVE to Dhritarastra.
Eaklavya does so laborious self-practices that makes
him the best archer (more excellent than Drona’s
best disciple, Arjuna) despite Drona’s rebuff on
including him to the school where only rich high caste
princes have been enrolled.
There are umpteen myths about agnyastras and
bramnyastras (missiles and bombs) which were
used in wars. Moreover, these were supposed to
be in learnt men’ possessions; ordinary persons or
children could not have access to these. However,
in this 21st century, even a child can access
mammoth knowledge by pressing a single button.
There are several technologies for them now, and
smartphones are the latest such gadgets.
Therefore, how smartphones can be used in teaching
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learning is a crucial question now since with the study
of any learning phenomenon, it makes sense to
consider this mini-computer learning in the context
of a broad academic outline. What equally
challenging is how to curb plagiarisms in their exams?
Smartphone: A smart pedagogy
Any educational uses... are necessarily parasitic and
secondary.” (Traxler  2009). Dichotomy of e-
learning is inevitable – one that relates to the
contribution to learning and one that relates to the
constraints imposed by the technology.  This must
be the case for a discussion of smartphone learning
too, because like all technology that supports e-
learning, mobile technology is “without exception
designed, manufactured, and marketed for
corporate, retail, or recreational users.
I think smartphones currently provide a wealth of
opportunities for both individual and collaborative
learning, and as the technology advances, no doubt
more opportunities will arise. This comes at time
when there is a continuing, though somewhat
cautious, shift of focus in e-learning from traditional
instructor-centered pedagogies to learner-centered
active learning. Consequently, there is increasing
emphasis placed on personalization, situated and
authentic learning, all of which put the learner rather
than any teacher, tutor or instructional designer, more
in control of what, where and how they engage and
learn.
The notion of personalization, which recognizes
learner preferences, be it for individual cognition or
social interaction is surely enhanced by smartphone
learning. The range of functionality and applications
that the smartphone offers gives users a wealth of
choices about how to access their learning needs.
They can search and filter content organised by an
instructional designer or tutor, and choose to make
sense of it by adding written notes and audio notes
or by employing tools such as mind maps.

Alternatively, or additionally, they can seek the
wisdom of experts through social media to acquire
knowledge or engage with peers in the creation of
user-generated content to exchange information,
and in the course of doing so build a community of
practice for learning. And all this can take place on
a single portable device.
It is the portability of the device that enables situated
learning, whereby concepts are embedded in the
context in which they are used (for example, see
Lave and Wenger, 1991). Therefore, medical
professionals can now access learning from a
hospital ward, trainee teachers can now access
learning from a classroom, and those in offices can
access it from a meeting room or the coffee machine,
rather than only their desks. In the past, learners
were often required to learn just in case they needed
the information in the future. Now the learning can
be more authentic, because questions and problems
that arise from authentic tasks, which are set in a
real working context, can be addressed there and
then, thus making the learning more meaningful.
Smartphones boost elegant learners
Koole (2006) devised one such framework for
mobile learning design, which has been used both
in the instructional design of resources and also in
the employment of those resources for training,
teaching and learning. At its highest level, the
framework explores the concepts of learner, social
and technology, and their union. The same rationales
have been employed in doing of this research.
I think many smartphone functionalities allow us
more aspects of learning than ever before to be
brought together into a single portable device. Below
are some examples. There are several examples of
smartphone functionality and applications for
learning:
Maps, altitude and latitude: Explore the world
As smartphone software links to GPS, it enables
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truly context-specific to a learner’s location. This
means that learning which necessitates geographical
knowledge, be it for archaeological or geological
surveying, astronomical studies or navigation, can
be accessed in the field, so that learning can happen
in the course of activity. For example, Sky Map’s
for Android.

Note-taking without paper and pencil
Studies have shown that note-taking eases the load
on working memory and thereby helps learners to
resolve complex problems (Boch and Piolat, 2004).
Note-taking, not simply for recording information
or prompting future recall, but also for assisting
perceiving and reflecting, has long been termed as
a meaningful learning doing. There are all kinds of
smartphone applications to support note-taking
through keyboard.

Listening Practice
Like note-taking, listening is a longstanding, much-
used means for learning (Holden, 2002). Indeed, it
may be the preferred means for some learners.
Certainly, for language learning, audio is essential
to becoming skillful. Google recently previewed a
speech-recognition translator application, whereby
a sentence in one language is uttered into the handset
and the phone responds with the translated sentence
in another language, thus facilitating the learner to
listen and repeat. There are now smartphone
functionalities for audio note taking and audio data
collection too, for purposes such as the capture of
a lecture or interview, for instance, AudioNotes for
Windows Mobile. On the other hand, rather than
giving the lecture or interview in person, some
people are now podcasting, that is audio
broadcasting over the internet, increasingly
preparing and distributing their speeches through
their smartphones.

A Picture is worthier than a thousand words
The New Media Consortium Horizon report (2008)
recognized the emerging trend of ‘grassroots’ video,
in particular, for learning:
Over the past few years, the ways we produce, use
and even think about video have undergone a
profound transformation… As the numbers and
quality of user- produced clips have increased, our
notions of what constitutes useful or engaging video
have been redefined - and more and more, it is a
two to three minute piece designed for viewing in a
three inch browser window or on a mobile phone.
That same phone is often the video capture device,
with surprisingly high quality when viewed on a small
screen. (10)

It is widely recognized that learning is enhanced
when pictures are used to support text (Clark and
Mayer 2008).  Many smartphone applications for
learning make use of illustrations, photos or video
(Sign Language 101) and allow for both the taking
and viewing of photos and the recording and viewing
of videos.

Comprehensive applications for learning
There are numerous applications that bring together
many aspects of learning. For example, there are
the sweeping memo applications that support not
just written notes, but also voice notes and photos,
and then synchronize to an online account so that
data can be accessed from any internet-connected
device. Then, there are e-book applications which
allow users to read, listen and annotate.

Learning accelerates with smartphones
“Project-based tasksareaneffectivewayto create
arichenvironmentforlanguagelearning (Sad, 2008).
I totally agree with him. In fact, the marriage of
smartphones and tools for learning is fast becoming
recognized, not just in educational institutions but in
other sectors too. Many US hospitals are reportedly
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now buying them to replace pagers, allowing
physicians to use them “for communication and
research ... patient monitoring and administrative
tasks” (Dolan  2009). There is evidence that social
scientists are exploring their use for data collection,
acknowledging that they enable ‘new kinds of
observational studies… and provide rich self-
documentation possibilities’ (Raento, 2009, p.448).
Moreover, there is evidence from Microsoft
research that workers are beginning to reach for
their smartphones even when sitting at their PCs,
reasons being the non-existent boot-up, fast
password entry, high density and at-a-glance
information presentation (Karlson, A. K. et al,
2009). Scottish archaeologists are also
experimenting with smartphones as a means of
recording crucial excavation data and gaining access
to expert knowledge while on site (Cowie et al,
2009). Meanwhile, at the Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas at the beginning of 2010, Ford
revealed its new in-car smartphone, which allows
third-party developers to upload applications.

Short Message Service SMS
SMS texting may not be unique to smartphones,
but it is a feature extensively employed among mobile
phone users. Now, there are softwares which have
made SMS free to send all over the world. For
example, JaxtrSMS (Beta) has started this recently.
While the use of SMS for learning is not widespread
in business, it has certainly grown in popularity in
the education sector. As a consequence, there are
a number of research studies that explore ways in
which SMS can be successfully employed for
learning. The three most cited uses include: tutor to
learner communication, formative assessment with
feedback and discursive activity.
SMS for tutor to learner communication has been
employed by some British universities in an effort

to enhance engagement and motivation. For
example, Kingston University has successfully made
use of SMS to offer a form of ‘mobile scaffolding’
that guides students towards independent self-
management. To begin with, messages contain step-
by-step direction in preparing for tasks, with
opportunities to respond and ask questions.
Gradually, these messages become less regular and
encourage greater independence. Meanwhile, the
University of Ulster in Northern Ireland sends SMS
messages of the kind ‘Sorry we missed you today’
or ‘If you’re struggling, text us, let us know’ to
students identified as being at risk of abandoning
their studies. Such messages have overturned the
‘nobody cares’ attitude among many such students,
and accordingly the university has reduced its
dropout rate and maintained its government per
capita grant.
A research study tracking their achievements
showed that those students in a trial group who
regularly accessed such assessments via SMS
performed significantly better (Morris July
2008).Though SMSes have not got recognition in
the Nepali academia, formative assessments of this
kind have been used with a batch of students at
Leeds University with great effect. Formative
measurement with feedback that has been
successfully employed through SMS largely entails
three types of questioning, to include true/false,
multiple choice and free text response.
There can be discursive uses of SMS for learning in
literature class as such techniques have been
successfully employed with students in the
Department of Computer Science at Trinity College
Dublin (Markett et al 2006). For example, asking
learners to submit ideas in response to brainstorming
activities, comment on a statement or submit their
questions during a lecture, thus not disrupting the
flow of the lecturer.
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Yes, it costs some amount and time and all such
doings need good instructional design: the invitation
to participate, the wording of the messages or the
posing of the questions; the context of the learning
and how it is supported by other activity.
Nonetheless, there seems much evidence to suggest
that SMS has an input to make to learning, which
perhaps, with the additional functionality and
applications of smartphones, has the potential to be
further enhanced.

Instant Messaging vs. email
Perhaps more interactive and immediate than e-mail,
instant messaging (IM) involves the exchange of text
messages in real time between two or more people
logged into an IM service. IM creates a form of
private chat room so that individuals can carry on
conversations similar to telephone calls. Guffey and
Loewy (2011) have opined IM is especially useful
for back-and-forth online conversations, such as a
customer communicating with a tech support person
to solve a problem. Like e-mail, instant messaging
creates a permanent text record and must be used
carefully.
Smartphones have various instant messaging (IM)
applications such as, Facebook, AOL Instant
Messenger, MSN Messenger, Yahoo Messenger,
Google Talk and Skype. Both instant messaging and
email let communication occur through typed text
along with attached image, audio, video or document
files (MMS), and both can carry much more
information than SMS messages. In addition, both
also allow for the sending of private or group
messages.
Only variation in instant messaging and email is in
the expected propinquity of response (Norman
2010). IM is perceived as real-time interaction:
users flaunt their availability and if marked as
available then there’s an expectation of
instantaneous reply or at least receipt of
acknowledgement.

However, like SMS, the use of instant messaging
and email for learning is yet to become widespread
in business, although it’s growing fast within the
education sector. Many research studies have
shown that instant messaging enhances participation
and collaboration in learning among higher education
students (Hrastinski 2005 and De Bakker 2007).
Moreover, Salmon (2006) reports of success with
email games for learning, whereby a single email to
a group seeks an action and response from each
group participant, and on everyone answering, there
triggers another round of emails. Each round is
carefully designed to lead participants through the
learning, and at all stages learners are encouraged
to collaborate with each other.
Instant messaging and email may not be uniquely
accessible through smartphones. However,
hundreds of millions of people make use of these
tools to stay connected, and smartphones support
communication via instant messaging over the
internet and can be configured for multiple email
accounts. They can even ‘push’ email, alerting the
user of new messages as they arrive. Therefore,
there is every reason to believe that with appropriate
instructional design, instant messaging and email
could be used to support learning on smartphones.

Erudition through amplified reality
Smarter pedagogies are emerging from the
smartphone, in the form of augmented reality too.
This is the ability for applying to graphics, audio
and other sense enhancements from the screen on
to real environments.
Now, a teacher can check his/her student’s
assignments on their blogs. Similarly, a doctor may
hold up his or her smartphone to a patient and see
imaging data from their MRI superimposed on the
person’s body; or a structural engineer approaching
a bridge may hold up his or her smartphone and
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instantly see the most current issues relating to its
construction. In addition, they may plug in ear phones
and hear the most recent conversation a colleague
had with the patient or the construction site manager,
or they may access all the relevant notes and
documents.
Smartphones offer a wealth of tools that offer
support for learning, be it via the internet or via
applications. Internet on smartphones is widely used
for information gathering and research via search
engines, as well as, by some, for accessing their
web-based word processing documents and
spreadsheets through services such as Google docs
or Etherpad. Then there are applications, such as
mind mapping applications to help organize thoughts
and ideas (for example, Thinking Space for
Android); and study aid applications that allow the
creation of personalized flash cards and multiple
choice tests (for example, Cram for iPhone). There
are tools to aid efficiency and productivity as well,
such as work organizers that enable the writing and
checking off of task lists (for example,
RememberTheMilk for Android and iPhone) and
tracking tools that enable users to record the amount
of time spent on a single piece of work (for example,
miTimesheet for Blackberry).
All such functionality and applications on
smartphones undoubtedly have a contribution to
make to personal learning. However, it’s widely
accepted among learning professionals and theorists
that learning is not an isolated activity resulting solely
from an individual’s construction of knowledge and
understanding. Instead, learning also relies on social
interaction.
Smartphones and smart networking
The smartphone has gained widespread reception
as a communication device that supports social
communication, in a way that perhaps other mobile
devices have not. Indeed, research evidence of

online communities among mobile users (Clough et
al 2009), cites ‘a significant difference between
Personal Digital Assistant and smartphone users in
the level of communication they engaged in using
their mobile device, with cent percent of smartphone
consumers using their device to communicate with
others’. Possibly, this is because the smartphone is
first and foremost marketed and retailed as a phone,
that is, as a means for interacting and collaborating,
despite all its additional functionality.
The collaborative activities undertaken by
smartphone users take copious forms. Some make
use of the phone’s SMS (Short Messaging Service)
facility, while others make use of its internet
connectivity. Access to the internet is exploited in a
number of different ways too: be it through email,
the use of the browser, or through social media
mobile applications. Above all, such interaction is
happening. Undoubtedly, smartphone users are
finding many opportunities to engage in collaborative
learning. Below are some cases. Examples of
smartphone functionality and applications for
collaborative learning
Even in Nepal mobile phones have become more
than simply talk: many Nepalis now possessed these
sets. Both teachers and students connect to the
internet; allow input and transfer of data, as well as
access to, results, notices, text, audio and video files.
Moreover, in urban areas the trend of using
smartphone is awfully high. Smartphone devices that
fit into our hand, handbag or pocket, offer traditional
telephony, alongside facilities to surf the web, engage
in social networking, check email, listen to music,
watch video clips, play games and even take and
edit videos and images.
The potential of the smartphone for learning didn’t
become truly apparent until July 2008. This was
when Apple first launched its iPhone and with it, the
concept of an app store available through the phone
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itself. For the first time, this enabled any developer
to upload an approved application for any iPhone
user to easily download as an add-on to their phone.
Nevertheless, besides Apple now almost all mobile
companies like Samsung, Nokia and Sony have
brought their products out by resulting the slash in prices.
We can transform a phone into a touch-screen
musical instrument such as tambourine, or altimeter,
or into a board game for playing backgammon,
snakes and ladders and so on. Others provide the
weather forecast, a language tutor, task organizers,
revision aids or a love calculator.
Production of each new phone boasts new
functionality, creating huge demand for smartphones,
both from consumers and from businesses.
“Worldwide sales of smartphones represent the
fastest-growing segment of the mobile devices
market” (Gartner newsroom 2009). Meanwhile, an
Information Week article (Gardner 2009) asserts
that satisfaction with feature-rich smartphones is
growing, while pleasure with traditional mobile
phones is waning. This is supported by articles such
as this one in Time magazine (Quittner 2009):
The planet pullulates with some 4 billion mobile
phones… Only about 10% of them are
smartphones. During the next few years, that number
may reach 50%. Morgan Stanley Research even
described the migration to internet-connected mobile
devices as one of thebiggest opportunities in the
history of the technology industry.
Though information and communication technology
is new to Nepal’s educational sector, there is
paradigm shift in the use of technology for learning
outside. Using smartphones is on the rise, as
collaborative and social networking tools flourish
and make for effortless knowledge sharing. Besides,
there’s growing recognition for the value of informal
learning activities to support and enhance formal
organizational and educational offerings.

Consequently, people are increasingly integrating the
same smartphone gadget into both their personal
and working lives, running applications for leisure
and personal learning alongside business applications
for professional development and for improving their
efficiency and competence. This is supported by
observations made by the CEO of Cisco, John
Chambers, who asserts that “the days of the
corporate mobile device are ending” (Paczkowski
2009). That is perhaps obvious as we all impatiently
want to find all applications in one device.
Jon Rubinstein, a former Apple hardware engineer,
looks upon smartphone development as a marathon
not a race and claims “We’re only at the beginning
of the journey” (Quittner 2009). At Epic, we
certainly believe this is true for the learning potential
of smartphones too. We share the view of Learning
Light’s report on The UK E-learning Market 2009:
“Mobile learning [is] finally coming of age...”
(Patterson et al).

User-friendly Browsers
The internet browser on the smartphones allow
access to the typical kinds of collaborative web tools
employed for learning, such as blogs, wikis, social
bookmarking, RSS and Twitter. Such Web 2.0 tools
have become widely used and researched as a means
of creating communities of practice, who engage in
collaborative writing, group reflection, peer support
and accessing expert opinion.
Such collaborative tools are available through any
internet-connected device, not just smartphones.
Nonetheless, many people are using their
smartphones not just to view such tools, but to
contribute to them too. This is evident from the
growth in applications to support them, such as
Moblog for blogging, NewsBreak Lite or
SpeedReader for RSS, and TwitterBerry,
TinyTwitter and Tweetie for Twitter.
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The growth in these applications makes it easy for
smartphone users to engage with social media and
other collaborative tools on the move. Therefore,
there is little doubt that the smartphone is being used
to support collaborative learning.

Let’s smartphones make us smarter
Therefore, smartphones seem to make virtually all
that is available for learning via a desktop computer
or laptop available via a portable device. Moreover,
there are two factors relating to its portability that
set it apart from other mobile devices previously
employed for learning. First of all, unlike the Personal
Digital Assistant, there is no requirement for it to
spend time tethered to a PC for synchronisation: it
stands alone. Secondly, it is a phone and it may ring
at any moment, and because it also connects to the
internet, we may need it at any time to access
information. Hence, there is a surreptitious obligation
to carry it with us: from room to room in the home,
from door to door via car or public transport, and
from desk to meeting room in the office.
This begs the question of whether the smartphone
may eventually become more convenient to use than
a PC. Still, the small screen, relatively low resolution

and lack of powerful CPU as compared to a PC
may make prolonged use both uncomfortable and
impractical. Nonetheless, there is no reason why
there couldn’t be displays and keyboards that
sensed when your smartphone was present and
connected to it automatically, instantly, wirelessly
and seamlessly.
As mentioned in those Hindu myths the technology
exists right now to do that.  Moreover, increasingly
less of the PC power lives inside the PC anyway,
as people already make use of web-based
applications for email, word processing and such
like, and store their documents, photos and other
personal files on remote servers.
What is true is smartphones may have the potential
to do much more than traditional e-learning can do,
with the added advantage of offering it on the move.
But, because it’s a phone, it has entrenched in our
everyday lives, and so brings us one step closer to
a technological device that offers ubiquitous learning.
However, pedagogical opportunities are to some
extent constrained by technological capabilities and
the availability of infrastructures in a country like
Nepal.
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Technology has no doubt affected all spheres of
life including education. Today the technology has
brought a tremendous change in the pedagogy of
language also. The teacher and student both have
been benefited with this advancement. A wide range
of audio and visual aids catering to the needs of
various age groups are available on the internet. It
is of great help in conducting various interactive and
evaluative activities in the classroom. The technology
has provided learners with ample opportunities too
in terms of quality learning. The teachers have also
been equally benefited by synchronizing the ELT
with technology. But the teacher should employ
technology in ELT keeping in mind that technology
is a pedagogical tool, a medium and not an end in
itself. The paper discusses the role of technology
which has become a part of teaching learning
process and would also discuss the implications of
technology both on the teacher and the learner.
Teaching has undergone a large innovation over the
last decade and today we see a world where
learning is possible totally through technology. The
educational world has taken a giant leap after the
dawning of information age over the world. It is the
evolution of technology in daily life which has
changed not only the educational scenario but has
also allowed rapid global communications and
networks to change the face of society. Technology
is a boon which not only accelerates, enriches and
deepens the basic skills but also strengths teaching
and motivates students’ learning. Technology has
brought about a qualitative change in the pedagogy
of language teaching as well. The twenty-first century
teaching can’t be confined to the four walls of
classroom. The advent of internet and digital media

has brought a shift in the teaching learning process.
English teaching has since the beginning gone a big
change as it has always adapted to its circumstances
methodologically and physically. It started with
lecture but later on changed to pair work. Teaching
methodology also underwent changes from time to
time, from translation to communicative and from
communicative to audio visual. Teachers have
always tried to make the best use of any materials
that they could get their hands on – from slate to
whiteboards, from hand-written postcards to
authentic magazine articles and from tape recorders
to lingua phones and language labs. The change has
come gradually with time to keep learners interest
intact. Now a learner can’t remain interested and
motivated if he learns like a parrot. Now the learner
wants to learn and do in logical fashion.
As an English Teacher today one often uses the
internet for spell check, synonyms, thesaurus, email,
lesson planning, and references contained in a text.
It clearly projects how through the proper use of
modern technology one can learn English which is a
second language without any hindrances. Abundant
material is available on the net that is readily available
for use in the classrooms. Teachers all across are
using the internet to get the native language and
culture into their classroom.  Learning a language is
basically the acquisition of skills to use the language
purposefully and effectively. Language has always
been considered as a vehicle for transmission of
thoughts and ideas in any society. To learn English,
the basic acquisition of four skills i.e. listening,
speaking, reading and writing is pertinent. To achieve
this learner requires knowledge of culture associated
with it.  Claire Kramsch remarks that it is important
to be aware that culture in language learning is not
an expendable fifth skill; it is present within writing,
reading, listening and speaking. He claims that one
way or another culture always manages to become
a part of the language classroom. Thanasoulas
(2001) goes to the extent of saying that learning foreign
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language essentially involves learning its culture.
The implementation of modern technology and
internet presents the teacher and students with a
platform to communicate with other people and thus
the culture can be brought to English classrooms.
This Information Age has made culture visible to
the students also through the PPT presentations and
videos involving the native speakers. Using
computer projectors to present lessons adds the
audio-visual element to instruction and reaches those
whose learning style is not addressed through
traditional teacher lecture. Since today’s students
are heavily oriented to the visual, this approach
appeals to everyone. Computer technology brings
a wealth of instructional resources into the class room
through the internet. Teachers can locate excellent
materials on the internet and add them to their
lessons by using a computer projector in class.
CALL (Computer-Assisted Language Learning)
has been a successful method regarding teaching
and learning over a past few years.
Overall, the history of CALL shows us that
computers can serve a variety of uses in regards to
language teaching. It can be a tutor where you have
to repeat what you have heard, practice drills in
order to help you perfect the language, as well as
starting point for discussions or a tool for writing
and research. The last phase Integrative CALL has
given teachers access to an array of authentic
information, which in itself is something that has been
longed for in language classes around the world.
(Warschauer 1996)
CALL has provided priceless information relating
the teaching and learning of languages. Today it has
become a considerate part of current methodology.
The computer technology is continuously unfolding and
is also undergoing change from time to time. Teaching
with modern technology requires best practices and
constant research in pedagogy and methodology.
In striving for balanced approach in the context of
CALL, one needs to know how best to marshal

technological resources and then best to combine
them with face to face teacher-student and student-
student interaction in the classroom. (P Randel,
Donaldson, Haggstrom Margaret A P.2)
This kind of teaching attracts students as we are
going through a tech age where computer can be
used by students not only to take notes and create
projects but even to communicate with the teacher
and student using classroom blogs.
Classroom blogs are surely an interactive method
available to students to express their ideas. The blog
can be used for regular classroom assignments. Once
the students have read a piece of literature or
completed an assignment, they can comment on the
classroom blog. This method proves successful with
students who are e afraid to share ideas in class. By
using the blog, the shy students could communicate
in a more comfortable environment. The blogs also
serve an additional advantage as the students present
in the class can share ideas with students who aren’t
in their class. Software, online tools, and other
technologies help students in honing their basic
language skills which can be later applied in authentic
social settings. The technology mixes things up,
captures students’ attention, and engages them in a
way traditional classroom instruction doesn’t. Using
computer programmes, internet and other
technologies has become the need of hour as they
certainly increase the acquisition of phonics,
vocabulary, fluency, and reading-comprehension
skills. The selections also support increasing levels
of academic vocabulary with definitions,
pronunciations, contextual sentences, and
illustrations. Most important for teachers, the
program can record audio of the students reading,
makes corrections, documents errors, evaluates
comprehension, and provides extensive data for
monitoring student progress.
The students who shirk writing with traditional pen
and paper find computers in the writing classroom
an excellent way to do work on. The Web is full of
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information, and has an account and picture of nearly
everything one may need. We can use the digital
camera to capture images from books or magazines
and anything or everything required, the information
about it can be uploaded and downloaded from the
Web. The web these days is an infinite window,
ready to power up and point at any part of the world
you wish to see and present to others. Teachers
and students can Assign Digital Presentations, can
connect to books online, can use web quests, can
stream media for on demand viewing, can use
PowerPoint Presentations and can help develop
other language building blocks.
This age of digital instruction needs excellent
teachers, best practices as well as a timely research
in technology and pedagogy. The teachers keeping
themselves abreast with digital learning will be a boon
for the students. Digital technology makes it possible
even for average teachers to learn from videos of
great teachers, obtain critical and timely feedback
on their own video-recorded lessons, and connect
with other teachers as mentors or peer-helpers.A
Teacher can keep up to date with the developments
in ELT through reading online journals, visiting the
websites of professional organizations such as
TESOL and attending online conferences. Materials
can be used from net to prepare up to date lessons
for the students. Some portion of excellent teachers’

time freed in time-technology swaps also can be
used to coach or manage peers. In order to attain
the goal of effective use of technology in ELT, teacher
should keep in mind that the use of technology should
be in such a way, that the teachers themselves are
not replaced by the technology.
The technology platforms I have mentioned earlier-
The web, CD ROM/ and CMC- do not pose a
threat to language professionals but rather
compliment what can be done in L2 classroom, if
used wisely. Will technology expand in the future
from this complimentary role to replacing the teacher
and the classroom venue completely? A rational
response to this question might be that technology
will not replace teachers in future , but rather teachers
who use technology will probably replace teachers
who do not. (Clifford, 1987,P.13)
As one can’t deny the fact that it s teacher only
who conceive ideas and develop hardware and
software relating it. Resources necessary to
encourage learning can be provided by technology
but teachers are the torchbearers who would guide
the students to select wisely from the vast resources
available. So we can say that though the teaching
will see a vast change in the time to come but the
teachers will always be there to accept and
incorporate the change beneficial for the language
learners.
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Introduction
Education is widely acknowledged as a serious
activity with specific objectives and lofty goals to
fulfil. Among the many stakeholders of education
at different levels students, teachers, administrators,
curriculum and material developers and evaluation
experts are the key people associated with it.
Teachers have a significant role to play in the mission
called education. They are the agents on whom
considerable amount of responsibility is laid since
they are expected to bring about successful learning
in their students and improve the quality of education
at large.

Research in teaching, over the past few decades,
has aimed at enhancing the efficacy of teaching.
Whether it is the teacher of mathematics, science
or language the ultimate goal of any teacher should
be effective teaching. This paper presents a brief
account of the nature of research on teaching in
general education and in English as a foreign/second
language that took place in the last fifty years. The
emergence of new perspectives in the research on
teaching is also discussed. The prime focus of this
research is the teacher and certain variables that
influence their classroom practices.

Research on the Teacher in Action
In the 1950s and the ‘60s, research on classroom
teaching in mainstream education aimed at
describing teaching behaviours (in order to identify
the effective ones) and investigating connections
between these behaviours and learning outcomes.

Teacher Cognition: An Emerging Perspective of
Research on the Teacher in the Classroom

q  P Kishore Chandra

This approach to the study of teaching was modeled
on process-product approach. It was based on
certain factors “called presage variables (e.g.
teachers’ persona characteristics and teacher-
training experiences), context variables (e.g.
learners’ personal characteristics), process variables
(defined through interactions between teachers and
learners in the classroom) and product variables
(e.g. learning outcomes)” (Dunkin and Biddle, 1974
cited in Borg, 2006: 5) that guided teachers to
achieve their goals. Behaviourist theories were the
bedrock on which the process-product approach
was founded as it was in vogue then.
However, with the growth of research in the field of
cognitive psychology in the early ‘60s, the validity
of behaviourist theories that supported teacher
research started being questioned. The following
are three major factors that were cited as reasons
for the emergence of new perspectives. Firstly, the
developments in cognitive psychology had shifted
focus from merely behaviours of teachers in the
classroom to thinking of teachers in action. So, the
mental lives of teachers attracted more attention as
compared with behaviours alone. Secondly, teachers
were increasingly believed to be crucial agents in
the classroom to bring about desired learning
outcomes. Hence, different decisions made by
teachers came under intense scrutiny as these were
direct results of teachers’ thinking or cognition.
Thirdly, researchers began to realize the limitations
of considering teacher behaviours as the sole
criterion for suggestible models of teacher
effectiveness (Borg, 2006).
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To sum up, teachers and their teaching could not be
properly understood without making sense of their
thoughts and what they did in the classroom.
Therefore, studies of teaching which looked closely
at teachers’ mental processes and their actions in
the classroom in a holistic and qualitative manner
started replacing traditional studies which were
basically skewed towards teachers’ behaviours.
The emerging perspective of teacher research
geared towards looking at teachers’ thinking gained
legitimacy and strength from the report released by
groups of experts in various areas of teaching who
had deliberated at the conference organized by the
National Institute of Education (NIE) in the United
States in 1975. This report made a case for studying
the psychological processes through which teachers
could understand their actions in the classroom.
“This emphasis on cognitive processes marked a
major departure from the views of teaching and
teachers dominant at the time; teaching was no longer
being viewed solely in terms of behaviours but rather
as thoughtful behaviour; and teachers were not
being viewed as mechanical implementers of
external prescriptions, but as active, thinking
decision-makers, who processed and made sense
of a diverse array of information in the course of
their work” (Borg, 2006: 7). Thus, a new
perspective or tradition of teacher research widely
called ‘teacher cognition’ came into existence.

Teacher Cognition: Domains and the
Nature of Research
The pioneers of research on teacher cognition were
Smith and Geoffrey (1968), Kounin (1970) and
Jackson (1968). Their studies attempted to describe
and capture the mental constructs and processes
that prompted teaching behaviours. Shulman and
Elstein, two other eminent academics with a
background in psychology were involved in the

report that NIE brought out in 1975. Their work in
teacher cognition gave a major thrust to this tradition
of research though it was mainly psychological in
nature instead of educational.
What follows next is a brief summary of the nature
of teacher cognition research that took place during
1970s, and ‘90s. Teacher planning, teacher
judgement, and teacher interactive decision-making
(subsumed under teacher thinking) were the key
aspects pertaining to teaching and education which
were highlighted and studied in depth, initially, as
research in teacher cognition flourished. Gradually,
a wide range of concepts and related terminology –
very significantly beliefs and knowledge – emerged
as the volume of research in the field grew. Besides,
teacher cognition research also spread its purview
to foreign language education and subsequently to
second language education. Teacher cognition thus
evolved further and came to be understood as “the
observable cognitive dimension of teaching – what
teachers know, believe and think” (Borg, 2003: 81).
This new approach to teacher research aimed at
finding out the relationship between what teachers
know, believe and think and what they do in the
classroom.

Teacher Thinking
A review of the studies, though a few in number
and diverse, in late 1970s on topics like teachers’
judgement, teachers’ interactive decision-making
and teachers’ implicit theories did not yield any
conclusive answers to the question of the impact of
teachers’ thinking on their classroom actions.
However, a significant finding that came out of the
study of teachers’ implicit theories was that a set of
well-knit beliefs impacted teachers’ thinking and
behaviour. The nature of teacher cognition research
differed significantly from that of behaviour based
research on teaching as the earlier one was a non-
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linear model and the latter one, linear model.
Shavelson and Stern’s (1981) review as discussed
in Borg (2006) highlighted an array of factors that
had affected teachers’ judgements and decisions.
Factors like information about students (viz. ability,
gender and classroom behaviour), teacher
characteristics, classroom/school atmosphere etc.
operated in a non-linear fashion which gave a holistic
view of teaching in teacher cognition research.
Whereas, the linear model that was adopted in
behavioural research did not account for teachers’
thinking processes and hence was conceptually
incomplete (Borg, 2006).
A couple of studies that are worthy of mention here
are (i) Johnson’s (1992) study on six pre-service
ESL teachers in the USA pertaining to instructional
actions and decisions and (ii) Woods’ (1991) work
on planning and decision-making in the ESL
classroom that included eight ESL teachers in
Canada.

Practical Knowledge
A new and major focus of teacher cognition
research that emerged in the 1980s was practical
knowledge. This concept was for the first time
introduced and explicated by Elbaz (1981, cited in
Borg, 2006) in her work where she had reported a
case study of one teacher to illustrate the crucial
and independent role played by the teacher in the
classroom. “According to Elbaz, teachers’
knowledge is practical because much of what
teachers know originates in practice and is used to
make sense of and deal with practical problems”
(Borg, 2006: 13). The new orientation to teacher
cognition research in the form of practical knowledge
was a step forward from psychological studies of
teacher decision-making which broadly fell under
teacher thinking. It was so because, practical
knowledge took into consideration the whole gamut

of teachers’ practical experience which captured
the process of teaching rather than looking at a few
decisions that teachers made. Moreover, some
research claimed that decision-making accounted
for just about twenty five percent of teacher
thinking. Thus, ‘practical knowledge’ as a concept
could better explain the relationship between
teachers’ thinking and behaviour in classes.
A fresh trend in teacher cognition research,
especially teacher knowledge, began in the late
1980s. Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK),
a type of teacher knowledge (others being Content
Knowledge and Curricular Knowledge) was
proposed by Lee Shulman in the mid-1980s. He
contended that teaching competence constitutes a
good knowledge of the content of subject taught
and a significant knowledge of the pedagogy used
in teaching the subject.
PCK is a combination of both subject content
knowledge and pedagogical principles pertaining to
a subject concerned. In the words of Shulman
(1987: 8) PCK “… represents the blending of
content and pedagogy into an understanding of how
particular topics, problems, or issues are organized,
represented, and adapted to the diverse interests
and abilities of learners, and presented for
instruction.” Since PCK is subject-specific in nature,
it led to a great deal of research into kinds of
knowledge teachers of different subjects had. PCK
orientation to teacher cognition research replaced
teacher thinking as decision-making perspective to
teacher cognition research because the latter did
not sufficiently account for the complex manner in
which teachers processed information in the
classroom. Grossman’s (1989) study on six
secondary teachers of English and Gudmundsdottir’s
(1991) case study on an expert teacher of English
are a couple of examples of this type of research.
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Teachers’ educational beliefs
Another significant domain in the field of teacher
cognition is teacher beliefs. Beliefs, in general, are
integral part of every person’s life. They are the main
cause of a person’s conception of the world, besides
understanding and judgement. The concept, teacher
beliefs, was very confused and messy as there were
varying definitions of it and was no agreement over
them among different researchers. Though teacher
beliefs were understood differently by various
experts like Clark, Porter, Freeman, Tacachnick
and Seichner, Rokeach, in Pajares’ (1992: 316)
words, belief  is “an individual’s judgement of the
truth or falsity of a proposition, a judgement that
can only be inferred from a collective understanding
of what human beings say, intend, and do.” Borg’s
definition, given below, of belief coincides with
Pajares’ as they both lay empahasis on an individual’s
response to or impression about an idea. “… a
beliefis a proposition which may be consciously or
unconsciously held, is evaluative in that it is accepted
as true by the individual, and is therefore imbued
with emotive commitment; further, it serves as a guide
to thought and behaviour” (Borg, 2001: 186).
Teachers’ educational beliefs, however, refers to
teachers’ pedagogic beliefs. The major aspects of
teachers’ beliefs studied till recently were about
teaching, learning, and learners; subject matter; self
as a teacher or the role of a teacher. Though many
studies have established the direct connections
between teachers’ pedagogic beliefs and their
classroom behaviours, “the relationship of teacher
cognition to student outcomes remains an issue
which researchers have failed to address in a
substantial manner” (Borg, 2006: 27). Quite
contrastingly, it was also evident through other
studies that teachers’ beliefs were sometimes
resistant to change in spite of training received. The
research study by Johnson (1994) on pre-service

teachers’ beliefs about L2 learning and teaching and
their perceptions of instructional practice and Allen’s
(2002) work on 613 in-service teachers’ beliefs
about foreign language learning are two examples
of research on teacher beliefs.

Findings
The important findings of the research in teacher
cognition, listed below, clearly established the fact
that there are close relationships between teachers’
cognitions (thinking, knowledge and beliefs) and their
classroom practices.
a. Teachers’ cognitions are basically tacit in nature.
b. Teachers’ cognitions are formed and developed
through various influences on teachers and their
experiences as learners.
c. They have an impact on teachers’ instructional
actions.
d. They have direct bearing on how teachers learn
in teacher training programmes.
e. They function as a regulator which determines
how teachers interpret new information and
experience.
f. Teachers’ cognitions are sometimes firmly fixed
and hard to change.
The findings of research specifically on teachers’
pedagogical content knowledge are as follows:
    (i) PCK is a complex construct constituting
various sub-elements which help understand teachers’
classroom practices holistically.
    (ii) Improved conceptualization and study of
teachers’ PCK demand proper planning,
      appropriate research methodology and suitable
tools of research.
(iii)  A good command of PCK on the part of teachers
enhances their teaching effectiveness.
(iv)  Development of a teacher’s PCK happens
mainly through reflective practices.
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Conclusion
From the preceding discussion it is evident how the
research in the field of teacher cognition originated
and evolved over a period of four decades starting
from the 1970s. The most important purpose behind
teacher cognition research is to explore and
understand teachers’ mental lives. The findings, in
general, from this research are not prescriptive in
nature but serve as prods for teachers to reflect on
their own practices. As the research evolved from
teacher thinking to teacherpersonal theories and
beliefs to teacher knowledge, the findings have
direct implications for teacher learning and
education.

Both teachers and teacher educators need to adopt
reflective and social constructivist strategies for
promoting teachers’ learning and development.
Keeping a teacher journal, reflecting on one’s own
instructional actions, engaging in pedagogical
reasoning, reading theories of teaching and learning,
reading relevant research studies and applying useful
principles mentioned in them after adapting them to
one’s own context, observing peers’ teaching and
discussing various issues pertaining to effective ways
of teaching, doing collaborative research on a small
scale, etc. are a few implications teacher cognition
research have for teachers in order to enhance their
teaching skills and thereby improve their
professionalism.
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Competencies like getting along with others; self
control, empathy and optimism through self
awareness, initiative and collaboration are what
make the difference in performance at work. As
organizations have shifted to a more team-based
workplace, there is the demand of commitment and
passion from employees- to bring their brains and
hearts to the job. Emotions cannot be ignored if we
want passion from the workers. So this article
focuses on Strategic Communication, TA,
Emotional Intelligence, Assertiveness and
Cooperative Learning to improve the ability to
engage our emotionality in effective ways in order
to have a more positive communication exchange.
This will further ensure effective team-based
cooperation and collaboration.
The article reveals the recent applications of
emotional intelligence (EI) competencies and
introduces it as a unique and new quality tool for
teaching and learning. The emotional competencies
are found to be as important as pure intellect and
expertise. Often we are hooked into unproductive
ways of thinking, feeling and behaving. EI affects
about everything one does at work. The article
focuses on the importance of emotions which when
properly managed drive trust, loyalty and
commitment.
KEY WORDS : Emotional Intelligence,
communication, organization, awareness
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Emotional  Intelligence at Workplace: An
Overview
The paper discloses a significant role of emotional
reflections in today’s context which is about
perceiving, learning, relating, innovating, prioritizing
and acting in ways that take into account and
legitimize emotions. People who understand and
apply the core competencies of Emotional
Intelligence typically enjoy success in the workplace,
regardless of the specific career or field. It will help
an individual or organisation to develop skills, which
would strengthen the inner efficacy of a person,
leading to more effective individual and better
organizational performances.

Behavioural Perspective and Organization
Relevance

Emotional intelligence (EI) as a social competence
has assumed significance in not only human relations
area, but also in managing human resource systems
in organizations. Since more than three decades the
body of knowledge pertaining to EI has been
enriched by intensive inter-disciplinary research and
its extensive application. The disciplines of
psychology, sociology, anthropology and other
social sciences have profusely taken inputs from
nuero-biology, psycho-analytical models and group
dynamics. The focus is on emotions of individuals,
traversing through the group processes and ultimately
converging upon organisational effectiveness. The
concept of EI can be discussed away from cognitive
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abilities and into psycho-analytical models,
behavioural constructs, and social learning theories.
The intra - individual, inter-personal, group and inter-
group dimensions of EI can be a major part of
discussion as a backdrop to understand its relevance
for organisational effectiveness. The transactional
analysis, Johari window, and other relationship
management models can be explained in educational
platforms as tools for analyzing the EI. The
essentiality of EI for improving organisational
performance is the highlight the paper. 

Communication Today
There is a need to change communication practices.
Utilising skills in EI can facilitate the development
of communicative competencies, which are
considered to be fundamental aspect in the education
of engineers, managers and professionals. EQ skills
can be applied across different work environments.
EQ skill can also be integrated into classroom
teaching whether it is at the basic instruction level
or as part of a work based learning structure. Indeed
both EQ and communication skills are considered
to be career enhancers: when combined they can
augment significantly the skills base of the engineers
and managers.
Emotional Intelligence looms large in today’s profile
on communication. And the first premise of a
communicative approach deriving from EI is that
one should not blurt out the first thing that comes to
one’s mind. It is about restraining yourself. It is about,
in the beautiful phrasing of Marian K. Woodall in
her book Howto Communicate under Pressure
(1996), “thinking on your feet”.  This fits in with the
crucial lesson that EI teaches us: don’t give into your
emotions and feed them; manage and master them. 
A communicative approach based on EI teaches us
to be on guard against what Goleman calls ‘neural
hijacking’. It is about putting thoughts and feelings
in harness. In scientific terms this means co-

ordination between the ‘amygdala’, the seat of the
emotions, and the ‘neocortex’, the centre for
processing rational thoughts.  In experiential terms
this is a contradictory unity of two things: one, being
locked into the present moment so as to have an
instinctive feel for what it offers, and, two, standing
back from that self-same moment a little bit so as to
gain perspective and control. Although seemingly
opposed, these two tactics of approach and retreat
cohere and converge.  The outcome may not be
speech; it may well be silence. It may not be the
snappy one-liner; it may be hedging. It may involve
a gentle nudge, not a rude push and shove.  Soft
Skills or Emotional Intelligence is what results when
the core values of a literary education are transposed
to a managerial domain. 

Assertiveness
Unmet needs lead to most of the problems in
organisations.Learning to establish one’s point,
learning to say ‘no’, learning to use “I” and “We”
statements and by using the appropriate body
language the participants can learn the differences
in the assertive, passive and aggressive style of
communication to solve problems and achieve
success.We can say assertiveness is an emotionally
intelligent way of having one’s needs met, how it
takes into account one’s thoughts, ideas, and feelings
as well as those of the other party in a way that
works to one’s mutual benefit. Role play situations
on assertiveness can be created and demonstration
on how to develop assertive skills can be done at
workplace. Assertiveness is nothing but a mind set
that helps in building a strong mind and a strong
team.

Hortatory Function and Tansactional
Analysis
Hortatory function of communication and the method
of persuasion are important where manipulations of
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emotions take place in order to modify our
behaviour. It is mainly to seek emotional response.
Studying emotion is not spontaneous; it is mediated
by a structure. EI is the ability one expresses in
relation to others. It is more important to analyse,
respond and manage with one’s emotion as well as
of others.
The understanding of the concept of human
psychology - the Ego states, Transactions and
Strokes, Life Positions and Games helps us
communicate better. Transactional Analysis is
underpinned by the philosophy that: people can
change and we all have a right to be in the world
and be accepted.They help us in communicative acts
that operate at different levels because of
psychological transactions. The theories that outline
how we develop and treat ourselves, how we relate
and communicate with others, and offer suggestions
and interventions enable us to change and grow.

Self Awareness and Interpersonal Expertise

The paperemphasises on emotional intelligence (EI)
competencies, development of personal skills and
abilities, improvement of self-awareness, self-
management, relationship with others, and ability to
engage with and work in organizations. The focus
should be on incremental changes that, if done over
time, will have a large impact. We must be open to
change and have a desire to improve. You can only
change yourself - nobody else can change you and
you can’t change anybody else. One can review
the videos from global experts on EI and discuss
how EQ is different from Personality? The paper
recommends watching on Indian Tradition and
Personal ‘Sadhana’ for EI and Enter The Heart- A
video Presentation by Siddha Yoga Mission and Self-
awareness development tips- Contemplation and
Meditation

The ability to read, understand and interact with
people is what makes the difference in the long term
at the workplace. The article drives home the
importance of the ability to analyse a relationship
and the ability to communicate well at appropriate
levels. In order to be successful at workplace, one
must pay attention to certain basic areas like meeting
each other’s needs, relating to each other other time.
Rapport must be developed and it involves trust
and comfort both of which must be nurtured along.
Emotional Competencies for Social Awareness
“Balanced Emotion is Balanced Society is Balanced
Leadership”
This paper is all about the need to change the
process of thinking through Emotional Intelligence
and EI competenciesfor social awareness:Self-
awareness, Self-management, Empathy,Serviceand
Relation management. The paper stresses on the
ability to monitor one’s own and others feelings and
emotions to discriminate among them and to use
this information to guide one’s thinking and action.

Spiritual communication
“Emotional Intelligence at Workplace: An
Overview” is directed for searching the self,
identifying the values within and realisation to change.
Spirituality Quotient is with maximum efficiency.
Spiritual based person is with good conscience,
better reasoning and inner strength. Value games
about the universal values: Personal life, Professional
Life, Family life and Social life is the thrust of the
paper. It emphasises the 4 R formula- the secret of
success: R -  Role  - the way I play on the universe,
R- Responsibility- The way I do, R-   Relation –
The way I communicate or behave, R-   Routine  -
The way I design the time.
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Emotional Intelligence and Team
Building Skills
One should pass through the stages of team
development: Forming, storming, norming,
performing and adjourning to understand the three
basic human needs: Inclusion which refers to feelings
of importance, Control which refers to feelings of
competenceand Affection which refers to the feeling
of being lovable. Further the paper highlights the
importance of Self Awareness, Self Regulation,
Motivation, Empathy and Social Skills at the
workplace. It is through controlling emotions,
understanding the impact of emotions in a team,
promoting support and respect for one another that
one can have the potential to turn adversarial
relationships into collaborative alliances.

Decision Making
“Emotional intelligence is the ability to accurately
perceive emotions in self and others, to identify
different emotional responses, and to use emotional
information to make intelligent decisions.”-
Goldman, 2000

The paper also reflects on the decisions one has
taken in one’s life. The individual decision making
styles: analytical, conceptual, directive and
behavioral, the decision making process, models
and the imperfect nature of individual decisions hold
primaryimportance in organizations.There occurs a
stage in every organisation life where the group
becomes highly cohesive in terms of conforming to
decisions and reject or largely ignore the influence
of outsiders. It mainly focuses on creativity, decision
making and EI at work.

Conclusion
These “emotional intelligence” skills can count for
far more when it comes to being a BEST Performer
or excelling at just about any job. Successful people
use their EI to manage feelings both appropriately
and effectively so that the common good and goals
of the work group can be readily achieved.These
learnable skills have become more critical in a global,
diverse workplace. Employees will have to
participate in team building and use collaborative,
emotional intelligence skills that enhance working
on shared goals.
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English language teaching has always been a
challenge for the trainers of this language. They turn
out to be successful trainers only if they keep on
innovating and experimenting according to the need
of their learners. It is important for the trainer to be
self motivated and willing to implement new and
fresh ideas in his classroom teaching techniques.
Every trainer needs to analyze his own self and think
as flexibly as possible as to the profile of his learners,
their age group, the institutional setting, their prior
language experience and try to incorporate the
teaching material and newer strategies in such a way
as to maximize the benefit of the learners.
Contextualization of language is one of the most
important aspect of ELT. We know that any
language is framed out of some social purposes,
needs and situations. This approach is strongly
based on interaction between learners; group work,
pair and share and use of all the skills in integrated
form. All this results to better learning environment
which obviously gives satisfying results.
Contextualization of language develops in learners
an insight into language as to how it is constructed
and used in a given context. The trainer brings to
the classroom real life situation that helps to stimulate
interest of learners to a great extent. Learners
become well aware of the need and utility of the
language exchange they are exposed to. Use of
Realia makes the purpose of language learning more
obvious and learners become well aware that they
have an interesting and active role to play in the
language learning experience. This also informs them

Reflections on Successful Practices of  ELT
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of the social and cultural norms of society which
they learn to accept by the proper use of language.
The mind of learner soon registers the facts and the
acceptable forms of rules of interaction. It is
challenging for the trainer to weave the
contextualization of language with the course study
material according to the topics mentioned in the
syllabi of the learners. When exposed to such
techniques learners find themselves actively
participating and performing in Role Plays, Games,
Dramatization, Singing or making presentation that
not only enhances their confidence in use of language
but also enriches them in a natural manner.
In the language learning process it is important for
the learners to be completely aware of the way a
language is differently or familiarly used in a given
situation. They need to develop metacognition which
would enable them to select words that can be used
in variety of meanings as well as able to explain and
write about the language items present in the text,
trainers should also help develop in learners ability
to get main idea that is expressed in the text on
basis of its content and context; through clues the
learner is able to guess the meaning of unfamiliar
words in the text. This is an inductive technique in
which learner is able to discover the rules of language
themselves through their experience and are able to
apply them. This is considered as one of the effective
and efficient way of learning a language, because
the focus is not on the forms and details of language
in terms of grammar or linguistics rather it is a
functional use of language in a given situation. The
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trainer is expected to use communicative approach
focusing on language forms but should not go for
exercises or drills. Researches have shown that
relying too much on rules reduces the effectiveness
of language learning. With the development of
language awareness in learners the focus of trainer
should be on the pragmatic use of language.
Language awareness somewhere deals with form
of language whereas context is equally an integral
part which helps in appropriate use of language on
both cultural and situational level. It paves the way
to usage that learners are most likely to encounter
in their life. For example if learners are asked to
write or speak about how any Indian festival is
celebrated, the trainers should notice how learners
are selecting necessary language items to express
what they are needed to do in the task. As a
background to the task the learners should know
about the festivals of India, how they are celebrated,
why they are celebrated and what role festivals play
in the social life of human beings. If the trainer
provides necessary language uses to the learners in
terms of vocabulary as well as information needed
to express them in the given situation, the task
becomes easy and interesting for the learners.
Trainer can also motivate learners to bring to the
classroom authentic material required to express
themselves in a better way like crackers, rakhee or
colours related to whichever festival they are
discussing. The learners can use the material to
discuss how they are used. They can also actively
participate in a skit.
With the application of various strategies of language
teaching, one must understand the need to develop
creative and critical thinking among the learners. The
critical way of thinking will develop the ability to
question and analyze the worth and accuracy or the
ideas or any new information they come across
whereas the creative thinking will help them to look

into new and alternative ways of looking into things
that will obviously be different from the expected
results. Leslie Opp Beckman and Sarah J
Klinghammer in their work Shaping the Way We
Teach: Successful Practices Around the World
write,Learning to think ‘analytically’ or critically is a
lifelong skill with
broad application both inside and outside the
language classroom  likewise the ability to look at a
problem or a task with a fresh eye or with creativity
has far reaching implications for learning both inside
and outside of formal education system. These are
attributes we hope to awaken and nurture in our
learners wherever they may be going in life (97).
Introducing creative and critical thinking by trainers
is a way to make classes open ended in learning
and thinking. This means more than one right answer
and has all the possibilities of students being more
knowledgeable in comparison to trainers. Critical
thinking helps learners to explore more and more
till their curiosity is satisfied. This exploration of
knowledge can be done together working in groups
to which learners may not always have the answer.
It is a quest for answers in which critical thinking,
content and language of learner is combined. This
is an approach where learners investigate new areas
of enquiry. For such practices trainers can have talk
shows in the class where learners participate as host,
guest as well as audience. This will generate higher
order thinking skills among learners. After learners
finish up with the given task the trainer should ask
them to reflect upon various questions like what
happened in the class. What went well and why?
What can they do differently next time etc.? During
such tasks the weaker proficiency learners should
be grouped with strong proficiency level and all
should get a chance to participate i.e. all the learners
get the opportunity of using the language and have
their voices heard. Such tasks increase creativity
and are immense fun for the learners.
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In the language learning process, evaluation
is equally important area to be kept in mind by
trainers. Alternative assessment is a type of
evaluation that evaluates language learning skills of
a learner in an overall way. Tests taken in traditional
manner only show learner’s knowledge about the
language. On the other hand Alternative assessment
helps to evaluate learner’s ability to use the language
in which he has an important role to play as an
evaluator. This assessment is based on demonstration
of whatever learner has actually learned. As it does
not deal with just one right answer, trainers as well
as learners both have choices to make and think
upon all the alternative ideas that are needed to make
the given task successful. When the trainer involves
learners in the evaluation process in form of peer
assessment or self assessment, they develop a sense
of responsibility. Evaluation also helps a lot to direct
them in the field of learning. This is a method in
which the direct display of one’s ability to use a

language is made not only in the formal atmosphere
of classroom but also in real life among family and
friends as well as professional environment.
Ian Barker in his book Teacher and Trainers
writes, Self evaluation is intended not to pass a
lasting judgment on  your skills but to identify the
areas that you could usually develop; you may find
that you are not making best use of your many
talents, so even your strengths can benefit from
further development (155).

Therefore the language learning process of
an individual is not accidental. It is present in the
deep rooted experience of the learners, in the active
participation and learner’s continuous interaction
between him and his environment. The learner
becomes more responsible of his own learning. The
successful practices of ELT have made an important
contribution to the language learning experience of
mankind in 21st Century.
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Introduction
Vygotsky views language as a symbolic system,
which is used as a ‘psychological tool’ to mediate
natural mental functions. This tool (language) is
culturally determined and is a product of society.
This external tool becomes the means of controlling
one’s own internal (mental) processes. Language
according to Vygotsky consists of ‘signs’ which ‘is
a symbol with a definite meaning that has evolved
in the history of a culture’ (Wertsch, 1985:54). This
paper explores the application of Vygotsky’s views
on the role of ‘interaction’ in language learning in
real life classroom contexts. The discussion is based
on my personal experience as a language teacher.

Vygotskian view of language learning
The concept that is most frequently discussed in
language pedagogy in relation to Vygotsky is the
zone of proximal development (ZPD). According
to Vygotsky learning happens through social
interaction. Learners’ actual or present
development level is what they can achieve on their
own without the help of more capable peers or
adults. However learners have the potential to reach
the next stage of learning when assisted by more
competent peers/adults. This difference between the
problem solving that the learners are capable of
performing independently and what they are capable

Understanding the Role of  Interaction with a Peer/Adult
in the Language Classroom: From Vygotsky to Chomsky

q  Ipshita H Sasmal

of performing with guidance or collaboration is
called the zone of proximal development. The help
provided by society (more competent peers/adults)
in progressing from one step of problem solving to
the other, in the learning process, is called scaffolding.
Vygotsky’s ideas about the origins of cognition
stresses on the importance of the concept of
‘internalization’ which according to Leont’ev (1981)
‘ is not the transferral of  an external activity to a
pre-existing internal ‘plane of consciousness’: it is
the process in which the frame is formed.’ Thus,
higher cognitive development is a dialogic process
of transformation of self and activity rather than
simply the replacement of skills.

The other concept discussed by Vygotsky is
‘regulation’, which refers to one’s control over one’s
own cognitive processes (thoughts, memory and so
on). This self-regulation is achieved through ‘other’
regulation when more capable members of the
society provide support to the learner externally.
In language learning the role of peers and adults is
thus crucial. Group work, teamwork or
collaborative work is of vital importance in language
development. Research in peer interaction identifies
two types of roles that learners’ may assume in the
process of providing a scaffold to their fellow
learners.
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Peer tutoring is when learners’ assume the role of
the teacher in helping their classmates. In this process
both the learners are operating within their ZPD.
The learner who assumes the role of the teacher
first interacts with the teacher and subsequently helps
his/her classmate(s).

Peer collaboration involves learners to work
together on a problem and produce a result that
neither could have achieved alone. (Wertsch
1985:324)

Teachers, parents and other adults in the society
can also help the learner by tutoring or other means
of drawing their attention to a crucial aspect of the
problem. With this kind of systematic assistance in
authentic situations where the interaction is within
the zone of the learner’s ZPD, successful learning
takes place. Thus the central argument of Vygotsky’s
theory in the context of language learning is relevant
interaction between the learner and more skilled
peers or adults.

Difference between Vygotskian and
Chomskian perspectives

The fundamental point of difference between the
Vygotskyan perspective and the Chomskyan
perspective is the nature-nurture (in this case culture)
argument. According to Chomsky language learning
is innately driven while for Vygotsky it is a cultural
tool and is acquired by contact with society in
situations of interaction (external).

Vygotsky views language from a functional
perspective as a tool to mediate higher mental
activities. Chomsky is not concerned with the
relationship of language with other faculties but with
understanding the system of language itself in
isolation.

According to Vygotsky, language development
begins at the social level (interactive speech which
is external in the form of babbling) and is then
internalized (thought). For Vygotsky language and
thought though originate in separate domains join
together in the process of cognitive development.
Chomsky believes that the universal grammar
already exists in the mind with preset universal
principles defining language. The external input is a
mere trigger to set the rules of the parameters, which
will define a particular language. Thought (and other
cognitive processes) are separate domains, which
may interact with the language module but exist
separately in the mind. Language learning
(construction of the core syntax of the language) in
itself has nothing to do with any other cognitive
processes, which enable other forms of learning
(Cook, 2007 ).

In the Language Classroom: Reflections
To understand the application of Vygotsky and
Chomsky’s views on language learning in real life
classroom contexts I referred to my personal
reflective journals (Diaries and notes) as well as
online Blogs of colleagues. After analyzing these
resources to understand the role of peer-interaction
in our classroom teaching, a pattern emerged. It is
clear that Vygotsky’s concept of peer interaction is
of direct relevance in teachers’ day-to-day teaching
situations. While Chomsky’s idea of language and
language learning helps us to understand the
theoretical aspects of how one learns a language,
Vygotsky’s theories are directly applicable in our
classrooms.

In heterogeneous classrooms, peer interaction has
a greater significance for language learning.
Proficiency levels of learners in a language can vary
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from basic to advanced. When teachers encourage
group activities with learners of different proficiency
levels they work on the assumption that interaction
with more ‘capable peers’ can provide the necessary
‘scaffold’.

In real life classroom situations group/pair work can
work only when the groups are formed carefully:
When a colleague and I discussed how we can
maximize learning in a group she observed:

‘…groupings have to be done carefully. We can’t
group them randomly. This is because for peer-peer
interaction to be effective it is important that when
we group them there must be a balance between
the more and less proficient students. Moreover
students must be comfortable with each other in the
group.”(Foara Adhikari, Kasturba Gandhi College,
Hyderabad).’

 The mere ‘presence’ of a peer can have significant
impact on learning. This has been corroborated by
research evidence on peer tutoring. Kamler (1980)
observed a second grade classroom in New
Hampshire where the teacher (Egan) encouraged
students to hold ‘peer conferences’ while teaching
writing. Here is an account of the conferences
between two children Jill and Debbie:

“On March 11, Jill was one of the six children
scheduled for a writing conference…At Egan’s
direction, Jill and the other conferees went to the
language table. Egan had requested that Jill first
spend time with seven-year-old Debbie going over
the book to be sure it was ready for a conference…

Jill began by reading each page aloud to
Debbie…As Jill listened to her own words, she
made changes on pages 1, 2, and 3 without any
prompting or comment from Debbie, and on pages

4, 5 and 8 in direct response to questions Debbie
asked…

At the conclusion of this half an hour conference,
Jill had made six content changes which affected
the overall meaning of the piece. She had deleted
information which made no sense or which she could
not support; she added information to clarify or
explain. Debbie’s presence was crucial to the
content revisions of the draft. Her physical presence
forced Jill to re-read the book for the first time since
composing; Debbie seemed to make the concept
of audience visible for Jill. Jill also needed an active
reader to ask questions…

(later) Debbie claimed her time: “okay, Jill, you help
me now!” They reversed roles, returned to the
language table to work on Debbie’s book, until Mrs.
Egan was ready to see Jill twenty minutes later.”
(Kamler, 1980 in Wertsch, 1985)

Chomsky’s definition of language as a stable, neutral
and naturally ordered hierarchical system consisting
of pre-determined syntactic, phonological,
morphological and pragmatic characteristics that
reside in some deeper psycho-cognitive level,
intentionally separated the study of language from
its use and its users in order to extract language, as
an objective science, from what Saussure (1959)
referred to as the everyday world of messy speech.

As a language teacher, Chomsky’s idea of language
has provided me with a ‘meta-language’ to talk
about language. However, ‘inspite of the trendy
jargon in textbooks and teachers’ manuals, very little
is actually communicated in the L2 classroom.’
(Legutke and Thomas, 1991, see also
Kumaravadivelu, 2006)
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Conclusion
Research shows that a focus on the acquisition and
use of disciplinary knowledge about language (KAL)
indicated the usefulness of KAL in shaping teachers’
conceptions of language. But they found a general
failure to transfer this knowledge to classroom
language learning (Schulman, 1987; Borg, 1998;
Johnston and Goettsch, 2000). Borg’s (1998) study
of an English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers’
understanding of grammar teaching found little
evidence of direct translation of theoretical linguistic
knowledge of grammar in this teachers’ instructional
practices. He, however, uncovered deeply held

beliefs about the importance of awareness-raising
and grammatical accuracy, the knowledge and needs
of the students, and the need to actively engage
students in their own learning.
Vygotsky’s concept of ‘interaction’ within the Zone
of Proximal Development is thus an arena of
potentiality. It is a metaphoric space where individual
cognition originates in the social collective mind and
emerges in and through engagement in social activity.
Teaching as dialogic mediation thus involves
contributions and discoveries by learners, as well
as the assistance of an ‘expert’ collaborator and
‘more capable peers’.
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Extensive Research on Feedback on Errors and
the contrasting paucity of research on Feedback
on Content, presents a lop-sided understanding of
the impact of feedback on writing ability. We
examine studies that have investigated Feedback
on Content since writing for us is intentional
communication and this agency triggers effort in
language use (Lantolf and Thorne 2006). However,
we find the literature on Feedback on Content
problematic because:
1. Paucity of substantial research in the area.
2. Absence of an understanding of ‘what content
is’ and ‘what feedback on content is’.
3. The outcome of Feedback is assessed in terms
of linguistic items, thus reinforcing the Acquisition
focus over Participation in the learning process(Sfard
1998).
4. Contrasting and inconclusive findings.
Drawing on Chafe (1985) we propose “an idea
unit” as the smallest unit of ‘content’. Feedback on
Content is operationalised as probing questions that
enable the writer to think, analyze, evaluate, connect
and add information for better meaning-making. We
attempt to operationalise Feedback on idea-units
as such to examine its impact on writing ability.
Descriptive statistics and Text Analysis of scripts
prior to and post feedback sessions report
enhanced message construction (measured as
semantic units) and effectiveness (measured as

A Case for Feedback on Content: Exploring its Impact
on Writing Ability

q  Uma Maheshwari

linguistic measures- fluency and complexity) in the
texts but marginal impact on Linguistic accuracy.

1. Introduction
The Seminal  Truscott-Ferris argument regarding
the efficacy of error feedback captures on one hand
the controversial nature of the findings, the absence
of consensus on what is deemed as an error, while
on the other hand it also indicates a lop-sided
agenda in research where feedback on content
remains under-researched. it indicates (Chandler
2003, Ferris, 2010). While extensive research
studies exist on feedback focusing on form, studies
on feedback based on content is very sparse (the
earliest study is by Schrouder (1973) (cited in
Fathman and Walley, 1990). Our search for studies
that have examined content bound feedback show
inconsistencies related to design and the
operationalization of the term ‘content’. We
problematize the operationalization of the term
‘feedback on content’ (FoC) and look at studies
that have attempted to investigate “radically
contrasted approaches to feedback on the writing
of college-level ESL students” (Ferris 2004:  57)

2. Taking off from the Previous Studies
Two studies oft cited as seminal for the “specificity
and comprehensiveness” in juxtaposing Form versus
Content Feedback are Sheppard, (1992) and
Fathman and Walley (1990). Fathman and Walley
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(1990) operationalise FoC in terms of statements
such as “good description, imaginative story,
interesting narration” along with general comments
such as “organize paragraphs, add details, improve
transitions” (p. 180- 182), where as Sheppard
(1992) operationalised FoC as “general request for
clarification such as ‘I don’t know what you mean
here or Could you say it in other words?.”  Evidently
the two studies view ‘content’ differently and
operationalise feedback on content differently. We
problematize the nature of feedback as follows.

1. While error is explicated as “discrete item
based on form”, content has not been made
operational. The “general request of clarification”
(p. 106) demands the learner to rephrase, recast
and look for other means to retell the same idea. It
does not propel the writer to analyze, explain,
evaluate what has been written and move to higher
order thinking like planning, logically arguing,
reasoning and critiquing. We see this as a restriction
on the potent effect that content-based feedback
can have on stretching the cognitive and the writing
ability of the learner.

2. A working definition of  what Feedback
on Content entails is conspicuously absent.

3. The comments given as being ‘focused’
on ‘content’ are judgmental and evaluative not
developmental.  If the primary purpose of feedback
is to enable the learner to use his existing language
abilities and try extending it then comments such as
“add details or improve transitions” does not take
the learner further.  What is it that he has to add,
where? Why? No wonder the feedback focusing
on content has shown no impact in Fathman and
Whalley (1990), since the nature of feedback on
content is found to be vague and contradictory,
unfocused and do not provide specific reactions to
what students have written (Sommers, 1982; Zamel,
1985).

4. Neither studies have defined what they
consider as ‘content’ nor have  operationalised
content nor do they speak specifically about what
aspects of improvement they aspire to notice across
the groups. When the focus of feedback is not
‘focused’, the validity and the reliability of the
‘measurement of impact’ becomes as questionable
as the conceptualisation of the study.

5. The nature of measuring impact is
restricted to only linguistic aspects and not extended
to the communicative effectiveness of the text i.e.
meaning, ideas and arguments and their relevance
to the task have not been addressed.

6. The research design compares feedback
on form versus feedback on content. Without a
control group with ‘no feedback’ the effect of neither
form nor content feedback can be shown as affecting
and thus the findings remain speculative.

2.1The concept of an Idea Unit
We draw and adapt on the  notion of idea unit as
created by Chafe (1985) as the smallest unit of
content and define it any written word or phrase
that could encase some ‘message’ which may be
completely or partially developed, so, may or may
not connect to the text directly but has been
transcribed. We attribute the following
characteristics to the notion of an idea unit as we
see it.
1. An idea unit is bound by the context and the
meaning that it tries to convey.
2. An idea unit does not distinguish between a run-
on and a complete sentence.
3. While run-on sentences are either deleted or not
considered in the analysis of written text, we
presume that they have a pivotal role to play in a
spoken context as they have potential meaning
attached that contributes to the on-going
conversation and may potentially be elliptical.
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Therefore we see any run-on text as having meaning
potential.
We conceptualise feedback on idea unit with the
intention of enabling the learner to expand the idea
unit and to see connections among the ideas.
Consequently following Ada (1981) we
operationalise feedback on Idea Units as any
probing question that could result in more idea units
consequently enhanced language use and enable
connection in ideas.  Correspondingly, the study
attempts to explore the impact of FoC on writing
ability. The primary purpose of the study is to
explore:  Whether feedback based on idea unit
impact on the learners writing ability? In this paper
(is part of my M.Phil Project) we attempt to
understand the question- Does idea unit based
feedback impact on writing ability?

2.2 Research Questions
The above question is sub divided into three further
questions.
a. Does idea unit based feedback impact on the
holistic scoring between the EG and the CG?
b. Does idea unit based feedback affect Linguistic
Fluency, Accuracy and Variety across the EG and
CG?
c. Does idea unit-based feedback impact Semantic
Variety differently in EG and CG?
3 Context and Design of the Study
The design of the study attempted to address a major
methodological criticism in Feedback literature-
“balance the design bias” (Cresswell 2003) a case
where the impact of one intervention group is
measured against the impact on another intervention
group and together with a no-intervention group as
in Fathman and Whalley (1990). The impact of such
a design biases the conclusions and often results in
contradictory findings. Therefore in order to reduce
the ‘design bias’ the design of the study involved -

1. An experimental group (EG) received Feedback
on Idea units and control group (CG) received no
feedback.
2. One class (42 students) out of 43 sections was
randomly allotted for the study. We sought
volunteers for the study. 27 students volunteered.
3. A random allotment of students to the
Experimental Group (EG n= 13) and the Control
Group (CG n= 13) was done by a colleague who
does not teach the class.
4. A one-way ANOVA and linguistic text analysis
of the written assessment test   indicated that the
two groups were identical with no significant
differences between them. So methodologically any
group can be the EG or the CG.
5. While process writing was not the focus, it was
introduced to both the groups alike. We maintained
‘feedback’ as the visible difference while being
aware that a learner as an actor in an array of tangled
contexts (Van Lier 2004; Hornberger 1989, 2002).

3.1The Participants and  the Setting:
The participants were residential students who have
passed out of Class 10 exams from Government
schools. The volunteers were participants were in
the first semester of the 6 year-Integrated B.Tech
Programme offered by APIIIT, Nuzvid in the state
of Andhra Pradesh, India.  Technically the volunteers
belonged to low socio-economical groups but were
now participants of state-of-art-technical education.
The participants consist of 12 girls and 15 boys;
had undergone 5 years of Mother tongue medium
instruction with English as a second language; had a
mean age of 15.7 years; required English for
academic purposes and were expected to be
independent writers.

3.2 Instruments
Four instruments were used; first, a pre study
assessment of writing ability task, second, two
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writing tasks on which Feedback was provided and
three, a post study assessment of writing ability task
and preliminary questionnaire to gather  information
about their background, their educational details and
their writing experiences.

3.3Data Collection Procedures:
The questionnaire data was collected during the
second week of the semester; the writing task for
the pre intervention assessment of writing ability was
administered in the fifth week of the semester;
Process writing was introduced in the sixth week;
the EG received the written Feedback on the idea
units they that written in the 7th week and the writers
were given 2 days to work on the written feedback
and redraft the texts.  The second task was given in
the 8th week of the semester and the volunteers
received the written feedback on the written texts
in the same week and redrafts were received in the
same week. In the 9th week the final task based on
which we assessed the change in writing ability was
administered. All the tasks were administered in the
45 minute class period. We photocopied the written
texts of both the groups to analyse the texts
according to the analytical procedures described in
the next segment.

3.4Data Analysis: Parameters Used:
The purpose of this study was to explore and
understand if feedback on idea units would impact
written ability which we measure as Holistic scores
and text analysis. The text analysis was done using
the three categories developed by Hunt (1967;
Snow, 1989). Hunt (1967) described T units as
“the smallest units into which a piece of discourse
can be cut without leaving any sentence fragments
as residue”.  We have adapted the analysis criterion
and added the semantic analysis part since we are
interested in the ideas that learners generate. The
modification allowed for language to be analyzed

both as a linguistic code, as a discourse and as a
product of social interaction. The text was analyzed
using these categories – linguistic fluency, linguistic
accuracy, linguistic variety and Semantic variety.
Linguistic fluency would be gauged on the basis of
the following: number of T units, total number of
words in the text and mean length of the T unit.
Linguistic accuracy is operationalised in terms of
error free components of the text: number of error
free T units, ratio of error-free T units versus T units
with errors, number of noun phrases (NPs), number
of NPs in the subject position and  number of NPs
that are pronominal.
Linguistic variety is analyzed using the verb phrases
(VPs) particularly tense carrying verbs.
Semantic content is analyzed in the number of T
units that reflect the intended meaning. So the
following categories were generated:

1. General Description (T Units that talk of the task
in general).
2. Specific Description (T unit that describes a
particular monument or a person or a place).
3. Instruction Statement (T units that indicate any
suggestion or instruction).
4. Action Statement (T units that are indicative of
any planning or intentions).
4 Data Analysis and Discussion
The purpose of the study is to understand the effect
of the Feedback on Idea Units on the writing ability
of the volunteers in the EG and compare it against
the CG. The primary data collected for the study is
the individual written scripts of the Experimental
Group before and after the feedback on Idea Units
and the texts written by the Control Group. We
attempt to understand the following question -Does
idea unit based Feedback impact writing ability?
This question is operationalised as the following three
questions-
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d. Does idea unit based feedback impact on the
holistic scoring between the EG and the CG?
e. Does idea unit based feedback affect Linguistic
Fluency, Accuracy and Variety across the EG and CG?
f. Does idea unit-based feedback impact Semantic
Variety differently in EG and CG?
In order to examine the effect of the nature of
feedback on the written texts and to measure the
“small gains” (Tharu 1981) a two-pronged
comparison was necessitated. First, a one way
ANOVA a comparison of the holistic scoring on
the last task between the EG and the CG is done.
Second, a comparison of the written texts by the
Experimental Group across the two conditions i.e.
prior to feedback (W (t) -F)and post feedback (W
(t) +F) is attempted followed by the comparison
between the EG and the CG.

4.1 Does Idea Unit Based Feedback Impact on
the Holistic Scoring Between the EG and the CG?
One way ANOVA was done with the CG scores
against the EG post-feedback scores to investigate
the differences between the groups for an impact of

the presence and absence of the feedback on the
idea units generated by the EG.
Table 5: Mean and Standard Deviation of the Scores
generated by the EG and CG on the writing task.

n-12 Control Group Experimental

             Group

                                                     (W (t) +F)

Mean 1.95          3.04

Standard Deviation .54 .49

Variance .29 .24

The  table indicates that the mean score of the
Experimental Group (EG) is higher than the Mean
score of the Control Group (CG). The Standard
Deviation of the EG (.49) is lesser than the Standard
deviation of the CG (.54). This observation is
significant because both the groups were statistically
‘similar’ in the beginning of the study. We had
inferred that either could be the CG or the EG.
However, post-Feedback the mean score of the
EG is comparatively higher than the CG.

Table 6: Source table of One Way ANOVA with scores of the CG and the EG (+F)

Source of variation Sum of squares df              (degree of freedom)Mean squares      F*

Between 7.042 1 7.042 26

Within 5.958 22 .2708

Total 13.00 23

The calculated ANOVA for difference in the scores of the Control Group and the Experimental
Group (post feedback) shows the following statement: F= 26 (1, 22), p < .0001. While, the critical F value
at p< .01 for df (1, 22) is 7.95, our calculated value is much larger than the critical value. This indicates that
the nature of feedback on idea units has an impact on the scores on the written texts and is accountable for
difference in the scores.
4.2 Does idea unit based feedback affect Linguistic Fluency, Accuracy and Variety across the
EG (post Feedback) and CG?
4.2.1 Analysis of Feedback on Idea Unit on Linguistic Fluency EG (+F) vs. CG:
The total number of words written by the Control Group (CG) is at 1787 words while it is at 3108 words
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N=12 

Control Group 
Experimental Group      

(post Feedback) 

Mean 
Standard   

Deviation 
Mean 

Standard 

deviat ion 

Total number of words  1787 3108 

No. of words in the text  148.92 12.67 282.55 29.91 

No of T-units 18.25 2.09 27.00 8.2 

Mean length of T-unit 8.23 .98 10.69 2.01 

for the Experimental Group (EG) with the mean number of words in the text at 148 and 248 respectively.
This observation registers a difference of around 67% which means that the EG has produced more
language than the CG. The difference in the total number of T units between the CG and the EG is around
30%. The mean length of the T unit registered a marginal increase of about 2 words between the groups
and stands at 17%. The statistical count indicates a positive relationship between feedback on idea units
and Linguistic Fluency measured in terms of T units when comparing the CG and the EG. This implies that
the feedback based on idea units triggers the learners to extend their communicative effectiveness by
adding more details and justification in the intended meaning.

4.2.2  Analysis of idea unit based feedback on Linguistic Accuracy: EG (+F) vs. CG:

Table xx: Mean and Standard Deviation of the linguistic Analysis of the Texts produced by the
Experimental Group Post Feedback and the Control Group.

N=12 

Control Group 
Experimental Group (post 

Feedback) 

Mean 
Standard   

Deviation 
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

Number of error-free T 

units. 
11.83 3.15 20.55 4.9 

Ratio of error-free  T 

units to Total  T units 
0.65* .139 .73* .14 

 
Table 14: Mean and Standard Deviation of the Linguistic analysis of the written texts for
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Linguistic Accuracy: EG Post Feedback
vs. CG.
Linguistic Accuracy operationalised in terms of
errorless production of the written text. This
category measures the number of error free T units
and the ratio of error free T units to total number of
T units. While the number of error free T units show
a difference of  about 73% between the CG and
the EG. The same trend is not replicated with respect
to the ratio of error free T units to total number of T
units. Very slight increase (about 3.5%) has been
registered between the CG and the EG. This raises
the question: if the number of error free T units has
increased then correspondingly the ratio of error
free T units too should increase but our statistics
show otherwise. Why?

This trend can be explained by two reasons. First,
the focus of the feedback is on idea units the learner
has written; therefore, in the individual feedback
process obvious explicit error spotting and
explaining was not done unless the idea unit or
learner demanded it. Therefore it is possible that
the learner attention was directed to communicating
the idea but not to the language accuracy part of it.
Secondly, the increase in the error-free T units might
have been the result of the learner using simpler
structures to frame his thoughts. This concurs with
the statistical observation we made with respect to
the marginal increase (16%) in the mean length of T
Unit between CG and EG in  short, no significant
increase in the linguistic accuracy has been observed
between the EG and the CG.

N=12 

Control Group 
Experimental Group 

(post Feedback) 

Mean 
Standard   

Deviation 
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

No. of Noun Phrases (NPs). 48.17 5.2 74.09 18.5 

No. of NPs in Subject position 10.08 2.503 15.18 4.45 

No. of  NPs that are Pronominal 2.33 1.4 6.27* 1.6 

No. of Verb Phrases (VPs). 24.58 4.87 30.27 9.10 

Table : Mean and Standard Deviation of the Linguistic analysis of the written texts for Linguistic

Variety: EG post Feedback vs. CG.

Comparing Linguistic Variety between the EG and
the CG shows an increase of  43.26% in the  number
of noun phrases (NPs), 33% number of NPs in the
subject position with the  number of NPs that are
pronominal is almost triple. A pronominal Noun
Phrase works like a pronoun. It is a phrase that
acts as a pronoun in the context. So, the phrase

stands as a connection to something said earlier or/
and it can be deduced from the context. So an
increase in this category of phrases can mean that
learners wrote more connected ideas. It should be
pointed that we had not intended to examine
cohesive and coherence devices, but a pronominal
can function as one. An increase in the use of
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pronominal can indicate a measurement of more coherent text. Therefore, the text generated by the
Experimental Group is more coherent than the text generated by the Control Group.

4. 3 Does Idea Unit Based Feedback Impact on the Semantic Variety Between the EG and
the CG?

Table 16: Semantic Variety of the written texts generated by the EG (+F) vs. CG

N=12 

Total 

number of 

T Units.  

Mean; 

(Standard 

Deviation) 

General 

description 

Statements. 

Mean; 

(Standard 

Deviation) 

Specific 

Description 

Mean; 

(Standard 

Deviation) 

Instructions or 

suggestions 

Statements. 

Mean; 

(Standard 

Deviation) 

Action 

statements 

/plans. 

Mean; 

(Standard 

Deviation) 

Control 

Group 

18.25; 

(2.82) 
3.75; (.70) 6.08; (2.12) 3.67; (0) 4.42; (.707) 

Experimental 

Group (W(t) 

+F) 

28; (8.1) 6.08; (1.97) 
7.416; ( 

4.54) 
4.16; (1.99) 8.5; (2.84) 

-/ + absence or presence of Feedback.
The Semantic Variety of the written scripts by the Control Group (CG) and the Experimental Group (EG)
show that while CG has the highest mean number of T units describing an aspect (mean = 6.08), the EG
has registered the highest mean number of T units with statements that indicate actions and plans; however,
in both the groups statements giving suggestions/ instructions recorded the least number of T units. This
indicates that the learners in the EG planned more on what to do on their trip while the CG did more of
describing the place they would want to go. The writing task prompt (given in Chapter 3, p.  67) demands
both the aspects (description and the planning of what one could do there). While general Description
statements can be triggered by the task prompt and can be deemed to be less cognitively demanding,
planning statements on the other hand need more resources for planning the idea and coding it in linguistic
terms. Probably, learners in the EG have experienced higher cognitive load since planning demands more
memory resources, attention to specific details and control of language resources (Robinson, 2005; 2007)
than the CG which had more of description statements. It is possible that learners can be induced to think
beyond their intended message through feedback. A similar conclusion has been reported by Scardamalia
and Beretier (1985).
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2. Conclusion
The general finding across the literature has been
that Feedback definitely impacts writing. What is
the nature of this change? Whether it is deemed
positive or negative? Is the nature of  change in terms
of form or content or restricted to form that is coded
in content has been the bone of contention across
the literature. The lack of an operationalised
consensus of what ‘content’ is has been problematized
and we have proposed an idea unit as the smallest
unit of what a learner wants to communicate. This
study attempted to examine the impact of Feedback
on idea units on writing ability. We operationalised
writing ability in terms of holistic scores and as
linguistic and semantic parameters.
The study reports significant improvement in the total
number of words and number of T units over the
CG. It is inferred that idea unit-based feedback
impacts positively on the amount of writing.
However, there has not been significant
improvement in the mean length of the T unit. This
indicates that the writers in EG resorted to simpler
structures while writing. This finding corroborates
with Fathman and Walley (1990), where the group
that received feedback on the content resorted to
simpler structures. The feedback does not seem to
impact accuracy across the EG and the CG. Though
the number of error free T units has increased by
about 57.3% the ratio of error free T units to Total
number of T units remains almost the same. Our
findings seem to agree with Smeke, (1984) and
Robb et al. (1986).

With more amount of writing (more T units) the
number of Noun Phrases, Verb phrases tend to
increase in number. It is the increase in Pronominal
Noun Phrases in the texts written by EG by
approximately three times (2.69 times) which
indicates that the written texts by the EG had better
inter-sentential and contextual connections than the
texts written by the CG. Our finding in this category
remains new since feedback studies are yet to move
beyond the form-content tussle. In more recent
studies, feedback studies are examining the impact
of error correction on Second Language Acquisition
which is again   syntactical component bound (Ferris,
2010).
The study found that a strong relationship between
the feedback on idea units and the writing ability.
The nature of the feedback seems to initiate traits
of autonomy in the learners. The changes the
Experimental Group exhibit seems to indicate that
we have strong case for feedback based on idea
units not merely on the basis of the superior texts
they produced but also on the behavioral traits they
show.  Students incorporated the feedback in their
2nd draft choosing the right location for it indicating
that feedback on idea unit facilitates the interaction
between the content space and rhetorical space
where personal opinions are brought out – a sign of
a mature writer (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1987).
EG were seen making changes at the meaning level
which naturally induced surface changes. This study
concludes on the note feedback when based on
what the writer has written and is presented in the
form of trigger questions, can augment writing ability.
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English, Translation Agencies and Employability
in the Era of  Globalization

q  Tushar Vyas

The paper endeavors to study mainly three aspects
concerned with globalization, English, and
Translation Agencies: (i) the role of English as a link
language in the era of globalization (ii) translation
services and employability (iii) requisite qualities of
a translator in online market.
1 English as a Link Language:
The spread of English in the global era seems to be
an object of delight not only for an enthusiastic
English teacher, but also for all lovers of English in
all corners of the world. English is used globally in
almost all fields of human thought and activity
including literature, Fine Arts, law, psychology,
medicine, science, technology, media, and cultural
studies. In a Master’s Dissertation at the Department
of English, University of Turku, Finland, Annika
Hohenthal writes:
English has become a world language, spoken at
least by 750 million people. It is more widely spoken
and written than any other language…It can, indeed,
be said to be the first truly global language. English
is nowadays the dominant or official language in over
60 countries.1
While the global era is chiefly characterized by fast
communication, the role of English becomes very
significant in the present context. English becomes
a link language in monolingual communities and in
multilingual countries like Belgium, Switzerland and
India. In countries like India where English is used
in the parliament, judiciary, broadcasting, education
and research, it becomes a link language effectively
making communication possible between individuals

and groups of different languages and cultures within
the country. English enjoys the position as a link
language in India helping in communication among
speakers of Indian languages like Bengali, Gujarati,
Marathi, Kannada, Manipuri, Punjabi, Telugu and
others. Globally, individuals, groups, associations,
organizations and companies belonging to different
geographical and cultural areas and different
languages can communicate in English. The Internet
revolution has added to the global spread of English.
The online information on various fields, possibility
and practice of exchange of ideas, fresh techniques
of advertisements on webpage, sharing of research
and new findings in various areas and spread of
knowledge of the latest developments in various
fields on Internet have popularized English. The
exchange of ideas through e-mails, face-book and
uploading videos have added charm to English as a
powerful medium of global communication. You-
tube videos on spoken English, poetry website and
short story websites, online articles and books on
English language learning and teaching have
awakened interest in English in those communities
which were to be believed so far slower towards
learning English.  Jukka Yucca Korpela therefore
notes of the correlation between Internet and
English:
The importance of Internet grows rapidly in all fields
of human life, including not only research and
education, but also marketing and trade as well as
entertainment and hobbies. This implies that it
becomes more and more important to know how
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to use Internet services and, as a part of this, to
read and write English.2
2 Translation Services and Employability:
2.1 Translation Services:
However, all mankind cannot use Internet and
English for communication since economic and
linguistic factors do not allow them to do so. As a
result the world is divided between Internet users
and Internet illiterates, English users and users of
other languages than English. To bridge the gap, the
role of translator is very significant in this context.
To quote Jukka Yucca Korpela:
But the Internet causes polarization in developed
countries too: people are divided into Internet users
and Internet illiterates, and as the use of the Internet
grows and often replaces traditional methods of
communication, the illiterates may find themselves
in an awkward position…Learning to use a new
Internet service or user interface may take a few
hours, a few days, or even weeks, but it takes years
to learn language so that you can use it in a fluent
and self-confident manner.
Translation services therefore satisfy the needs of
clients who want to globally communicate with one
another, whether they be individuals, organizations,
Charitable Trusts or even business groups. English
has triggered new opportunities of empowerment
and employability especially in the area of translation.
Translation Agencies offer part-time and full time
jobs to translators who can translate from English
into other languages. Since satisfaction of clients
depends on ‘quality’ of translation, Translation
Agencies offer jobs to highly skilled translators.
Translation Agencies based in U.K., U.S., Spain,
Germany and India have opened up a new world
of employment.  These Translation Agencies cover
a number of subjects/fields for translation including
aerospace, automobile, banking, industry, entertainment,
Information Technology, e-commerce, law,

education, marketing, Homeopathy and others.
Among types of documents for translation, such
Translation Agencies include business-cards,
catalogues, certificates, corporate letters, manuals
and surveys. To name a few Translation Agencies,
‘Quick Lingo’ in U.K., ‘InterWorld Translations’ in
U.S., ‘Ibidem Group’ in Spain and Zappmedia
Network in Germany  seem to be established
agencies. India based translation agencies like
‘Translation in India’, ‘Somya Translations Pvt. Ltd’.,
‘Language Localist’, ‘JR Servicies’ and ‘Lingua
World Services’ employ translators who can
translate from English into Indian languages like
Gujarati, Marathi and also from Indian languages
into English.
2.2 Working Condition and Wages:
Translator needs a computer with remarkable
Internet speed. Translator can work either directly
for his clients or through Translation Agencies.
Translator can either advertise his skills, experience
and qualification his own and can attract clients or
he can submit his full resume to one of the Translation
Agencies and can find employment. However, many
translators prefer work through Translation Agencies
to self-advertisement.  Translators can avail the
opportunities of part-time and full time jobs. Part
time jobs include 6 to 8 hours of work per week,
while full time job includes complete devotion to
time. Wages of translators depend on a number of
things including certification, skills, experience,
education, and financial status of the employer.
Besides, number of words or pages also matter in
wages of translators. In India, translators can earn
monthly Rs. 8,000 to 10,000 after a little period of
struggle and hard work. In U.S. translators monthly
earn $ 2,379 to $ 2853. Added advantages are
that the translators can work at home and can avail
the opportunities of part-time and full time jobs.
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2.3 Competition and Employment:
But then, the area of translation services is a
competitive field. In fact, there are two types of
competition found in the market of translation
services. First, there is a competition among aspirant
translators to get job or project from Translation
Agencies and second, there is a competition among
Translation Agencies themselves. From fresh
graduates to well experienced persons apply to
Translation Agencies to get jobs as translators.
Therefore, a good number of aspirants are in the
race to be employed by Translation Agencies. Many
aspirant translators apply simultaneously and submit
their resume to many Translation Agencies.  Many
translators simultaneously work in more than one
Translation Agencies. Besides, a tough competition
is also there among Translation Agencies. Every
Translation Agency wants to win the market and
advertises its commitment work to attract clients.
Also, criteria decided by Translation Agencies for
selecting translators differ from one-another.  While
a few Translation Agencies employ translators who
have been awarded certificates in translation by
universities, many Translation Agencies do not rely
on university certificates and give a testing document
to translators for practical job and test their skills
before employing them.
2.4 Human Translation versus Machine
Translation:
Debates on reliability of human translation and
machine translation have started since last several
decades. While supporters and advocates of
machine translation argue on the ground of speed
of machine translation, defenders and supporters
of human translation propound the idea that ‘human’
element is essential to translation process. Human
translation process is a complex phenomenon.
Human translation process includes decoding the
meaning of the Source Language (SL) and re-

encoding the same meaning in the Target Language
(TL). This decoding and re-encoding process
requires on the translator’s part a good knowledge
of grammar, semantics, syntax, shades of meanings
and idioms of the Source Language (SL) and the
Target Language (TL). Machine Translation (MT)
is a branch of computational linguistics that
investigates the use of software to translate speech
or written word from one language to another.
Machine translation can find equivalents of the
Source Language (SL) in the Target Language (TL),
but it too often fails in semantic and syntactic aspects
of language translation. Translation is a very delicate
process and the greatest drawback in Machine
Translation is the absence of human sensitivity and
human mind. Jukka Yucca Korpela therefore sadly
notes:
During the last few decades, quite a lot of predictions
and even promises have been presented regarding
machine translation, but useful software and systems
for it have not been available until recently. This has
caused disappointments and pessimism to the extent
that many people consider Machine Translation as
definitely unrealistic.4
3 Requisite Qualities of a Translator in
Online Market:
Theoretically, translation is a hard nut to crack since
while many theorists and men of letters believe it to
be an art, a number of theorists hold the view that it
is a science. To put a happy solution to the problem,
it could be argued that translation is a process which
includes both talent and skills. Translation itself is a
very difficult task since complaints about poor
translations always fill the air today.  A study of
certain requisite qualities of a translator in online
market can help an aspirant translator to make a
place in the market.
(1) Not only mere computer literacy but also very
good skills in computer operating become perhaps
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the most essential quality of a translator to survive
in the market. In fact, the work of a translator
depends upon his knowledge and use of computer.
He must know various functions of computer from
Microsoft Word and Power Point to saving,
protecting and re-naming his files and documents.
He must know uses of e-mails, spam, attaching files
and opening and saving the files sent to him.
(2) A good translator must have a good knowledge
of the Source Language (SL) and Target Language
(TL). He must be well versed in grammar, syntactic
and semantic aspects of the Source Language (SL)
and the Target Language (TL). A good knowledge
in the Source Language (SL) would help him in
proper interpretation of documents and a good
knowledge of the Target Language (TL) would help
him in appropriately translating the documents in
the Target language (TL).
(3) A good translator must have a good knowledge
of the subject his material is centred on. It means
that besides linguistic skills, good knowledge of the
subject the translation material deals with, is also
required to be a good translator. Translation
Agencies therefore ask aspirant translators to
mention the areas in which they are comfortable.
On the part of the translators, it is necessary that
they specifically and honestly mention only those
areas or subjects in which they can successfully
translate from one language to another.
(4) Appropriateness of words in the Target
Language (TL) is a very important requirement in

the job of translator. To successfully carry moods,
emotions, motives, aims and objectives from the
Source Language (SL) to the Target Language (TL),
the translator must choose the most appropriate
words. Too often, words carry shades of meanings.
A careful translator would think and re-think before
wielding his pen for translating such words.
(5) A good translator is always expected to be well-
equipped. He must have standard monolingual and
bilingual dictionaries, encyclopedias, e-dictionaries,
glossaries of respective fields. He must not forget
the fact that his future in translation market depends
on the proper use of his tools.
(6) Commitment to work is always a great
quality of a good translator. The biggest threat is
haste and the greatest friend is patience for a
translator. Often Translation Agencies hire translators
on a trial basis for three months and check their
commitment to work. Commitment to work,
therefore is a virtue for a translator to survive in the
market.
(7) Patience is perhaps the greatest quality of a
good translator since commitment to work cannot
come without patience. Translation is not simply a
process of finding equivalents from one language to
another; it is a long process. Translation includes
knowledge of subject, knowledge of languages,
skills of decoding the message from the Source
Language (SL) and re-encoding it into the Target
Language (TL). Yet translator has to finish his task
before the deadline given by the client or by
Translation Agencies.
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Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. ISBN.
978-0-521-17224-0 (paperback)

Teacher Training Essentials: Workshops for
Professional Development is a book that, in my
opinion, has almost all the features of an essential
reading for teacher trainers.  A spiral bound
photocopiable resource book  containing 127 pages
with black and white illustrations, the book is
published by Cambridge University Press in 2010.
The author, Craig Thaine, an expert in the field with
a vast experience of developing and teaching EAP
and ESP course materials, has been involved in
English Language Teaching to adult learners for 30
years and has worked as a teacher and teacher
trainer in several countries in Europe and Africa.

I happened to come across the book accidentally
while collecting materials for conducting a two day
workshop for teachers of spoken English working
in Mumbai. Out of the three books on teacher
training I short listed, I found this book amazingly
suitable for teacher training workshops. Several
reasons guided my selection of the book. I wanted
to avoid the theoretical intricacies written esoterically
in the other books which demanded  intensive
reading. I personally believe a workshop must
engage the trainee’s  with maximum real  work and
minimal head scratching. Indeed, the tasks and

Book Review

q  Zohur Ahmed

activities in the book are very skillfully designed that
call more for doing and less for reading or writing.
Another outstanding feature of Teacher Training
Essentials is its simplicity, clarity and brevity of
language used. Those of us involved in training
teachers with little prior knowledge of learning
science are aware of the complexity of training and
developing teaching skills in such teachers.  We often
find it difficult to avoid jargon in typical trainer talk.
In Teacher training essentials, however, except
for the few units in the Background to teaching,
the author has wisely avoided jargon words.
In addition to the content page, the book has a map
at the beginning which charts out the content
according to session focus, target audience, aims,
content, and duration. The map makes it easier and
convenient for trainers to locate exact materials in
short time.
The 30 units in Teacher Training Essentials
areorganizedin three broad categories: Classroom
methodology, Developing language awareness,
and Background to teaching. Units 1 to 12 in
Classroom methodology category cover a wide
range of techniques of teaching the four language
skills, classroom management skills, correction
techniques, and lesson planning. The next 12 units
aim at developing language awareness of trainee
teachers.  A number of aspects of grammar teaching
have been covered in 6 units including the ways
tense and aspect combine, form and meaning
relationship, form and function of a variety of verbs
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used for past narratives and future time, form and
meaning between key conditional structures, modal
forms dealing with necessity and certainty, and
features of English noun phrases.  2 units on
phonology address the key issues associated with
the segmental and supra segmental features of English
and ways of teaching them.  2 units of  Developing
language awareness section  explore the nature of
functional language and the linguistic features of
discourse analysis. All units in these two sections
include a two-page trainee worksheet.
Interestingly, in contrast to the common practice,
the section Background to teaching has been put
towards the end. This last section explores
theoretical aspects relevant to English language
teaching. In addition to a three- page trainee
worksheet, each unit in Background to teaching
has short reading passages from an authentic source.
Overall the book is well organized. Still, unit 28
which explores the spread of global English would
have been better placed in the Developing
language awareness section.
Every unit in Teacher Training Essential
accompanies trainer’s notes giving summary of each
training session at the very beginning and followed
by details of the training procedures. For example,
the trainer’s notes on page 10 for the unit in
Classroom Management and Teacher Language
include the following summary:
Focus: Classroom methodology
Aims: To explore effective ways of setting up and
managing classroom activities
Contexts:  Pre-service or new in-service teachers
Duration : 60-75 minutes
Preparation:  Photocopy both worksheets for all
trainees. Cut up Task 3 from the appendix, p. 106
for pairs or small groups to sequence.

The detailed instructions are useful and keep all the
activities, tasks, exercises of a particular  session in
line with the objectives. Since the instructions for
trainers are given in detail, trainers need minimal
preparation time for a workshop.
 The ‘lead in’ sections of the trainer’s notes are
clearly written with step-by-step instructions and
directives including what to write on the board, when
to form groups or pairs, what and when to explain
and so on.  For example, the instructions on page
10 for unit 1 are:
• Ask trainees to think of a previous learning
experience not associated with language learning.
write the following question on the board:
To what extent were the lessons teacher-fronted
and to what extent were they learner-centered?
How did you feel about this?
• 1 a-b Give each trainee a copy of worksheet 1.
Ask trainees to do Task 1a alone and then check
their answers in pairs. Ask the pairs to discuss Task
1b. Conduct feedback.
• 3 a Cut up copies of this task from the appendix,
p. 106. Put trainees in pairs and ask them to order
the teacher instructions. Conduct feedback and then
give each trainee a copy of worksheet 2 containing
the answers.
• 4 b explain that trainees should mingle and ask
each other the questions. Make it clear that they
should ask each trainee only one question, and not
repeat a trainee’s name in the middle column.
I have immensely benefitted from the reflection tasks
given at the end of trainer’s notes. These tasks in
the form of questions create opportunities for trainers
to be reflective at the end of each training session
and guide them to  practice what s/he preaches in a
teacher training workshop and therefore  enriches

Book Review q  Zohur Ahmed
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one’s own understanding of the complexities of
teaching and learning.
Here is an example of such reflection task from
page 31.
After teaching a lesson, review how it went. Use
these questions:
• Were my aims clear? Did I anticipate all problems?
Was the lesson learner-centered enough? Did the
tasks link in a logical way for learners.
The book, however, has slightly failed to fulfill a
few of my expectations. Only one lesson on historical
background is surely not sufficient. One would
expect more lessons on learner autonomy, teaching
exam classes, course book evaluation, and materials
production. Further, the book has missed the chance
of including current concerns of  teacher training. It
would have been nice had the book included
sections on continuous professional development,
technology and language teaching, multiple
intelligence, blended learning, and alternative
assessment.
Finally, one should not be suspicious of its usefulness
because of the downsides I have identified. Despite
the few limitations, Teacher training essentials is
truly an essential resource for fresh teacher trainers
and at least a worth reading, if not essential, for the
experienced ones.
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